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Executive Summary and Conclusions 

General 

Neither Canada's textile or apparel industry are likely to be affected in a 
significant way by the conclusion and implementation of a North 

American free trade accord ("NAFTA"). Mexico's efficiency and 

competitiveness are too low, for that country's manufacturers significantly 

to affect Canadian production and consumption, at least for several years. 
Mexico's apparel industry will likely have a greater impact on Canadian 

production and consumption than Mexico's textile industry. 

For purposes of this report, we assume that NAFTA would include the 

following rules governing trade in textile and apparel products amori_2 
Canada, the US and Mexico: 

a. origin rules similar to those in found in the Canada-United States Free 
Trade Agreement ("FIA"),  to determine whether or not particular 
products originate in North America; 

b. tariff elimination over a period of several years for products that 
qualify as being of North American origin; 

c. quota elimination for North-American originating products: 

d. tariff elimination for specified volumes of apparel products made from 
fabrics that originate in a country other than Canada. Mexico or the 
US, on a basis similar to that found in FTA; and 

e. the elimination of drawbacks or other relief from customs duties 
imposed by any NAFTA member country, on goods imported into that 
country and subsequently exported to another member country, either 
in the same form or incorporated into other goods. 

Textiles 

The Canadian textile industry would not be negatively affected overall tl n 

a NAFTA. Although import penetration by Mexican exporters could 

increase, especially in some primary fibres, Canadian producers would for 

their part have an opportunity to increase shipments to Mexico. With 

regard to other textile products, the competitiveness of Mexican product 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Appuie!  
Industry 

in Canada is generally low. Canadian export opportunities in Mexico could 
be more valuable than the dollar value of increased Mexican exports to the 
Canadian market. 

• 
Our conclusions would not change materially if the elimination of both 
tariffs and quotas were to occur on an accelerated basis in the textile 
sector. Our expectation is that NAFTA's main impact on the Canadian 
economy would occur in the apparel sector more than in the textile sector. 
since Mexico has no significant comparative advantage over Canada in 
most sub-sectors of the textile industry. 

Apparel 

The Çanadian.apparel industry could experience moderate increases in the 
penetration of the domestic market by Mexican products, especially for 
long-run, undifferentiated products. Apparel made in production-sharing 
arrangements - that is, Mexican assembly for foreign producer-
distributors - would in many cases be a more effective competitor for 
Canadian market share than Mexican domestic producers. Mexico' 

domestic industry remains weak in many areas, including management 
capability, quality control, price-competitiveness and marketing. 

The Canadian industry could also encounter additional Mexican 
competition for a share of the US market. However, this effect will  not  be 

pronounced, since production-shaiing arrangements already have 
substantially open access to the US market. Moreover, Mexican apparel 
exports made under these programs still constitute only a small fraction of 
US garment consumption. The most competitive Mexican products are 
generally down-market - that is, in market segments where Canadian 
producers tend increasingly not to compete. 

Conversely, rapid penetration of the Mexican market by foreign - mainl n 

US - products, suggests that at least for successful niche products. 
Canadian exporters could find a meaningful market in Mexico. 

2 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 



The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Appare: 

Industry 

The possibility that some types of Mexican production, whether from 
domestic plants or production-sharing operations, could quickly penetrate 
the Canadian market in the absence of tariffs and quantitative restriction 

may make it advisable to reduce this country's trade barriers in the 

apparel sector over several years. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 	Organization 

This report on the organization and operation of Mexico's textile and 
apparel industries has been organized into six main sections. Section One 
is an Introduction, which describes the report's organization and sources. 
Section Two reviews Mexican public policy relating to production and 
trade in textile and apparel products. Section Three examines general 
commercial characteristics that affect production, consumption. trade and 
investment in both the textile and apparel sectors, including the cost of 
labour, capital, plant/equipment, utilities, taxation and so on. 

Sections Four and Five analyze key aspects of Mexico's textile industry. 
With regard to this industry, we have divided our analysis into two 
subsectors - the so-called chemical-fibre subsector and the general-textile 
subsector. This division conforms to the way the Mexican private sector 
and government generally segregate association membership and 
information-gathering in the overall textile sector. As there is no effective 
way to combine most of the available data describing each subsector, n\ c 
have followed the distinction for purposes of this study. 

Section Six of this report analyzes key aspects of Mexico's apparel 
industry. 

Each section of the report includes a summary of our overall findings, 
conclusions a' nd recommendations relating to the particular sector, as well 
as answers to the questions to be addressed as part of our analysis. 

1.2 	Sources 

We have primarily relied on the following main sources for the 
information contained in the report: 

4 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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a. Mexican Sources 

Where possible, we used domestic reports on the nature and quality of 
Mexican production in these sectors, domestic statistical information and 
interviews with officials of industry associations and government. As well, 
we met with representatives from selected individual companies. 

b. US Sources 

We relied on government-sourced statistical information ,  as well as 
interviews with industry experts and individual company managers. 

c. Canadian Sources 

We relied on government and industry-sourced stàtistical information ,  as 
well as interviews with association managers and managers of individual 
producing and importing operations. 

It should be noted that in relation to both the textile and apparel sectors, 
record-keeping in Mexico by both governmental and private-sectol 
entities is less exhaustive, less detailed and often less recent than 
comparable Canadian documentation. 

5 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 



Chapter 2 - The Role of Government 

2.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In this section of the report, we address a number of industrial polic n,' 
issues applicable to Mexico. Our review in this area responds to speCific 
questions that were raised by Industry, Science and Technology Canada 
regarding the way in which such policy factors play a part in Mexico' 
textile and apparel industries. 

With one exception — the pricing of petrochemical inputs for the chemical 
fibre sector — no special government support exists for Mexico's textile 
and apparel industries, either in relation to production or exportation. 
There is no direct or indirect, public-sector investment in either industry, 
nor does government play any significant role in guiding industrial 
strategy in these sectors. The Mexican government does not view the 
textile or apparel industry as a priority, in the sense of allocating 
resources to it that are not allocated to other economic sectors, or of 
planning investments directly in either the textile or apparel industrn . 

Concerns expressed by US apparel-makers over Mexican standards. 
especially in relation to the labelling of imported products, have recentl 
been resolved through joint agreement. With respect to intellectual 
property rights, expectations are that a proposed tightening of Mexican 
rules in this area will provide more effective protection for trademark 
owners. 

Mexico has no major fiscal programs that provide support for the textile 
or apparel industries, nor are there major horizontally-provided programs 
available generally to domestic manufacturers. A government-supported 
lending program generates about 1% of reduction in commercially-
available lending rates, on approved loans for plant modernization.  This  

program is available mainly to the automotive and apparel/textile 
industries, although other sectors are also permitted to draw on it. 
similar reduction in commercial interest rates is made available through 
government intervention, to support export financing by domestic 
producers in all industries. 

6 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 



• The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparei 
Industry 

Mexican maquiladoras operations, as such, play a minor role in Mexican 
textile and apparel production. The legal concept of the maquiladora will 
become an anachronism'urider NAFTA, for products originating in the 
continental free trade area. More important thari maquiladoras, which are 
formally constituted operations that have in the past provided owners with 
liberalized investment rights and relief from some onerous Mexican trade 
and tax rules, are production-sharing operations. These are contractual 
arrangements, whereby a foreign producer/importer sources products 
from a Mexican manufacturer. This type of arrangement has shown 
export growth in the US market, especially in apparel, and could have an 
impact on Canadian production and consumption under NAFTA. 

Maquiladora or shared-production arrangements, generally involving a 
US and a Mexican entity, have no special application to textile or apparel 
production. No special tax factors exist that favor Mexico's textile or 
apparel industries. Nor does Mexico have industrial development or 

export support programs that target these sectors. For convenience, N,ve 

have included in Section 2 of this report general commercial and trade 
information relating to maquiladora and production-sharing operation, 
generally. 

2.2 Background 

The role of the Mexican government in influencing decisions of domestic 
textile and apparel producers is small, for several reasons. The current 
administration is philosophically opposed to an interventionist model of 
government-business relations, which it considers to be inefficient. More 
specifically, the current Mexican government does not believe it should 
introduce policies that favor certain types of industrial produCtion over 

others, instead preferring to let the market make these choices. 

This situation is aggravated by serious budgetary constraints, caused 
high demand for basic government-subsidized services - education ,  health, 
housing, etc. - and by competition for revenues with high costs of 

servicing government debt, especially foreign debt. 

7 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Mexican government also opposes interventionist strategies  chat  have 
no direct fiscal cost - for example, an import substitution strategy - a. 
feels that these approaches have harmed Mexican production and 
competitiveness in the past. Rather, the Salinas administration believes in 
the importance of exposing Mexican producers to international 
competition. In this regard, Mexico has actively followed a policy of 
unilateral reduction of barriers to the importation of goods and services 
and to foreign investment, since the Salinas government took office in 
November 1988. 

These unilateral measures include the elimination of quantitative 
restrictions on 80% of all products imported into Mexico (including all 
textile and apparel products), the reduction of the country's top tariff rate 
to 20% from 100%, and the waiver of restrictions on foreign control of 
Mexican business operations in many industrial sectors, including textile 
and apparel. 

Given the political difficulties associated with further unilateral reduction 
of domestic barriers to foreign goods, capital and services. Mexico City i› 

seeking to carry on the trade liberalization process through a free trade 

agreement with the United States and Canada. Such additional measure 

could include - apart from tariff and quota elimination - further 
liberalization of direct foreign investment (for example, in financial 
services, forestry and petrochemicals) and liberalized trade in services 
(including rights of establishment plus mobility rights for service 

. providers, along the lines provided for professional service providers in 
FTA). 

As distinct from Canada, in which jurisdiction over industrial and 
commercial operations is divided between the federal and provincial levels 
of government, in Mexico virtually all authority over these areas together 
with fiscal policy is controlled by the central government. 

The politics of Mexican trade and investment business will likely continue 
along the same path at least until 1994, when the Salinas administra tion
term of office ends. To the extent that these policies are successful. the\ 
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may be continued by a subsequent administration. Success will be 

measured in two ways - overall economic growth and distribution of 

gains. 

With respect to the former method of measurement, the first three year. 
(1988-91) of the Salinas administration have shown a steady recovery ,  in 

macro-economic terms, with annual real GDP increases of about 3%. 
Measuring wealth-distribution is a much more complex issue, including 

such factors as the structure, rate and incidence of taxation: delivery of 

social services and so on. 

However, as a broad measure of popular approval, current (June 1991 

poll results indicate that the Salinas administration is likely to improve its 

standing in the legislature following mid-term elections, to be held in mid-

August of this year. The issue of the government's popularity is relevant 

for Canada, insofar as it bears on the Mexican government's ability to 

retain the legislative authority to conclude NAFTA. 

2.3 	Priorities 

The Mexican government does not view the textile or apparel sectors  as  
priorities, in the sense that, with one exception, it does not currently 

allocate nor is it likely to allocate significant resources - in the form of 

direct grants, indirect benefits (such as personnel training or export-

market development programs), tax relief or other support measures to 

these sectors that it does not allocate to other sectors. 

The exception to this general rule involves pricing policies for 

petrochemical feedstocks supplied by Mexico's nationalized oil company to 

Mexican producers of primary synthetic fibres. This factor is discussed in 
greater detail in section 2.9 of this report, below. 

Neither the textile nor the apparel sector receives indirect support. in the 

form of domestic tariffs that are higher than those applicable to other 

Mexican industries. 

9 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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As far as being sources of foreign exchange, the textile and apparel sectors 
are not seen as having prospectively greater significance than many other 
industries, especially the automotive and electrical-electronic sectors. 

2.4 	Investment Plans 

The Mexican government has no direct investment in these sectors ,  nor 

does it have any plans to make such investments. 

2.5 Market Niche Strategy 

The Mexican government is not encouraging the textile or apparel sectors 

to occupy a.ny particular niche in either foreign markets, including the 

markets of the US and Canada, or in the domestic market. 

2.6 	Subsidization 

The Mexican government does not have support programs that are 
targeted specifically at the textile or apparel sector. 

2.7 Standards, Regulations and NAFTA 

A principal recent concern of US textile and apparel makers has been 
newly-enacted labelling legislation in Mexico. These new rules purport to 
protect domestic importers and consumers, by requiring most textile and 

apparel goods imported into the country to be labelled, according to the 
provisions of the new law. As well, the new law aims to impose a level 

playing field in the domestic market. According to representatives of 

Mexico's textile and apparel industries, labelling obligations were 
previously imposed on Mexican producers, while goods imported into 

Mexico were not subject to these requirements. 

10 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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However, US apparel industry representatives advise .that similar rules 
have been formally in existence for several years, but were not enforced 

with respect to either domestically-made or impcirted textile or apparel 

goods. Since the Mexican market was effectively closed to imports. due to 
high tariffs and an extensive system of quotas, thé issue of enforcement in 
relation to impOrted articles was academic. According to these US sources. 
problems arose when Mexico liberalized its import rules, and import 
volumes rose quickly in response to these market-opening measures. 
Allegedly to protect domestic producers, the current labelling legislation 
was introduced, without a reasonable phase-in period, to give domestic 

manufacturers a breathing space, before foreign exporters made the 
necessary adjustments to conform to the new rules. 

The legislation came into force on October 24, 1990, except for one 
article and parts of two other articles, which came into force July 1. 1991. 

A copy of this legislation is enclosed as Appendix A of this report. in both 

the original version published in the Mexican government's Diario 

Official, and in an English translation. 

In summary, the legislation applies to textiles, including yarns and fabrics: 
clothing made of fabric  or plastic; ornamental accessories; and other 
textile products, including carpets, sheets and bedspreads, and tablecloths. 

In each case, the article must include a label that contains the name of the 

producer, the country of origin, a listing of material contents as 

prescribed, and - if the article is in a non-transparent container - a product 

description. In the case of clothing, the article must include a label 

containing these items of information, plus size and instructions for 

washing, drying, ironing and bleaching. 

Appendix A also contains an unpublished Memorandum of Understanding 

(the "MOU"), effective as of July 1, 1991, which was agreed by the 

'governments of the US and Mexico, following several months of 

negotiations. The MOU essentially introduces greater flexibility for 
importers, with regard to the specific types of labelling t;equirements 

imposed by the new legislation. Importantly, it also postpones the 
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operative date of the new legislation to Oetober 1, 1991. With respect to 
both the flexibility and the postponement issues, it would appear that this 
relief from the provisions of the new legislation apply only to the 
importation of products originating in the US. Remaining concerns 
regarding the impact of the new legislation include the question of the 
range of goods to which the rules apply - e.g., does it apply to bulk 
textiles? 

As of mid-August, 1991, no discussions have occurred among Canadian 
textile or apparel industry representatives with their US and Mexican 
counterparts on this issue. 

Other standards issues related to NAFTA include discussions currently 
going forward between the apparel group within the American National 
Standards Association and its Mexican counterpart association, to try to 
reach agreement on harmonized labelling standards. Such harmonized 
standards could then be incorporated into NAFTA. Canadian apparel-
maker representatives are not yet part of these discussions. 

2.8 	Petrochemical Policies 

According to information provided by senior management of the National 
Association of the Chemical Industries (Association Nacional de las 
Industrias Quimicas), prices paid for petrochemical feedstocks by Mexican 
producers of primary synthetic fibres are in some cases below those 
conventionally offered by North American petrochemical producers. 

Prices for products shipped by privately-held companies are said to be 
determined by market conditions. These conditions include competition 
from foreign products, which generally enter the Mexican  market  at a 

duty rate of 10%. 

On the other hand, products for petrochemical products offered b n 

Mexico's government-owned monopoly petroleum/petrochemical 

company, Pemex (all the shares of which are held by the Mexican 

12 Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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government), are discounted. The discount level tries to approximate the 
transfer prices that would be payable by an integrated manufacturer of 
primary synthetic fibres for such products, purchased from a 
petrochemical-producing subsidiary controlled by such a manufacturer. 
Actual price lists showing the value of Pemex discounts are unavailable. 

A list of major inputs of the Mexican primary synthetic-fibre industry is 
included in Appendix B of this report, and indicates those products which 
the industry sources from Pemex, as well as those sourced from other 
Mexican producers. 

2.9 	Intellectual Property Rights 

Mexico has intellectual property ("IP") protection rules that apply to the 
textile and apparel sectors. Adverse publicity which Mexico has received 
in the area of patent and trademark protection may stem from the absence 
of effective IP protection in certain sectors of the Mexican market, 
especially computer software, musical lyrics and pharmaceuticals. 
Anticipated changes to Mexican IP rules will improve matters in respect 
of these sectors. 

With regard to other sectors, formal legal protection exists for IP. In the 
textile and apparel industries, the main concern of Canadian producer\ 
would seem to be trademark piracy in relation to Canadian apparel 
products exported to Mexico. Mexico has a system of trademark 
protection and registration, which would be available to Canadian 
products distributed in that country. Effective enforcement of a Mexican 
judgement may be difficult. For practical purposes, however, this should 
not be a significant issue for Canadian exporters. Piracy generally  chocs 

 not occur until a brand has achieved a high degree of popular recognition. 
This is not likely to happen for many years, in respect of Canadian 
branded-product exports to Mexico. 

Notwithstanding concerns that foreign IP owners may have over Mexican 
trademark infringement, moreover, domestic producers apparentl n 
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function effectively under existing levels of protection. Several Mexican 
manufacturers are licensees of foreign designers - St. Laurent, Armani 

and Valentino, for example, are all made and distributed in Mexico - and 
are willing to pay for these licensing rights. 

2.10 Other Public Programs 

2.10.1 Domestic Financing 

The Mexican government offers financing at preferential rates to 
qualifying companies in several related programs. However, the impact 
of the programs appears moderate overall, mainly because rate reductions 
are not significant. None of the programs is specific to either the textile or 
apparel sectors. The'Secretariat of Commerce and Industrial Development 
("SECOFI") advises us that it is unable to determine annual amounts of 

lending under any of the programs, which are as follows: 

PROFIRI 

PROFIRI (Programa de Financiamento para Reconversion Industrial 

Program for Industrial Reconversion) mainly provides funds for 

companies in three sectors - textile/apparel, automotive parts and cut 
flowers - although operations in other industries can borrow using thk 

program, depending on availability funds. 

Lending programs are carried out by NAFINSA (Nacional Financiera 
S.A.), the equivalent of a crown corporation, which is controlled by the 

Department of Commerce. 

PROFIRI offers funds to borrovvers for plant modernization, through 
acquisition of machinery. The interest rate for funds obtained through the 

program is approximately I% below the rate>at which the borrower 

would be able to obtain funds commercially. 

PROFIRI does not generally result in lending to buyers who would 
otherwise be unable to secure commercial loans. This is because 
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NAFINSA does not lend directly. Rather, qualifying companies borrov, 
from commercial banks, who conduct assessments of the borrower, as 

they would do in regular lending arrangements. Only if they are satisfied 
as to  the  borrower's ability to repay will they enter into an agreement. 
NAFINSA in turn will repay to the bank the spread (about 1%) between 
the bank's commercial rate and the NAFINSA discount rate. 

The commercial bank remains at risk, insofar as a default by a borrower 

will not be repaid by the NAFINSA program. 

NAFINSA 

The NAFINSA general financing program operates in the same way as 

PROFIRI . However, it is aimed at other borrowers, namely small and 

medium-size businesses in all sectors. Given the program's focus, it does 

not appear that it would be of practical value to Mexican textile and 
apparel companies capable of exporting, since these will generally not fall 
within the qualifying categories, which are of two types: 

a. funding is available for small companies - i.e. not more than 200 
employees located outside the Federal District; and 

b. small business in the federal District 

Funding is available for small companies which have no toxic emissions or 

effluents. 

2.10.2 Export Support 

The Mexican government itself offers no regular programs that provide 
support to exporters, which are either unavailable from commercial 
sources, or which are offered on terms better than those offered by 
commercial sources. 

Subsidized export financing arrangements are made available by the Banco 
Nacional del Comercio Exterior ("Bancomext"), through the so-called 
"FOMEX" program. Bancomext is a crown corporation-equivalent. 
controlled by the government of Mexico. 
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The effect of FOMEX is to reduce the cost of export financing bv 
Mexican exporter, by an amount which on average currently is 
approximately 1% lower than the rate that would be charged for export 
financing based on commercial costs of money, plus the commercial risk 
involved in the particular transaction. 

Mexican bankers and Bancomext officials advise that this preferential 
spread is narrowing, and that within the next year or two the FOMEN 
subsidy will be phased out. 

In relation to exports to Canada, the primary concern of a Mexican seller 
will usually be obtaining two types of financing: pre-export and 
receivables. 

In relation to pre-export financing, a Mexican producer in most sectors, 
including textile and apparel, who receives'an export order, can borro\\ 
amounts  needed to buy inputs. The maximum term for such borrom.ing is 
60 days, and requires evidence of an export order. 

In relation to receivables financing, a textile or apparel producer requests 
financing can receive export loans with terms of up to 180 days. Special 
arrangements can be made for longer terms, but this issue seldom arises in 
export contracts, other than those involving capital goods. 

Financing arrangements work in the same way for both pre-export and 
receivables financing. Funding is made available through a commercial 
bank, which is borrowing on international money markets. Current rates 
typically available to such a bank would be approximately 8.5%. The bank 
will then provide funds for a particular export transaction to Bancomext. 
which on-lends to the exporter at a rate that currently is approximatel n, 
9.5%. When the loan is paid by the exporter, Bancomext repays the 
commercial bank at a rate that is currently around 10.5%. The 1c/( cost to 
Bancomext represenis an export subsidy. 

Exporters can receive both pre-export and receivables financing in 
relation to the same contract. Both pre-export and receivables financing 
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are available in pesos or US dollars. US dollar loans are generally 
preferred, since their cost is usually lower than high Mexican domestic 
financing costs. 

The FOMEX program does not insure the exporter against the risk of a 
buyer's default. Where an export transaction is not supported by a letter 
of credit, FOMEX financing will be available only where the exporter 
obtains credit insurance. This insui  ranee is available from Comesec. a 
subsidiary of Bancomext. Comesec will assess an importer's credit-
worthiness. Where the risk is acceptable, Comesec will insure the 
exporter's receivable. Comesec's insurance fees range from I - I .5%. 

The only other government support provided by Bancomext is the so-
called "ALTEX" program, which streamlines Mexican customs reporting 
and other administrative functions for active exporters. The program 
includes no element of financial support. Several programs previousl n, 
available to support Mexican export transactions have been phased out 
since the Salinas administration took office in 1988. 

2.10.3 Other 

Senior Mexican government officials advise that no major programs exist 
to support the textile or apparel industries in particular or manufacturing 
industries in general. However, to ascertain whether modest policies or 
programs of general application exist (e.g., is there official support for 
industrial-effluent reduction practices and could this apply to the textile 
sector?; what benefits flow from low petroleum prices for all users, at 
both the industrial and consumer level?) or what impact of such policies 
or programs might be, is beyond the scope of this study. 

2.11 Maquiladoras 

2.11.1 General 

Maquiladoras as specific legal entities play only a small part in current 
North American trade operations in the textile and apparel sectors ,  nor do 
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these types of entities appear likely to play an important trade role under 
NAFTA. 

More important in terms of their potential effect on Canadian textile and 
apparel production and  consumption under NAFTA are production-
sharing arrangements. These arrangements accomplish virtually all the 
practical objectives of maquiladoras without the formalities of the 
maquiladora regime. 

Neither production-sharing arrangements nor maquiladora operations as 
such will have any significant impact on Canadian competition for US 

market share under NAFTA, since Mexican producers already have 

substantially free access to the US market for many types of textile and 
apparel products. 

In terms of investment appeal, Mexican tax arrangements applicable to 
maquiladoras could malce them attractive to Canadian investors, 
particularly to Quebec-resident companies. Maquiladora and 

production/sharing arrangements in the textile and apparel sectors have 
performed well in recent years, in terms of exporting to the US. The 
impact of the apparel sector has been more significant, with this sector 
accounting for nearly 70% of shipments by maquiladora/production-
sharing operations by value. Given the greater importance of 

maquiladora operations in the apparel sector relative to the textile sector. 
sections 2.12.5 - 2.12.11 of this report focus on the impact of such apparel 
operations on North American apparel production and trade. 

This type of production could have a  potential impact on some types or 
Canadian production under NAFTA. For this to happen, current US users 
of this system would have to develop Canadian distribution channels, or 

else potential Canadian buyers would have to conform their purchasin2 
programs to Mexican producers. To the extent"this type of production has 
a meaningful impact on Canadian production under NAFTA, this impact 
would tend to be concentrated in relatively undifferentiated, lou-cost 

products. 
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Apart from import-export statistics for products of 
maquiladora/production-sharing operations, no meaningful data has been 

collected regarding the way in which these operations function. The 
information in this report was collected from US analysts in this area and 
from US customers of products made by Mexican production-sharing 
operations. 

2.11.2 Structure/Function 

The maquiladora concept is essentially a form of free trade zone not 

limited to any particular geographic area. This legal regime has existed in 

Mexico since 1965, with the object of promoting export-oriented 
investment. 

Maquiladoras accomplish this objective in two ways. First, they let 
producers import duty-free into Mexico foreign-sourced materials and 
components used to make products for export, together with equipment 
used in the production of such goods, as long as at least 80% (in most 
cases) of the final products made with the imported materials and 
components are re-exported. Second, they also provide certain tax benefit s  

for investors, which are not available to non-maquiladora investor\. 

For many years, an exception to the right of non-Mexicans to establish and 

control maquiladora operations was the textile-apparel sector, which was 
restricted to Mexican control. However, since 1989, these restrictions 
have been lifted and foreigners can today control 100% of -a maquiladora 
operation. 

2.11.3 Impact of NAFTA 

The impact of maquiladora operations as such on US production and 
consumption in the textile and apparel sectors has been low, partly because 
non-Mexican producers in these industries could not use the maquiladora 
system until 1989. 
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But even though such foreign ownership is now permitted, interviews w e 

conducted with US experts in the area indicate that no extensive direct 
investment has occurred by US or other producers. 

This low level of direct foreign investment has been linked by some 

analysts to concern over Mexico's instability as an investment destination. 
However, the establishment of some 1,500 maquiladora plants in other 
industry sectors during the period 1982-90 suggests that other rellsons 

exist for the absence of direct investment in this sector. 

A better explanation may be that US producer/importers see no special 

attraction in Mexico as a textile and/or apparel-producing location. 

Mexico may be seen as a useful source of garment imports, along with 
rnany other competing countries. Several Caribbean countries in particular 
offer competitive opportunities for shared-production arrangements with 

US producer/importers. Rather than investing in production facilities in 
countries around the world, a more viable approach for such 

producer/importers may be to sub-contract from suitable producers in 

Mexico and other source countries. 

2.11.4 Impact of Production-Sharing Arrangements 

A more important type of operation involving joint foreign (mainly US) 
and Mexican participation involves production-sharing arrangements. 

These currently have an impact on the US market, and could affect 

competition for the Canadian market under NAFTA. 

Production-sharing arrangements offer participants essentially the same 
trade benefits as maquiladoras, without involving ownership by  i  foreign 
producer/importer of a Mexican plant. 

Basically, a production-sharing arrangement involves a foreign buyer - 

typically US - which contracts with one or more Mexican manufacturers 
for the production of specific goods made to the buyer's specifications. 

This arrangement solves many of the major weaknesses of the Mexican 
textile and apparel industry - from poor-quality fabric to weak financing 
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to the absence of North American distribution capability - without tying 
up any of the buyer's capital in Mexican assets. 

Apart from legal formalities, another difference between maquiladoras 
and production-sharing operations in Mexico is that the latter would have 
to pay duties on imported materials and components. However, these 
duties would be refunded once the finished product using them is 
exported. This difference involves a cash-flow delay, while an 
importer/producer waits for the refund to be made. However,  the impact 

of this timing difference would generally be modest. 

2.11.5 Maquiladoras, Production-Sharing and 
North American Trade 

From a trade perspective, the key issue is that both production-sharing and 
maquiladora operations have the same opportunity to receive liberal access 
to the US market, if they use US inputs, or 3d-country inputs which have 
been further processed in the US. 

Specifically, such operations can take advantage of the US' so-called 807 
tariff item or the so-called Special Regime. (Technically, the name of the 
807 tariff item has been changed to tariff item 9802, since the introduction 
in the US of the Harmonized System of tariff classification. HoweN.'er, this 
regime is still commonly referred to as "807" and we use that designation 
in this report). 

The Special Regime lets Mexican-made textiles and apparel enter the 
essentially without quantitative restrictions, as long as the goods in 
question are made of 100% US materials and components, including - in 
the case of apparel - fabric originating and çut in the US. The finished 
goods re-enter the US, with duty payable only on Mexican value added 

Under the 807 program, fabric may be imported from third countries or 
may originate in the US and be cut in the US and sewn in Mexico. Such 
finished apparel is then exported to the US and may be subject to 
quantitative restrictions. But as in the case of the Special Regime, the VS 
charges duty only on value provided or added outside the US. 
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In recent years, US producer/importers have increasingly relied on 
Mexican assembly of foreign inputs, including US-sourced and cut fabric 
(Special Regime) or US-cut fabric sourced in 3d:countries (807 program). 
In volume terms, the following table shows US..apparel import (covered 
by the multi-fibre agreement) volumes (in millions of square meters) 
from Mexico for the period 1987-1990, and the percent increase over the 
4-year period: 

Product 	 1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 	n; 

Total MFA apparel 134 	158 	176 	174 	30 
807 Apparel 	 105 	126 	152 	145 	38 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce 

It is too early to tell whether the decline in 1990 Mexican shipments over 
1989 shipments reflects a slowdown in the rate of growth of this type of 
production, or whether it is due to a temporary weaknesses in US retail 
sales. 

Effective US duties on Mexican value added in production-sharing 
arrangements are generally in the range of 5% of the total value of the 
finished product. 

2.11.6 Production Location 

Shared-production facilities are located throughout the Mexican border 
region. However, relatively high costs and employee turnover rates in 
locations close to the border have caused production increasingly to move 
south, especially to such centers as Saltillo, Torreon, Gomez Palacio and 
Chihuahua. Production of this type also occurs in more distant locations 
such as Guadalajara and even Merida. 
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2.11.7 Mexican Producers 

Most Mexican producers engaged in production-sharing are relatively 
small. Major US custorners will typically divide orders among several 
producers. •Mexican producers engaged in these operations typically will 
not have significant management or marketing/sales capability. since there 
is little demand for these skills. 

2.11.8 US Customers 

The main users of this system are major US producer/importers, such 
Brittania, JC Penney and Sears. 

2.11.9 Production-Sharing Arrangements 

US customers generally perform all design functions, carry out  cut-
planning (and either do their own cutting or subcontract to US cutters) 
and deliver all patterns, markers, fabric, findings and trim to the Mexican 
producers. The customers will typically contract with US-owned 
companies (so called "807 companies") located on the US side of the 
Mexican borders, to provide preparatory, liaison and supervisory service s 

 to the buyers. 

In many cases, an 807 company will carry out contract fabric-cutting for 
the buyer. In almost all cases, they coordinate pick-up of cut fabric and 
other materials by a Mexican apparel-maker. As well, 807 companies 
often determine which Mexican producer gets an apparel-making contract. 
A key function of the 807 companies is protection of the US buyer 
through quality control, often using random statistical analysis, of 
Mexican apparel-producers' shipments. For example, in a shipment of 
2,000 units, a random analysis might be made of 50 units for stitching 
quality and conformity to measurements, with a failure rate of 10c% 
resulting in rejection of the shipment, 807 companies often also manage all 
US and Mexican customs administration, for goods moving both wa,n.'s 
across the border. 
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2.11.10 Product Types 

These operations tend to focus on basic, long-run products with relatively 

high direct labor costs. Denim jeans are a significant item, along with 
casual pants and shorts. 

2.11.11 Labor Costs 

Current fully-fringed hourly wage costs for sewing machine operators in 

major Mexican border locations such as Juarez and Tijuana are about 

US$1.50. High employee turnover rates - as much as 100% annually - can 

occur in border plants. In the tier of locations south of the border area. 
this wage cost drops to around US$1.25, while turnover will likely be 

fifth to a third of border-region turnover. 

2.11.12 Implications for Canada 

Production-sharing arrangements currently have almost no impact on the 

Canadian domestic market. For them to have a significant impact on 

Canada under NAFTA, at least one of several developments would have to 

()CCU. 

First, major customers of Mexican products would have to develop North 

American distribution arrangements. To the extent that Canadian and l:S 

retailing structures remain substantially segmented, the products ot 
production-sharing operations delivered to the US market would not  flow 
through to Canada to a significant degree. 

Second, Canadian producer/importers would have to establish 
relationships with Mexican producers. In order for this to happen, several 

other factors would have to come into being. Volumes commonly sought 

by Canadian importers would likely have to increase. At lo n,v volumes, it k 
questionable whether or not Mexican producers can be price-competitive. 
Mexican producers accustomed to large orders from US buyers might not 
accept Canadian orders. The transaction costs for small Canadian buyers 
seeking to establish a presence among Mexican producers would be high. 
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Also, the poor financial condition of most Mexican shared-production 
operations means that a Canadian partner in such an arrangement would 
be required to deliver all inputs, including cut fabric, to Mexican 
producers. While this would not be an obstacle for sorrie Canadian 
producers, others which have not previously subcontracted in this way 
might resist the complexities involved. 

Major Canadian retailers do not generally enter into sourcing 

relationships, in which they must take responsibility for supplying inputs. 
To the extent Canadian retailers continue to reject such relationships, an n 

potential inflow into Canada of Mexican products would be slowed. 

2.11.13 NAFTA Impact on 3d-Country Sourcing 

Once NAFTA is fully implemented, the maquiladora concept will be 

irrelevant, in relation to production involving North American inputs. 
Under NAFTA, a textile or apparel Mexican operation - regardless of 
whether or not it is a maquiladora - would be able to import fabric and 
other components duty and quota-free from Canada or the US. The 

finished product could in turn be exported from Mexico to the US or 
Canada without tariffs or quotas. 

In relation to production involving goods that are not considered under 
NAFTA to originate in North America, maquiladoras would simply pla n 

the same role they play today. Thus, a maquiladora that, under NAFT.A, 
makes garments from fabric produced and cut in a third country would 
continue to receive the benefit of entering its materials duty-free into 
Mexico. But final product exported to Canada or the US would be not he 
considered to originate in North America and would accordingly be 

subject to full existing duties and any existing quota. 

2.11.14 Fiscal Issues 

For some foreign producers who want to establish Mexican operations, the 
maquiladora system may offer tax benefits, by allowing profits and thus 
taxes to be paid in the parent company's jurisdiction. These benefits were 
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potentially significant to producers from many foreign jurisdictions, when 
Mexico had top corporate tax rates of 60% and high rates of withholding. 

Now that Mexico has lowered its corporate tax rates and eliminated 
withholding on after-tax dividends, the maquiladora benefit affects 
relatively few potential investors. In the case of Canada, only Quebec-

resident companies would benefit from a maquiladora arrangement. as 

opposed to a conventional Mexican corporate structure. 

This is because Quebec's combined federal-provincial corporate tax rate is 

35.1%, while Mexico's effective corporate tax rate is 45%. Under current 

tax-treaty arrangements between Canada and Mexico, this means 

essentially that a Mexican subsidiary of a Quebec company would pay 

Mexican tax at the 45% rate, without being able to recover the difference 

between this rate and the Quebec rate. 

The maquiladora concept would solve the unrecoverable-tax problem for 
a Quebec investor. This is because Mexico lets maquiladoras operate as 
cost centers, allocating all profits to the foreign parents. Since there is no 
profit, there can be no tax in Mexico, and no unrecoverable taxes paid 

there. 

By contrast, the combined rate of federal-provincial corporate tax on 
active, non-small business income in all other Canadian jurisdictions is 
within 2% of Mexico's rate. Companies from such jurisdictions would be 
generally indifferent as to whether they pay tax in Mexico or in Canada. 
For them, a maquiladora essentially offers no tax benefits, compared to an 

ordinary Mexican subsidiary. 

2.12 Mexican Trade Policy and Canadian Export 

Opportunities 

As discussed, the Salinas administration has dUring the past three years 
significantly lowered Mexico's barriers to the importation of products in 

numerous sectors, including textile and apparel goods. In the textile 

sector, quotas have been eliminated. Most quotas on apparel imports have 
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also been lifted. However, prospective exporters of apparel to Mexico 
would have to review each product type to determine whether quantitative 
restrictions still apply. 

Mexican tariffs have fallen considerably in these sectors, from top rates 

for imported textile and apparel pràducts which had previously been 
100%. Appendix C of this report itemizes current Mexican tariffs in the 
textile and apparel sectors. All items are classified according to the 
Harmonized System of classification. As the appendix shows, most tariffs 
in the textile sector are currently either 10% or 15%, with a small number 
of exempt categories. In the apparel sector, virtually all items are dutiable 

at 20%. 

The following sections of this report, dealing with production and trade 
characteristics in Mexico's textile and apparel sectors, indicate the extent 
to which foreign-Made - mainly US - products have penetrated the 
Mexican market since the latter was substantially opened to external 
competition in 1988 and subsequent years. 

In terms of market demand, total Mexican consumption of textile and 
apparel goods as of 1988 was 456.5 million kilos. This compares to total 

Canadian consumption of 520 million kilos. In other words. total Mexican 

market size for textile and apparel products was almost as big as Canadian 
market size in 1988. A more rapid rate of economic recovery in Mexico 

since 1988, following the crisis years.  of the mid-1980s, can be expected to 

stimulate additional demand in these sectors. Thus, while Mexican market 
possibilities for many products may lag Canadian demand, the textile and 
apparel sectors could offer scope for Canadian exporters with appropriate 

products. 
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3.1. Summary and Conclusions 

Mexican producers generally have an advantage over their Canadian 
competitors, in terms of wage costs. However, this advantage is eroded hy 
considerations such as low training levels, high turnover rates in man n 

areas of Mexico and high - severance, which make it difficult to terminate 
unproductive employees. Income tax costs of Mexican industrial producers 
are generally comparable to those payable in most Canadian jurisdictions. 
Higher building/property taxes may be offset by enriched depreciation 

allowances, depending on the structure and operation of particular firms. 
Mexican utility costs appear to be generally lower than those in Ontario. 
higher than in Quebec. Mexican manufacturers generally are prejudiced 
by poor infrastructure development, which imposes high telecom and 
transportation costs, as well as poor servicing of industrial land. 

3.2 Wages/Benefits 

Wages are set by annual negotiations among labor, management and 
government, under the terms of a tripartite anti-inflation agreement. 
However, real wages in the textile and apparel industries, as in most other 
Mexican industries, are generally well above minimum wage. In addition. 

Mexican employers are responsible for numerous fringe benefits. Also, 
several other factors discussed below offset producer advantages gained in 
the area of wages. Actual wages paid in Mexico's textile and apparel 
sectors are discussed in the relevant sections of this report. 

3.3 Other Employment-Related Factors 

Severance 

This is a high potential cost for Mexican employers. Requirements are 4 

months of fully-fringed salary for basic severance. In addition, 
compensation for 32 days of fully-fringed salary is payable for each year 
worked. In these circumstances, Mexican employers in both the textile and 
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apparel industry advise that it is in practice difficult to discharge 
personnel, due to the high cost of doing so. They felt that these severance 
arrangements in turn made it easy for employees to be unproductive, ince 
their fear of losing jobs was relatively low. 

Training 

Mexico generally offers insufficient training facilities for trainees, with 

the result that employers must provide extensive on-site training. When 
training time is taken into account, the effective cost of employee 

compensation rises. 

Turnover 

Both the textile and apparel sectors suffer frorn a high degree of employee 
turnover, depending on location and size of urban centres. The causes or 
this turnover include a long-standing tendency on the part of man n 

employees in Mexico to alternate periods of employment and 
unemployment. In smaller locales, turnover rates tend to be on the order 
of 10%, which would more closely approximate Canadian rates. Given the 
expense and productivity loss caused by the need to train new staff, the 

rates of turnover in major centres impose substantial costs on producers. 

However, no producer, industry association or governmental agency has 
apparently tried to quantify the impact of such turnover. 

3.4 Taxation 

Particular characteristics associated with the way in which an individual 
company operates can affect its tax liability. As well, comparing different 
jurisdictions' tax rates without analyzing the nature and extent of available 
deductions can be misleading. 

But at least on the basis of rate comparisons, the corporate tax burden on 

Mexican producers in all industries appears high, compared to tax 

liabilities in most other North American jurisdictions, when all elements 
of Mexico's fiscal burden are taken into account. 
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Corporate Tax 

The rate of Mexican federal corporate tax is 35% for all net incorne over 
$4,000. However, corporations must also pay 10% of pre-tax profits in 
the form of a so-called profit-sharing tax, the revenues from which 
underwrite various employee benefit programs. The combined effect of 
these two basic taxes is a 45% rate. The Mexican states do not impose 
corporate tax or other, similar charges. 

This 45% rate is comparable to the combined federal-provincial corporate 
income tax rate payable in most Canadian provinces, except Quebec. 
which is lower. Canadian tax rates are discussed in greater detail in 

Section 2.12.14 of this report, above. 

Payroll Taxes 

As discussed in the section on wages/benefits, above, Mexican employers 
must pay a variety of charges for employee benefits. These costs are 
shown as part of the calculations include in Appendix BB. As with an\ 

payroll-based tax, the impact is proportionately greater in labor-intensive 

operations. Accordingly, apparel and to some extent textile producers in 
Mexico - as is the case in some Canadian jurisdictions (e.g. Ontario' ,  
employer health levy) - bear the brunt of the latter taxes. 

Consumption Tax 

An additional fiscal factor in terms of production costs relates to Mexico's 

national consumption tax, or IVA (short for Impuesto sobre Valor 
Agregado - value-added tax), which operates in a manner similar to 
Canada's GST. Producer IVA costs (15% except 21% on designated 
called luxury items) are passed on to the next stage until final 
consumption. 

Exports are theoretically zero-rated and therefore are not supposed to 
carry any IVA burden. However, Mexico's IVA apparently does not let 
producers fully recover all consumption tax paid on inputs. For example. 
producers are required to pay a telecom tax amounting to 50% or the co , t 
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of all telephone calls and faxes, both domestic and international, but these 
amounts cannot be deducted from IVA. Additional analysis would be 
needed to determine with greater precision the extent of unrecovered EVA 
typically included in Mexican textile and apparel expo rts. 

Drawback Delays 

Another fiscal penalty affecting Mexican producers generally is slov, 

recovery Of drawbacks on duty paid for imported inputs and equipment. 
Although duties are recoverable with respect to qualifying importations. 
the payback period can be as long as a year, as a result of which importeN 

lose interest for fairly lengthy periods. 

BuildingIProperty Taxes 

Annual building and property taxes are calculated on the basis of 25c4 of a 

nominal amount, which is considerably lower th an  market value. 
Generally, this tax can be as much as 5% of the property's real market 
value, according to our interviewees. In the case of a hypothetical 50,000 

square foot plant costing C$250,000 yearly for occupancy on the basis of a 

C$5 per square foot lease, and having a market value of C$2,500,000, a 

tax at that rate would amount to C$125,000 yearly, or 50% of the lease 

cost. 

Depreciation Allowance 

Apart from maquiladora-related tax issues, Mexican fiscal policy is not an 
instamment which materially affects the domestic textile or apparel sectors, 

specifically. Mexico offers no investment tax credits to producers in any 
sector, nor does any other special treatment apply to textile or apparel 
producers for training programs, process or product research or an y 

other aspect of their operations. 

Mexican tax rules allow accelerated depreciation for most types of ne\\,  

machinery and equipment in virtually every industrial sector. Machiner n• 

and equipment used in the textile and apparel sectors can generally benefit 
from such depreciation. Goods subject to such depreciation include 
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machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of clothing and textiles. 

including dying and printing operations. It is difficult to generalize about 
the effects of tax arrangements in different countries on business 
operations, because many different factors are involved, including tax 
rates and the base on which tax is cacluated. However, it would appear that 

considerably more rapid depreciation allowed by Mexico for textile and 
apparel-making equipment compared to either Canada or the US will in 

most cases provide taxable Mexican producers with a comparative 
advantage. Rapid depreciation postpones taxes, thereby giving the 
taxpayer an advantage equal to the income that can be earned on such 

amounts of postponed tax. 

Depreciation is calculated as follows in respect of textile and apparel-
making equipment in each of Mexico, Canada and the US as follows: 

Mexico 

a. year 1 	 79% 

b. years 2 + 	 0 

c. in year of disposition terminal loss (equal to the difference 
between sale price and depreciated cost, where the latter 
exceeds the former) or capital gain 

Used equipment is depreciated on à ,10% straight-line basis. 

Canada 

20% annually on a declining-balance basis, except 10% in the year in 

which the equipment is acquired. Terminal loss is earned (or capital gain 

is payable) on the undepreciated balance of the equipment in the year or 

disposition. 

United States (all calculations on the basis of declining balance) 

1. apparel and knit-wear-making equipment: 
a. year 1 	 20% 
b. each of years 2-4 	40% " 
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d. year 6 

67%" 
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2. yarn, threat and woven fabric-making equipment: 
a. year 1 	 14.3% 
b. each of years 2-5 	28.6% 
c. year 6 	 40% 
d. year 7 	 67% 
e. year 8 	 100% of undepreciated balance 

3.5 	Plant/Land Costs 

Land costs depend on the region, while plant costs reflect the age, 

location, quality and design characteristics of the particular plant. 

Generally, for operations located in or around the Federal District, 

including the State of Mexico, the cost for land and plant (whether on a 

lease basis or as the annual cost of an acquisition amortized over 20 years) 

ranges from C$4.50 - 6.72 per square foot per year. 

These costs compare to current lease costs in the Metro Toronto region 

ranging from C$3.75 - 6.00. Lease costs -in southern Ontario generall 
are often higher, due to shorter supply compared to Metro Toronto. 

where the market has been soft for the past 12-18 months. 

From other experience we have had analyzing Mexican commercial 

operations in other major centers, including the cities of Puebla and 

Guadalajara, we believe that plant costs there are not substantially 

different from those prevailing in the Federal District and environs. 

Lease costs in small centers are often in the range of C$2.00 - 2.50 

3.6 	Services 

Additional outlays may be necessary to provide water. If the plant has its 

own well with a sufficient water supply, the amortized cost of the well and 
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pumping systems will generally be minimal. However, serviced water can 
increase overall production cost by as much as 5%. 

3.7 	Utilities 

Electricity costs for a plant with 1,500 KW of demand and 360,000 KW-
hours per month are about US$0.04 (C$0.0448 at an exchange rate of 
C$1.12 per US$1) per KW-hour for 1990. Canadian 1990 figures for 
industrial users with 5,000 KW demand and 3,100,000 KW-hour monthly 
consumption were C$0.057 in Ontario and C$0.0347 in Quebec. 

3.8 	Transportation 

Internal transport costs are high. The cost of delivering products from 
the Federal District,to the US border is greater than the cost of exporting 
from Hong Kong to New York. For example, several member companies 
of Mexico's National Textile Institute reported costs of shipping dyes from 
Yokohama to Acapulco as C$.58 per kilo. Road delivery from Acapulco 
to the Federal District was reported as C$1.32 per kilo. 

High transport costs are aggravated by long delivery periods, with 
shipments from west-coast ports to the Federal District sometimes taking 
4-6 weeks. These 'delays have several causes, including lack of port 
loading-unloading facilities, customs delays and truck shortages. 
Transportation from central Mexico to the Texas border (about 1.000 kms 
depending on the crossing point) averages about 7 days, compared to 3 
days from the border to such centers as Chicago and New York. 

3.9 Telecommunications 

Mexican telecom costs are high, due to a combination of telecom taxes, 
discussed previously in this section, poor equipment, and Mexican telecom 
policy of using long-distance rates to subsidize local service. 
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Mexican producers report costs for a 10-minute Mexico City - Toronto 
telephone call to be US$50, or approximately C$56. Current Bell Canada 
rates for a 10-minute call from Toronto to Mexico City are C$18.60. 

which is one-third the reported Mexican price. If this cost ratio is 
generally valid as an indicator of Mexican long-distance telecom costs, a 

Mexican producer would have triple the telecom expenses of its Canadian 
counterpart. 

3.10 Capital 

Mexican manufacturers in most cases face higher borrowing costs than 
their Canadian counterparts. Higher capital costs tend to increase the cost 
of the final product. It is difficult to generalize as to the cost of capital to 
a Mexican versus a Canadian borrower, since this cost will be affected by 

numerous factors, including the borrower's access to non-bank lenders 

(typically through the issue of its own securities or - in the case of 
integrated corporations - through intercorporate borrowing), the 
borrower's own financial health and prospects, and the extent to which tt 

corporation is able to borrow outside Mexico. Generally speaking. 

smaller, non-integrated Mexican firms typically must borrow from 

conventional domestic lenders. Currently, this kind of lendinu tends - 

depending on the individual borrower - to attract interest rates between 
1% and 2.5% higher than the rate that comparable Canadian companies 
would expect to pay. This difference between Mexican and Canadian 
borrowing costs is mainly caused by the following factors: a relatively 
small banking community, with oligopolistic pricing policies; inefficient 
administration and operation of Mexican banks, resulting in higher prices: 

and few alternatives to bank lending. 
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Chapter 4 - Mexican Textile Industry 
(Chemical Fibre) 

4.1 Summary and Conclusions 

Mexico's chemical fibre subsector poses no significant threat to Canadian 
production. Although production in the subsector is quite highly 
concentrated in a small number of companies, there is little domestic 
integration between this subsector and other sectors, either upstream or 

downstream. Nor, with some exceptions, is the subsector integrated with 

offshore producers, although licensing agreements exist. 

During the late 1980s, Mexico's chemical-fibre industry showed 
meaningful growth in installed capacity, employment and production. 
However, domestic consumption growth exceeded growth in domestic 
production, and this excess demand was for the most part met by imported 
products, as re flected by trade figures for the subsector. Prices charged 
by producers in this subsector appear to have been higher than those 
charged by US producers, at least for several products during the mid-
1980s. The subsector appears to use technology comparable to that 
employed by producers in advanced countries, but capacity utilization 
rates have been low. Levels of new investment in the subsector are high. 
indicating that production may increase in future years. 

While the subsector derives benefits from secure domestic supplies of 
most of raw materials used by its producers, coupled with preferential 
prices charged for various products supplied by Pemex, it must contend 
with several weaknesses. These include relatively small plant size, poor 
infrastructure, shortages of trained personnel and inadequate foreign 
marketing/sales operations. Some products also disclose quality problems. 

Mexican producers in this subsector are concerned about their ability  tu  
face North American competition in a post-NAFTA environment, 
although they are generally optimistic about long-term potential and  gains  
from rationalization. The organization of production in the industry 1, 

unlikely to change in the near future, regardless of whether or not 
NAFTA is implemented. Canadian and US producers likewise expect  tu  
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benefit from rationalization and improved access to the Mexican market: 
however they do not in general terms appear to have any established 
intention to invest in Mexican production at this time. 

4.2 Definition of the Industry 

For Mexican official purposes, this subsector is referred to as: "La 
Industria de Fibras Artificiales y Sinteticàs" (The Artificial and Synthetic 
Fibre Industry). In customary usage, the subsector is referred to as the 
chemical-fibre industry, and this is the way we refer to it in this report. 
The subsector's principal products are filament and staple for textile 
applications, as well, as filament for industrial use. A detailed list of the 
products made by this subsector is provided in Appendix D of this report. 

4.3 Organization of the Industry 

Mexico's chemical fibre subsector is highly concentrated, with ehzht major 
companies accounting for some 95% of total production in this subsector 
by value. A list of these firms is included in Appendix E of this report. In 
addition, smaller producers include Lanera Moderna, Polifil, Politap and 
Corporacion Textil de Mexico. 

The major companies operate in a total of 13 locations dispersed 
throughout Mexico. Appendix F of this report identifies the location of 
each operation and the product(s) made in each location. 

4.4 Ownership 

Until 1989, foreign ownership in this subsector was restricted to a 40q 
share. These restrictions have now been relaxed by administrative 
amendment  Of  Mexico's foreign investment control legislation, such that 
non-Mexicans may (through trust arrangements) acquire 100% control or 
operations in the textile and apparel sectors generally, subject to 
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requirements for job creation and technology transfer. However, no 
significant new foreign investments have taken place in the artificial and 

synthetic fibre sector, since these amendments were made. 
Ownership in the plants listed in Appendix F are. i00% Mexican-owned. 
other than the following, each of which is 40% owned by the foreign 
company indicated, and 60% Mexican owned: 

Mexican Firm Foreign 	% Foreign 
Shareholder 	Ownership 

Celanese 	 Hoechst (Germany) 

Akra (Chemical Fibres) Akzo N.V. (Netherlands) 

Akra (Nylon de Mexico) E.I. Dupont de Nemours (US) 40 

In addition, various firms have licensing and royalty agreements with 
foreign companies. 

4.5 	Integration 

There is very limited integration between the chemical fibre subsector and 

upstream producers of raw material. The exceptions are Fibras Sintetica 

and Celulosa y Derivados, which are integrated with raw material 
suppliers Crisol S.A. and Derivados Acrilicos, respectively. However,  the 
latter firms are not significant suppliers of raw materials for use i  ri  

chemical fibre production. 

Sourcing of most raw materials in this subsector is from domestic 
suppliers. As mentioned above, appendix B identifies the major inputs 
used in the Mexican chemical-fibre industry, together with thé main 
suppliers. 

The industry sources alfa-cellulose for the production of rayon and acetate 
yarn from foreign suppliers, as no domestic suppliers exist for these 
products, nor is any such domestic production planned. 
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The industry also sources polypropylene from foreign suppliers,  as no 
domestic supplier exists for this product. However, Pemex is installing a 
plant in Poza Rica, in the state of Veracruz, with an expected annual 
output of 100,000 tonnes. Start-up of this plant is expected in 1992 or 
1993. 

There is no significant integration of chemical fibre producers with 
downstream users. 

4.6 	Industry Leaders' 

The largest producers in this subsector are Celanese, Akra and Fibras 
Sinteticas. No Mexican producer of chemical fibre approaches the size of 
Dominion Textile (1989 revenues of approximately C$1.4 billion). On the 
other hand, Akra and Fibras Sinteticas are in the size range of Consoltex 
Canada (1989 revenues of approximately C$170 million). 

Estimated 1989 gross revenues of each of the three leading Mexic;_in firms 
in this subsector were (in millions of US$): 

Celanese 	 710 
Akra 	 276 
Fibras Sinteticas 	161 

Comparative figures for other years were unavailable. 

4.7 	Industry Characteristics 

The operating profile of the chemical-fibre subsector shows steady growth 

in employment and installed capacity in recent years. These increases 
accompany what has for the most part been a regular increase in apparent 
consumption in Mexico of chemical-fibre products. Apparent consumption 

* The comparisons below are of leading firms in the Mexican and Canadian textile industries,.  mi 
of firms in the same sub-sector. 
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is defined as domestic shipments plus imports less exports. With respect to 
investment, data referring to the past two years indicate rapid increases. 

At the same time, growth figures in the operating characteristics cited in 
the previous paragraph must be considered in the light of trade statistics 
(discussed in Section 4.10 of this report, below), which indicate that much 
of Mexico's growing demand has been satisfied by imported products. As 

well, capacity utilization data indicate that at least during the mid-1980s - 
the most recent period for which figures are available - for most products 
made by this subsector, rates were substantially below those achieved by 

Canadian producers. 

4.7. 1 Production and Consumption 

During the period 1984-89, total Mexican production increased 22c,i in 
volume terms, reaching a level of 390,501 tonnes in 1989. Production 
figures for this period are included in Appendix G of this report. 

We were unable to quantify apparent Mexican production in this subsector 
by value, as this data is not published. Production figures on a by-value 
basis are provided in relation to all textile products, including those or the 

chemical fibre industry. These figures are included in Section 5.7.1 Of 
this report. 

Apparent 1989 consumption (domestic shipments plus import less exports) 
in this subsector in Mexico was 333,954 tonnes. Apparent consumption in 
Mexico grew 28% by volume during the period 1984-89, as shown in 
Appendix H of this report. Again, no data are published in relation to 
apparent consumption by this subsector, by value. 

A more detailed examination of the period 1984-89 for each product or 
this Mexican subsector, in relation to total production, apparent market, 
and growth (contraction) of apparent market, shows that few product• 
have demonstrated strong production growth on a significani base. 
Indeed, only acrylic staple fibre production had these qualification. 
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4.7.2 Labour Force 

Industry employment figures for total employment in this subsector  show 
a modest increase of 8% for the four-year period .  ending in 1989 - from 
17,987 to 19,426. More detailed figures for employment of technical 
personnel, office/administrative staff and other employees, together with 
percent increases for each category during this period are included in 
Appendix I of this report. 

Comparative employment figures for total Mexican and Canadian 
employment in the textile sector, including chemical fibres, are included 
in section 5.7 of this report. 

4.7.3 Investment 

Recent industry estimates for this subsector's 1990 investments in 
productive assets are C$385 million, compared to 1989 investments 
totalling C$110 million. We were unable to obtain a breakdown of these 
gross production figures by type of equipment. 

The amounts given for 1990 Mexican investment in this subsector are 
high, compared to Canadian total capital expenditures in the entire 
textile/knitting sector for 1989 of C$372 million. As well, tracking 
Canadian investment in the textile sector shows a steady growth in 
investment during the decade of the 1980s, compared with a major 
increase in the case of Mexico between 1989 and 1990. Additional 
analysis of this area could be helpful in confirming and expanding on 
Mexican investment data. 

4.7.4 Technology/Equipment 

In general, Mexican chemical fibres are made with technology and 
equipment equivalent to that'used in developed economies, except for 
some lines of extrusion/spinning of polyester and nylon, which are 
manufactured with older machinery. We were unable to disaggregate 
equipment-use and equipment-import data as between this sector and the 
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textile sector generally. Instead, we have included data on these aspeCts of 

the whole sector in sèction 5.7 of this report. 

4.7.5 Installed Capacity 

Total installed capacity in the industry as of December 1989 (most recent 

available figures) was approximately: 

1. synthetic fibres: 	460,162 tonnes 

"). artificial fibres: 

TOTAL 

24.450 tonnes 

484,212  tonnes 

Breaking down installed capacity by product type, production capability 

for most types showed little growth in recent years - and contraction in 
some cases -.with the notable exceptions of polyester staple and filament 

and acrylic staple. These data are included in Appendix J. The latter data 

may ,  vary marginally with the above-noted figures, due to rounding of 

totals for individual product categories. 

4.7.6 Capacity Utilization 

Overall, capacity utilization in this subsector has been low, although 

individual productS have shown considerable variation. Capacity 
utilization increased for several products in this subsector during the 
early-mid 1980s, driven partly by increased exports, which rose 

substantially in this period. Detailed capacity utilization rates for this 

period in relation to several product types are included in Appendix K o f 

this report, in comparison with US rates, which were generally higher. 

We have been unable to obtain utilization rates for other product types. 

Available Canadian statistics are not disaggregated for chemical fibre 

production. However, using Canadian capacity utilization rates for the 

broader category of primary textiles (fibre and filament yarn, wool yarn 

and woven cloth, other spun yarn and woven cloth and broad knitted 

fabrics), the period 1984-86 showed rates averaging close to 85%. This 

average rate increased during the period 1987-89 to approximately 96c7(. 
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4.8 	Production Factors 

4.8.1. General 

Input prices paid by this subsector, including costs of capital. 

transportation, utilities, plant, taxation, etc., are for the most part similar 
to those facing other Mexican producers. These costs are itemized in 

Section 3 of this report. 

Of particular relevance to the chemical fibre subsector is the high cost of 

• Mexican capital, which is especially onerous in a capital-intensive industry 

such as chemical fibre production. The relatively large size of several 

Mexican companies in this subsector rnay mean that some of them are able 

to borrow offshore, in US dollars. Such borrowing will usually be at rates 

comparable to those payable by large Canadian and US companies, since 

funds would be advanced by banks that are not part of the Mexican 

financial system. Mexican borrowers on offshore money markets would - 

run an exchange rate risk. Firms such as Celanese and Akra, which are 

related to foreign companies, may have access to intercorporate lending. 

However, we have no knowledge of specific borrowing practices of 

individual firms in this subsector. 

4.8.2 JIT/AMT 

Even though this industry's members are relatively large by Mexican 

standards, they do not generally use just-in-time ("JIT") or advanced 

manufacturing technology ("AMT") operations. Poor communications and 

other infrastructure in Mexico would preclude producers in virtually 

every industry from using JIT production. 

4.9 Price 

No recent price figures were available from Mexican producers. 

However, analyses carried out in the late 1980s indicate that final price: 
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for most products in thiS'subsector were higher than competing US 
products. Several of these prices are itemized in Appendix L of this report 
- prices for other products of this subsector were not available. As well, 
recent trade statistics indicate that in relation to many of its products, the 
subsector is not competitive with foreign manufacturers. 

Moreover, the prices shown in Appendix L were offered during a period 
of subsidized energy and feedstock prices. With the Mexican government 
no longer subsidizing energy prices to manufacturers, the industry would 
have become less price-competitive, at least for a period of time in which 
it adjusted to  commercial  realities, including increased competition from 
foreign products benefitting from lower Mexican trade barriers. 

4.10 International Trade 

Trade data for this subsector for the years 1984-89 reflect major 
competitiveness problems of this Mexican industry. 

For most product types, the subsector's export volumes showed no 
significant increases during the period 1984-89, with the exceptions of 
acetate staple and tow, nylon filament yarn and nylon industrial filament 
yarn. The only product of this subsector which showed strong growth on 
substantial base volumes for much of this period is acrylic staple, which 
reached expo rt  volumes of 31,105 tonnes in 1987, compared to l3.30M 
tonnes in 1984. However, export volumes even of this product fell to 
22,358 tonnes in 1989. 

• With regard to import volumes for the same period, these increased in 
virtually all of the 13 product categories of this subsector, in many cases 
substantially. Main imported products include bleached rayon. polyester 
staple, polypropylene staple and acrylic staple. 

This increase in import volumes occurred in part because of increased 
access by foreign producers to the Mexican market during the late I 980s. 

In this period, Mexico's tariffs fell to a range of 10-15% from top levels 
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of 100%, for almost all products in this subsector. In 1988, Mexico 
eliminated all quantitative restrictions on these products. In a more open 
trading environment, Mexican production in most areas of this subsector 
have not been competitive. 

Overall comparisons for import and export levels (in tonnes) in this 

subsector for 1989 over 1988 are: 

1989 	1988 	% change 

1. exports (tonnes) 	24,444 * 	22,729 	7.5c/f 

2. imports (tonnes) 	80,991** 	86,289 	(6.1)% 

* C$ value: 	87,000,000 
** C$ value: 323,000,000 

Data showing import and export volumes for individual product types are 
included in Appendix M of this report. Trade data on a by-value basis are 
unavailable. 

Trade data indicating the performance of Mexico's overall textile industry 
in exporting to the US are included in Section 5.10 of this report. While 
Mexico is the sixth largest source of textile imports into the US of 
products subject to the Multifibre Arrangement, it accounts for only 3.7% 

of such imports into the US. 

4.11 . Strengths and Weaknesses 

This subsector's strengths include a secure supply of raw materials. mainly 
from Mexico's strong petrochemical industry, together with low laboi 
costs. 

However, a senior representative of the National Association of the 

Chemical-Fibre Industry considers that these advantages are substantially 
offset by other factors, including poor transportation and telecom 
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infrastructure, and - in many cases - relatively high capital costs. Labor 
costs represent a comparative advantage, but this is less significant in 
capital-intensive, chemical-fibre production than in other types of textile 
manufaciuring or in apparel production. 

The subsector considers itself to be hampered by several major 
weaknesses, including relatively small plant size, compared to US 
producers, with the exception of Celanese Mexico. The subsector also 
faces high costs of taxation and financing, poor infrastructure and 

shortages of personnel in virtually all categories of technical and skilled 

employment. 

In terms of product types, no product in this subsector is strong in 
marketing/sales outside Mexico. Only polyester yarn and acrylic yarn are 
strong in terms of both product quality and cost-competitiveness. The 
polyester staple process is strong only in terms of cost-competitiveness. 
Nylon yam is weak in both cost and marketing/sales aspects, and suffers 

from serious quality problems, due to low tensile strength caused by Inv, 

speed extrusion processes. 

4.12 NAFTA Readiness/Impact 

The expectation of Mexico's chemical fibre producers, as expressed by its 

association representatives, is that NAFTA will result in long-term 
benefits for the industry. However, it is concerned about its ability to 
compete with North American producers (mainly US) on a level playing 
field, as it fears that the industry's weaknesses will limit its opportunities 
to a greater extent than its strengths will add to them. Industry 
spokespersons did not indicate that member companies had investment or 

marketing plans specifically related to NAFTA. 

As far as US and Canadian producers are concerned, industry 
spokespersons indicate that they expect a degree of rationalization to occur 
post-NAFTA, with producers in each country increasing their relative 

degrees of specialization. We found no indication of plans by producers 
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in either Canada or the US to establish production facilities in Mexico in 

this subsector. 
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Chapter 5 - Mexican Textile Industry 
(Other Textiles) 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

For purposes of this report, we refer to the Mexican textile industry, 
other than the chemical-fibre subsector, as the textile subsector. This 
subsector is currently going through a difficult period, caused by reduced 
protection against imports without a compensating ability to increase 
exports to a sufficient degree. It shares with the chemical fibre subsector 

problems of poor infrastructure, high tax and financing costs. As well, 
the textile subsector is fragmented. This factor, plus low levels of forehin 

investment suggest, in general, that its prospects for developing 
management and marketing/sales capability are poorer than those of the 
chemical-fibre sector. In addition, the textile subsector does not own nor 
does it have access to proprietary technology sourced from related foreign 
firms. 

In terms of age and modernity of machinery and equipment, this sector is 
relatively strong. However, it tends to suffer from sub-optimal plant scale 
in some types of production, together with low productivity and efficiency 
of machinery use and poor quality control. Generally weak finishing 
operations tend to impair performance for all types of textile production 
aimed at the apparel sector. Energy prices, subsidized in earlier years. no 
longer constitute an advantage for producers. 

The subsector's production profile for recent years generally shows a 

stagnant performance. While investment in new plant and equipment 
improved in the late 1980s over the middle years of the decade, 
investment levels are still below those of a decade ago. Substantial import 
growth in various product types in recent years indicates widespread non-
competitiveness in this sector. Mexican imports come mainly from the t 'S 

and the Far East. Import growth rates, especially in relation to US 
products, also suggest that efficient Canadian producers could expect to 
develop a meaningful Mexican market for a variety of products. including 
knitwear fabrics, in which Mexican production is particularly weak. 
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5.2. Definition of the Industry 

The principal products of the textile subsector are fibre and filament yarn 
and spun yarn (other than artificial and synthetic fibres produced bv the 
chemical-fibre industry) woven and knitted cloth, household textile 
products, knitwear such as socks and hose, and carpeting. It also includes 
dyeing, printing and other finishing operations. 

5.3 	Organization of the Industry 

Nationally, the textile subsector comprises some 2,000 enterprises. Of 
these, an estimated 95% are closely-held, often family-owned operations. 
The exception is carpeting , in which three firms control 90% of 
production. Two of these three carpeting firms, Terza and Luxor-
Mohawk, are controlled respectively bythe Alfa Group and Cigarrera La 
Moderna, two major Mexican conglomerates. The third producer. \obilis 
Lee, is controlled by the US Burlington firm. 

Mexican textile production is geographically widespread in Mexico, with 
the biggest concentrations in order of magnitude being the states of Puebla 
and Jalisco, followed by the Federal District. A detailed breakdown of this 
sector's production by state is included in Appendix N of the report. We 
have been unable to ascertain the number of producers located in each 
state. 

5.4 Ownership 

Ownership in the textile subsector is nearly 100% Mexican, as foreigners 
were not permitted to control textile operations between 1973 and 1989. 
An exception, along with Nobilis Lee, is Textiles Morelos. 100% owned 
by Burlington in the US. Several small foreign-controlled firms, such as 
Guindy and Saba, also were grandfathered in 1973, but their total 
production volumes are negligible. 
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5.5 	Integration 

Some 44% of spinning and fabric-making operaiions are integrated. There 
is little integration between textile produçers and apparel makers ,  with a 
few exceptions, such as Parras Telas (fabric) - Parras Industrial 
(Apparel), and Rivtex (fabric) - Grupo GFT (apparel). 

5.6 	Industry Leaders 

The textile subsector is for the most part highly fragmented. Leading 
firms in spinning operations include Grupo Hytt, Derivados Acrilicos and 
Fabrica la Estrella. Estimated 1989 gross revenues of each of these firms 
Were (in millions of US$): 

Hytt 	 136 
Derivados Acrilicos 	44 

La Estrella 	 41 

We have been unable to obtain comparative figures for other year ,  

In fabric operations, leading firms include Parras and Manufactura del 
Salto. Estimated gross sales of each of these firms in 1989 were (in 
millions of US$): 

Parras 

del Salto 

We have been unable to obtain comparative figures for other vetir.‘ 

We have been unable to obtain a profile of this subsector by plant size. 
However, in general terms, it is apparent that the textile industry in both 
Canada and Mexico is characterized by a large number of small 
producers. 
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5.7 	Industry Characteristics 

The operating profile of the textile subsector shows a generally stagnant 

industry:characterized by flat levels.of consumption, employment and 

output by value. As in the case of the chemical-fibre subsector. import 
penetration in this sector has been significant in recent years. 

5.7.1 Production 

Total Output of Mexican textile products (including artificial and synthetic 
fibres) for 1988 was valued at approximately C$3 billion in constant 1980 
C$. With respect to this data, we have been unable to obtain disaggregated 

information for the chemical-fibre and textile subsectors, respectively. 
This calculation of C$3 billion is based on figures provided by Mexico's 
textile industry association, showing output values of 59,307 millions of 
1980 pesos, which we converted at an average 1980 peso-C$ prevailing 
exchange rate of 30:1. 

Comparative figures are available for products of the textile subsectui 

only, for the three previous years. These figures indicate only modest 

changes in production by value over the period. These data and 
breakdowns by major production categories for all textiles are included in 

Appendix 0 of this report. 

By comparison, Canadian textile industry shipments by value in the 
Canadian textile industry for the period 1985-88 show a modest growth of 

8%, to C$5 billion in constant 1976 C$. In current dollars. Canadian 

textile industry 1988 shipments were valued at C$7 billion - an increase of 
27% over 1985 shipments. 

We were unable to obtain data on apparent consumption in the textile 
sector, or data that would enable us accurately to calculate such 
consumption on the basis of production, export and import data. 
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5.7.2 Labour Force 

Employment in the textile subsector was about 170,000 as of 1988, and 
employment figures have been flat during the decade of the 1980s. as 

indicated in Appendix P of this report. These figUres include employMent 
in the chemical-fibre subsector. However, since employment levels in the 

latter subsector have been flat during the period 1986-89 (see Appendix 1 
of this report), employment in the textile subsector accordingly was also 
substantially unchanged, at least dining the latter period. 

Canadian employment in the textile industry has declined during the 1980s 

— from 70,000 in 1980 to an estimated 62,000 in 1989. However. 
Canadian textile industry employment has remained steady in the low 
60,000s since the end of the 1981-82 recession. 

5.7.3 Investment 

Investment in Mexico's textile subsector suffered through the economic 

crisis years 1983-87, with an apparent recovery starting in 1988. 
However, import levels for machinery and equipment declined again in 

1989, compared to the previous year. Moreover, the nominal dollar value 

of machinery and equipment imports for both years was substantially 
below the peak levels achieved in the early 1980s (see Appendix Q of thk 

report) 

Investment levels in Mexico's textile subsector are effectively measured lw 
the value of machinery and equipment imported annually into Mexico. 

since virtually 100% of machinery used in the textile industry in Mexico is 
imported, mainly from Germany, France, Switzerland, Italy and the [S. 
Annual import data for machinery and equipment for the 1980s are 

included in Appendix Q of this report. A breakdown of Mexican 

machinery  imports  by type are included in Appendix R of this report. 

By comparison, capital expenditures by the Canadian textile industr n 

showed steady growth during the 1980s. Following the recession n ear ()I' 
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1982, in which the industry had capital expenditures of C$144 million, 
these expenditures rose to C$348 million, a gain of 141% in current CS. 

5.7.4 Technology/Equipment 

General • 

Mexican machinery and equipment used in numerous operations of the 
textile subsector is generally competitive with textile production in 

developed economies in terms of age and modernity, although this is not 
universally true of all types of operations. Overall, the industry's 
weakness is not so much the nature of the equipment it uses, but rather has 

to do with problems in skills training, capacity under-utilization and other 
factors. The follôwing information on age and modernity of equipment 
includes equipment used in the chemical fibre industry. 

Cotton Spinning 

The age profile for equipment in the cotton spinning subsector as of the 
late 1980s compared favorably with other low-cost producirw cotintries, 
and was generally superior ,  to the position of the US industry ,  as shown in 
Appendix S of this report. However, slow investment rates during the 
period 1983-88 reduced Mexican competitiveness in this regard. An 
additional obstacle to greater efficiency of Mexican cotton-spinning firm\ 
has been the existence of few plants with more than 15,000 spindles - 
considered as the minimum size of a cost-efficient operation. We have 
been unable to ascertain how many Mexican firms have this minimum 
number of spindles. Variations within the sector include a low penetration 
of open rotors in this subsector, with Mexico accounting for 0.5c4 of 
world use of this equipment in 1985, compared with 2.2% of global short 
staple spindles. 

Cotton Weaving 

With respect to this operation, Mexican equipment compares favorably in 
terms of age with the US, Japan and Germany, but lags behind Italy. the 
UK and Korea (See Appendix T). Likewise, Mexico is competitive in 
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terms of the replacement of shuttle looms by projectile, rapier, and air 
and water-jet looms. 

As well, Mexico compares favorably in relation to several competing 
countries in terms ofoperating wide looms (at least 160 ems), needed to 
provide fabric with the dimensions required by the finishing and clothing 
industries in major importing countries (Appendix U). A problem is that 
no similar significant demand exists for wide fabrics in Mexico's domestic 
finishing and clothing sectors, which essentially serve only the domestic 
market. The result is that fabric producers who want to serve the 
domestic market and foreign markets must often operate both wide and 
narrow looms, thereby losing scale economies and operatin2 efficiency. 

Wool-Spinning 

Despite its name, the wool-spinning process uses primarily man-made 
fibres, especially acrylics. Wool production is a very small part (less than 

15%) of Mexico's textile subsector. Measured in terms of fibre 
consumption, this process represents 20% of Mexican production in this 
subsector. Mexico malces three main types of tops using the wool-spinning. 
process - worsted, carded and broad synthetic fibre (sic). To the extent 
wool is used in the process, most of it (95%) is imported from Australia. 
in basic form (containing lanolin, etc). The raw wool is washed and 
combed in Mexico, usually by independent contractors. 

In acryclics, the most significant product made using this process. most 
Mexican equipment used in yarn production was less than seven years old 

in the late 1980s (Appendix V). 

Wool Fabric Proéess 

Mexican machinery used in this process to produce acrylic and wool 
fabric is generally modern. As of 1988, 74% of such  machiner'  was not 
more than seven years old, with shuttle-less looms in particular accounting 
for 85% of total capacity. As of the mid-1980s, more than 85c4- of plants 
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involved in this process had at least 35 looms, with the average number a 

looms per plant standing at 88. 

Knitting 

Machinery used in this Operation is again relatively modern, with 
exceptions occurring in large-diameter and full-fashion looms (Appendix 
W). However, there has been low penetration (5-10%) as of the late 
1980s of electronic pattern-design machinery. 

Dying, Printing and Finishing 

Dying, printing and other finishing operations (mercerizing, washing. 

bleaching, pressing, etc) are generally regarded as the Mexican textile 
subsector's greatest weakness. 

Equipment in this subsector tends to be old, averaging about 20 years. 
although stamping equipment is newer, with an average age of about 10 
years. As a result, few finishing operations can handle 160-cm fabric 
widths. Nor has there been significant penetration of continuous-proces 
dying operations, partly due to under-investment in this subsector. partl n 

because minimum volumes necessary for efficient use of continuous 
processes generally exceed those required by Mexican buyers. 

The result has been continued excessive use of dyes and other chemicals. 
greater energy consumption, excess effluents and variable quality. 
compared to continuous-process finishers in competing countries. 

Some of these disadvantages may diminish with the introduction of semi-
continuous processes, which are better suited to operations with short runs 

(under 2,000 meters). However, as of 1988, the penetration of both 
continuous and semi-continuous processes for dying remained lou 6c);- of 

total capacity, compared to 32% in the US and 60% in Germany. 

There remains an additional difficulty with weighing, measuring and 
mixing equipment in dying processes. In the absence of automated 
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systems, especially in smaller plants, these operations are carried out 
manually, resulting in variable, often poor, quality. 

In printing, Mexican plants compare favorably with most other countries, 
with regard to age of equipment and technology, used, particularly rotating 
frames. In Mexico, 36% of printing operations used the latter in 1988. 
compared to 14% in the UK. However, Mexico lagged the US at 47% • As 
well, the base on which these percentages are calculated is small in the ette. 
of Mexico, which has a shortage of printing equipment overall. Mexican 
printing capacity as a percentage of total fabric production at that time 
was 20%, compared to 35% in the US and 45% in the EC. 

Carpets 

With regard to technology, Mexican tufting processes are comparable to 
those use in the US. The majority of carpeting - 95% - is made b n,' the 
tufting process. 

5.7.5 Capacity Utilization 

Notwithstanding relatively high standards of machinery age and 
technology, chronic capacity underutilization limits Mexican efficiency in 
the textile subsector. The data in this section indicate capacity utilization in 
terms of annual operating hours for equipment, compared to rates in 
several countries.' 

Canadian capacity utilization data are not based on productive machine-
hours. Canadian capacity utilization, based on the relationships between 
production and the existing stock of plant and equipment, indicate average 
Canadian 1990 utilization rates in primary textiles of 79%, and in textile 
products of 72%. 

Cotton-Spinning 

This process shows an average of 5,000 annual operating hours for 
spinning machinery, or just over two shifts per day, six days weekly. This 
compares to over 8,000 hours for Korea, which is nearly three shifts per 
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day, seven days per week. The estimated additional cost to Mexico of this 
difference in operating hours for cotton-spinning machinery, compared to 
Korea, is 20% (Appendix X). 

Cotton- Weaving  

Average per-loom working hours per year in this process in 1988 were 
about 4,000, compared to a range of 4-5,000 in several EC countries, 
6,000 in Brazil, nearly 7,000 in the US and over 7,000 in both India and 

Korea. 

5.7.6 Productivity 

Low productivity is a critical issue in the Mexican textile subsector. 
Several factors are responsible for its often poor results, which industry 
representatives indicated were characteristic of most types of production 
in this subsector. 

Some of the causes of low productivity in this subsector, as is the case in 

most Mexican industry sectors, are as basic as employee malnourishment 

causing poor output. Low literacy levels inhibit process modernization. 
Many motivated workers try to emigrate to the US. In addition, other 
factors apply. 

In many areas, Méxican producers have not exploited the potential benefits 
of machinery and equipment they have acquired. Reasons for this include 
low capacity utilization, already discussed, as well as downtime caused by 
excessive yarn changes, poor quality of materials used in textile processes, 
and poor training/operating practices These factors have combined to 
yield low efficiency ratings for machinery use in several areas within this 
sector. 

Finally, poor scale economies characterize many Mexican textile 
operations. In cotton-spinning, Mexican plants have an average of 7,000 

spindles. This average size is 20% of the figure for the US. 
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Measured in terms of hours worked per 100 kilos of product, nearly half 
of Mexico's operations in this subsector required 18-25 person-hours per 
100 kilos, while some 20% of plants required 36 hours or more. By 
comparison, some 70% of Spanish plants required 8-20 person-hours to 
produce 100 kilos, while 80% of plants in Germany, France and Italy 
required only 1-15 hours, as shown in Appendix Y of this report. 
(Countries compared with Mexico in this section of this report are those 
used in a major research report into Mexico's textile subsector, conducted 
in the late 1980s). 

In terms of hours per 100 kilos of product, producers in England, 
Germany, Italy and Spain showed annual improvements of 5-8%. Mexico 
showed zero productivity improvement in this sub-sector in the period 
1980-88. 

Another weak area of Mexican textile production in this regard is knitting. 
operations. Although larger plants exist in tricot and raschel, this process 
is for the most part highly fragmented, especially in flat knitting and full 
fashion operations, which are dominated by family and other informall \ - 
constituted enterprises, often with one to five machines, as shown in 

Appendix Z of this report. 

Mexican productivity in this operation measured in kilos of output per 
person-hour as of 1988 cOmpared favorably with several developinu 
countries and Japan, but poorly against several European producer\ and 
especially against the US, as shown in Appendix AA of this report. 
Compared to several European countries, Mexico's rate of productivit n 

increase was poor for the decade 1975-85. 

5.7.7 Quality Control 

This is a problem endemic in Mexico's textile subsector. In cotton-
spinning, for example, most plants operate knotting machinery rather than 
connecting machinery, due to lower acquisition cost and easier 
maintenance. However, this approach produces yarns of below-export 
grade quality. 
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Poor quality control operations are commonplace among most Mexican 
producers of all types of textile, both in terms of testing equipment and of 

QC processes, such as statistical process control. 

5.8 Production Factors 

Input prices paid by this subsector, including costs of capital. 
transportation, utilities, plant, taxation, etc., are for the most part similar 
to those facing chemical-fibre producers. These costs are itemized in 

Section 3 of this report. 

5.8.1 Wages/Benefits 

The current wage and benefit structure for weavers, as provided in the 
Mexican government's Official Diary of September 1990, and which k 

currently in effect, is the equivalent of C$3.25 per hour. The way in 
which benefits are calculated on top of the basic weaver's wage is shown _ 	_ 
in Appendix BB of this report. 

Canadian figures for specific textile operations are unavailable. However, 

average hourly earnings, including overtime, for textile employees paid 
by the hour were C$11.42 in 1990, and C$11.09 in 1989. Except for 
certain minor variations, such as amounts paid for shift bonuses, the 

formula used in this calculation also applies to employees in other 
occupations in this subsector. 

5.8.2 Other Employment-Related Factors 

The textile subsector faces problems of lack of training and high employee 
turnover, as discussed in Section 3.3 of this report, above. 

5.8.3 	Quality of Inputs 

Raw material quality is a concern for Mekican textile producers, who 

report variable-quality inputs in all major domestic sourcing  subsec  tors  
nylon, acrylic, acetate, polyester and PPP from all major synthetic fibre 
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producers (Dupont, Celanese, Akzo, Nylon de Mexico. Fisisa and Cydsai - 
in each case affecting overall spinning/weaving/knitting performance. 

5.8.4 	JIT/AMT 

JIT or AMT production are generally not factors in Mexican textile 
operationS. Producers tend to hold large inventories, with concomitant 
expenses. One of Mexico's biggest fabric producers, Caltex of Mexico 
City, frequently holds up to 6 million linear meters of inventory. 

5.9 Price 

Under current conditions, textile producers generally report difficulty in 
penetrating the US market. In combed cotton, for example, a US-made 5 

lustre yarn was typically selling in the US at between C$4.60 - 4.83 per 
kilo at the beginning of 1991. Mexican producer prices can make a 
comparable product for C$4.60. US duties are 8%; fees for US agents are 
on the order of 6%; additional administrative costs associated \,vith 

exporting are about 2% (each of these charges is calculated on a base of 

C$4.60). These charges bring the cost to C$5.34 per kilo. Transportation 
adds about C$0.09 per kilo, for a total of C$5.42. 

Under NAFTA, the US 8% duty would gradually ,  disappear, lowering this 
cost by C$0.37 cents to C$5.05. To the extent that Mexican producers 
develop a stronger market presence in the US, the 6% agency fee could be 
eliminated also, dropping the cost to C$4.78. At this point. Mexican 
producers would potentially become competitive in the US and Canada for 
this product. 

Canadian importer perceptions in knitwear, fabric and product, indicate 
that Mexican production will not significantly alter existing competiti \e 

dynamics in Canada, even under NAFTA preferential treatment. 
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5.10 International Trade 

Trade figures for this subsector confirm that the subsector is likely to 
encounter increasing difficulty in competing with North American 
producers under NAFTA. Examining textile exports on a by-value basis 
for the decade of the 1980s, 1990 was the industry's worst year out of the 
last four years. 

Since 1987, when they plateaued at levels considerably above those of 
previous years, exports have declined, except for a surge year in 1989. 
Strongest growth came in synthetic yarns and fabrics. The latter products 
by themselves accounted for the 1989 surge. But even discounting the 
1989 figures, synthetic yarns and fabrics were the only group to show 

strong, sustained export growth during the 1980s, increasing their 
(nominal) export values by five times during the decade. Appendix CC of 
this report shows this sector's export performance during the period 
1980-89. 

Mexican 1990 exports to the US of all MFA fibres stood at 453 million 
square meters, placing Mexico sixth among all exporters to the US. 
However, this volume represents only 3.7% of total imports to the US in 
this category. Mexican  MEA-fibre  exports to the US showed an increase 
of 2.3% for 1990 over 1988. This compares to a 25% increase by  the  
People's Republic of China over the same period, 40% for Pakistan and 
42% for the Philippines. US imports in this category for the period I  9X8-

90 are shown in Appendix DD of this report. 

By contrast, textile imports into Mexico have increased rapidly during the 
last four years, to a value of C$400 million in 1990 from C$130 million 
in 1987, for yarns and fabric of artificial or synthetic fibres and for all 
other fabrics, as shown in Appendix EE of this report. 

The current impact of Mexican imports in the Canadian market is lo\k 
The 1990 total value of Mexican textile exports was C$30 million. or 
1.04% of total Canadian import values in this sector. 
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5.11 Strengths and Weaknesses 

On the basis of interviews with Mexican producers and Canadian textile 
importers, the perception in Canada of Mexican quality, reliability and 
price is that Mexico has few strengths in the textile subsector. Generally. 
MeXican unfinished fabrics - or greige goods - are seen as offering better 

export value than finished fabrics. 

Price and quality-competitiveness is a problem for lighter-weight woven 

cotton fabric, as well as poly-cotton, polyester and poly-acrylic fabric. 
Coloring, printing and shrink-resistance of most finished fabrics are poor. 
Mexican fabric producers in some cases have problems meeting technical 
specifications, even for such basic material as high-volume fabric for 
uniforms. 

Customer service and relations in this sector are generally inferior. parti 

due to inadequate management skills, partly as an inevitable result of 
problems associated with poorly structured operations - including 
inadequate warehousing and shipping facilities - and with poor 
infrastructure. Deliveries of textile products remain slow by North 
American standards. 

5.12 NAFTA Impact 

The prevailing attitude among Mexican producers in the textile subsector 

is that the industry is not particularly ready for free trade with the US and 

Canada. Most producers are not optimistic that NAFTA will help their 
particular company's prospects, nor do they expect to receive any 
governmental support, whether in the area of North American 
marketing/sales/promotion or in adjustment assistance. Nevertheless. they 

accept the premise that free trade is necessary and even - in the long term 

- desirable. 
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We do not sense that many of these producers are currently planning 
specific investment projects related to NAFTA. Rather, the impression k 

that they expect further rationalization of the industry, with survivors 
being in a position to acquire assets of failing businesses as these cases 
arise. We encountered no indication of deliberately planned major 
mergers, or strategic alliances aimed at North American market 
penetration. Given the relatively recent emergence in Mexico's business 
community of the NAFTA concept, many producers likely still have no 
well-developed sense of the potential impact on their industry ,  and expect 
that any impact will be experienced by others, not themselves. 

Canadian importers of Mexican fabric for their part are taking a wait-and-
see attitude. The general impression given by them is that relief for 
Mexican producers (both fibre producers and finished product producers) 
from Canadian duties and quotas (sic) may result in a supply of goods that 
are both good value for a given level of quality and that offer security of 
supply; however, simple extrapolations from current price levels do not 
make this proposition by any means certain. 

- 
US producers generally do not appear to have developed a post-NAFTA 

Mexican strategy, partly because of uncertainty as to the actual content of 
an eventual agreement. At this time, US producers in the textile subsector 

are more concerned about current GATT negotiations. and the effect of d 

potential dismantling of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement. To the extent 
NAFTA in fact resembles FTA in the textile and apparel sectors ,  current 
thinking in the textile subsector seems to focus primarily on establishing 
distribution networks in Mexico, for the marketing and sales of US textile 
products in that country. 

There is no expectation on the part of US producers  ai  this time that 
increased import volumes from Mexico will result in diversion of US  
products to Canada. 
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6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

This sector of Mexican production is difficult to assess in quantitative 
terms. The industry's biggest association - The National Chamber of the 
Clothing Industry - keeps few meaningful statistics. Its senior staff advised 
us that none of the regional chambers keep such records either. No recent 
independent study has been made of the industry, either by Mexican or 
other analysts. The most recent statistical records collected b n„,  the 
Mexican gove rnment date from the mid-1980s. If more recent 
government data exists, it is not publicly available. 

In the absence of this data, we relied principally on empirical information 
provided to us by Mexican apparel producers, and by US participants in 
production-sharing arrangements with Mexican producers. Using this 
approach, we were able to assess the main factors of production in this 
sector, thereby enabling a comparison with Canadian apparel operations. 
To a considerable extent, the scarcity of statistical information reflects the 
fragmentation and weaknesses  of  domestic production in this sector. 

Overall, the industry is made up of a large nuMber of small operator,. 
Small size and lack of management skill and foreign 
marketing/sales/promotion operations are major problems for this sector 
In particular, English-language skills are weak; marketing capability is 
practically non-existent. Travel and promotional funds for business 
development are not generally available, except for a small number of 
leading firms. 

Mexican domestic producers will have preferential access to Canada under 
NAFTA. However, their ability to compete in this Market with both -.3d-

country imports and with Canadian producers remains problematic. as 
shown by the lack of success which Mexican producers have historically 
had in the Canadian market. 

The marriage between Mexican labor cost and foreign strength in other 
factors of production - design, quality control, management, and 
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marketing/sales activities - is occurring through shared-production 
operations, mainly in northern Mexico. These operations and a small 
number of well-managed domestic producers will likely have an impact on 
Canadian production. With regard to production-sharing operations. the 
extent and rate of potential penetration of the Canadian market will 

depend on several factors, including the degree tO which FTA and 
NAFTA result in retail operations being rationalized between Canada and 
the US. 

Given that Mexico's apparel industry is primarily oriented to low-end 
products, its manufacturers will in most cases compete for Canadian 

market share not with domestic producers but with third-country 

producers, many of whom are considerably more competitive than 
Mexico. 

As well, a critical factor for Mexican producers may be competition in 
low-end products from US manufacturers located mainly in several 
southern states. 

The growth of apparel imports into Mexico, mainly from the US. sugge.t 

that Canadian producers could establish a Mexican market for then 

products, at least for niche articles. 

6.2 	Industry Definition 

The industry produces the following products: 

Womens and Girls 

dresses and suits 
skirts 
blouses 
pants/shorts 
coats and jackets 
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Mens and Boys 

pants 
jackets 
suits and blazers 
shirts 
sport- shirts  

Outerwear 

uniforms 
coats and raincoats 
athletic wear 
underwear and sleepwear 
other clothing 

6.3 	Industry Organization 

The national chamber has some 3,000 members. In addition, there are 
seven regional chambers, located in Jalisco, Aguascalientes, Nuevo Leon. 
Tehuacan, Irapuato, Saltillo and Merida. These local chambers in turn 

have a total membership of 3,000-4,000. Producers too small and 

unspecialized to fit into any of these organizations belong to general 
industry associations such as the National Chamber of Industry. 

All Mexican manufacturers are legally required to belong to their 

respective industry associations. However, an estimated several thousand 
apparel producers are so small - often locld in individual homes - that 
they in fact belong to no association. The total number of Mexican apparel 
producers is estimated at about 14,000, of which some 90% are considered 
small businesses. 

The National Chamber estimates average company size at around 50 
employees. The National Chamber believes no Mexican producer has 
more than 1,000 employees. It consideis that there are about 30 firms 
which employ at least 500 persons, but could not name any. 
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Canadian apparel operations are also fragmented. Out of 2.607 

establishments operating in Canada in 1987, 1,960 (75% of the total 
number) had fewer than 50 employees. 

6.4 	Integration 

There is for the most part little vertical integration among Mexican 

apparel producers, either upstream or downstream. Exceptions include 

GFT Mexico, which comprises three operations. Its fabric producer. 
Rivtex, imports wool yarn, along with poly-wool and silk-wool blended 

yarns, mostly from Australia and New Zealand. Its apparel producer. 

Confitalia, sells domestically through a wholly-owned retailer - High Life 
- and also exports smaller volumes to other GFT subsidiaries in the US 

and Canada, with minimal volumes going to the UK and France. 	well, 

Panas comprises both a textile and an apparel operation. 

6.5 Ownership 

There is very little foreign ownership in this sector, maquiladora 

operations included, as non-Mexicans were until 1989 prohibited from 

controlling any type of apparel operation. A few non-Mexican-controlled 
operations were grandfathered, when foreign investment restrictions u,ere 

introduced in 1973. Novelty, High-life and Levis are non-Mexican 

controlled domestic producers. However, their total production is 

negligible. Arrow is the biggest foreign-owned apparel-maker in Me\ico. 

6.6 Industry Leaders 

Among industry leaders are Vanity and Panas.  Estimated 1989 gross sales 

for these firms were: 

Vanity 	US$276 million 

Panas 	US$161 Million 

We have been unable to obtain comparative figures for earlier year., 
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By comparison, most Canadian producers are also small. The largest 
Canadian apparel maker, the Algo group, had 1990 sales of approximately 
C$400 million. Mr. Jax had 1989 gross sales of C$73 million. John 
Forsyth Company Inc. had sales of C$101 million in 1990. 

6.7 Industry Characteristics 

We were able to obtain only limited information on major characteristics 
of the Mexican apparel industry, inCluding the following. 

6.7.1 Production and Apparent Consumption 

Production in this sector by unit volumes for 1989 compared with 1988 
shows that total volumes in all categories for the industry show modest 
year-over-year growth of 2.3%, as shown in Appendix FF. This is a 
deceleration compared to the previous year's growth, which was 11.6c7i 
over 1987 volumes of 717,143,000 units. In comparison, Canadian 
apparel production was 355,809,409 units in 1988 and increased by 7.6c:i 
to 382,787,427 units in 1990. No figures were available that demonstrate 
apparent consumption in Mexico in this sector. The Canadian apparent 
market for apparel was 620,601,000 in 1988 and 660,739,00() in I  

Canadian apparel producers shipped an estimated C$6.5 billion worth of 
products in 1987. The apparent Canadian market in 1989 was an estimated 
C$9 billion in current C$, C$6.7 billion in constant 1976 C$. 

6.7.2 Labor Force 

Total current employment is estimated by Mexican analysts in this area ai 
approximately 600,000. Of this total, some 35,000 persons work in 
maquiladora or production-sharing operations. By comparison, the 
Canadian apparel sector employed some 113,000 persons in 1986. 
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6.7.3 Investment, Installed Capacity and Capacity Utilization 

We were unable to obtain statistical data indicating the nature and extent 
of investment, the level of installed capacity or rates of capacity utilization 
in  this sector. 

6.7.4 Technology/Equipment 

We could find no statistical evidence as to the kind of rnachinery and 
equipment commonly in use among Mexican apparel makers. To assess 
the type of equipment and technology currently used would require an 
extensive analysis of individual producers and of domestic and foreign 
equipment suppliers. 

A canvas of a representative, mid-size Mexican producer of mens/boys 
tailored apparel indicated that the plant used the following equipment: 

• Singer single-needle sewing machines, with an average age of 
20 years; 

• PAF sleeve and collar-making machinery with an average age 
of 5 years; 

Reece pocket-making machinery with ages varying from 2- In 
years; and 

• AMF button-sewers and pinch-stitchers with average ages of -I-5 
years. 

6.8 	Production Factors 

The most significant factor behind Mexican competitiveness in this sector 
is low wage costs. These in turn are offset by several major deficiencies, 
especially the absence of North American marketing/sales capability and 
of management that understands North American market needs and kno\À 
the nature of competition in this market, from bOth domestic produceN 
and frôm exporters in third countries. 
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The following categories indicate the range of main input costs payable h n 

Mexican apparel makers. 

6.8.1 Wages/Benefits 

The fully-fringed hourly cost for sewing machine operators in the Mexico 
City area averages around C$1.68. In smaller inland centers, such as 
Aguascalientes or Queretaro, this price would be around C$1.23. Labor 
costs in Guadalajara and Cuernavaca would be somewhere between these 
points. Prices rise again in the border area. The structure of fringe 
benefits payable to employees in the apparel sector will be essentially 
similar to the arrangements which apply in the textile sector, as shown in 
Appendix BB. 

Fully-fringed current hourly wage costs in Canada for such employees 
would typically range from a low of about C$7.00 for some Quebec and 
Manitoba operations to a high of about C$9.50 in the Toronto area 

6.8.2 Other Employment-Related Factors 

Turnover 

The turnover rate for direct labor employees in the Mexico City area and 
in the border region commonly ranges from about 50-80% annually. In 
smaller centers, this rate tends to drop into the 10-20% range.  similar to 
rates reported by Canadian producers. 

Severance, Taxation,  Plant/Land Costs, Capital and Telecom 

These issues are discussed in Section 3 of this report, which also apply n) 
the apparel sector. 

Training 

Although this factor is less significant in apparel than in chemical-fibre or 
textile production, Mexican producers consider that the lack of specialized 
training in Mexico's education system imposes a significant cost training 
cost on employers, especially in areas where turnover rates are high. We 
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were unable to quantify training cost as a function of payroll or other 
operating costs. 

Utilities 

Monthly electricity costs for a medium-size plant operating two shifts 

would likely be in the area of US$2,000. 

Transportation 

The cost of truck transport from Mexico City to Toronto or Montreal is 
about C$1.07 per mens suit, about half that for pants or jacket. Such a cost 
would represent approximately 1% of the producer's cost, and do not 
constitute any significant export impediment. Transport time for such 

shipments is about 10 days. Internal administration costs and brokerage 
fees associated with import-export operations, including importation of 
fabric, are a significant factor, amounting to about 3 0/c  of final cost. 

The impact of this administration cost would drop, if Mexican produceN 

were to become more successful exporters, sending bigger shipment 

JITIAMT 

Mexican apparel producers do not operate on a JIT or AMT basis. 

Marketing and Sales 

Most Mexican apparel operations do not have managerial staff dedicated to 

studying market conditions in North America; or to performing North 

American sales, promotion or distribution activities. Where a plant has an 
export orientation, its marketing/sales activities are for the most part 
carried out by non-exclusive agents, who also carry competing local and 
other imported lines. The cost of such representation usually adds 5 - 6 

to product prices. 
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6.9 Price 

Canadian importer and producer/importer views on Mexican prices 
generally indicate that Mexico is uncompetitive in the Canadian market 
against either domestic companies or third-country production. For 
example, reeent costs of womens sweaters knitted in Hong Kong with US 
cotton were 25% of the cost of comparable Mexican product. The recent 
cost to a Canadian importer of one-and-a-quarter-pound combed cotton 
medium-detail mens/womens sweaters, with panels knitted in China and 
trim and finishing done in Hong Kong was US$2.10, including knittin2. 
dying, finishing and profit (no materials). No Mexican producer quoted a 
price for this product that was less than US$10.00 

NAFTA duty reductions of 22.5 - 25% for rnost Mexican apparel products 
could make Mexico price-competitive to a greater degree. However, 
importers also report serious quality problems, which could make 
Mexican exports uncompetitive at any price, given minimum quality levels 
demanded by Canadian consumers. 

A major factor for Mexico will be price-competition with US producers. 
especially in Florida, several southern states and California. Producers in 

these areas can pay in the C$4.50 - 5.50 range for sewin2: machine 
operators. Along with wages considerably lower than those paid by 
Canadian producers, US apparel production eliminates problems or 
language barriers, poor management, transport delays, border-crossing 
costs, currency risk, poor communications, and other infrastructure 
deficiencies, all of which frequently characterize Mexican production. 

6.10 International Trade 

Figures for Mexican exports to the US for 1989 and 1990 by square 
meters, classified by three categories - Mexican-origin, 807 and Special 
Regime (807A) are shown in Appendix GG of this report. These results 
indicate that overall export levels declined marginally year-over-year. that 
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Special Regime exports are by far the most important export category of 
the three, and that 807-category exports fell by 11.6% in 1990, while 

Mexican-origin export volumes grew by 21.8%. 
• 

Appendix HH shows overall trade balances foithe sector during the 
period 1985-90. Noteworthy is the fact that with the reduction of barriers 
to apparel imports into Mexico, this balance has already shifted into 
considerable deficit in recent years, as imports have grown rapidly, while 

exports (by values) have not achieved anywhere near the same level of 

growth. 

Canadian import statistics demonstrate the extremely modest penetration 
that Mexican apparel has made in the domestic market. Canadian 1990 

imports from Mexico were valued at approximately C$9 million, or about 
one-third of one per cent of total Canadian apparel imports valued at 
C$2.5 billion. Only 6 tariff categories showed import levels of at least 
C$250,000 in both 1989 and 1990. These relatively strong catetlories in 
an overall weak performance were: 

- mens/boys suits, wool or fine animal hair, not knitted 
- mens/boys suits of synthetic fibres, not knitted 
- mens/boys trousers and shorts of cotton, not knitted 
- mens/boys trousers and shorts of synthetic fibres, not knitted 
- garments made up of textile felts and non-woven textile fabric 
- brassieres and parts thereof, of textile materials 

6.11 Case Histories 

The two cases histories included in this section of the report indicate win 
Mexican producers continue to have problems in developed-country 

markets, notwithstanding their labor cost savings. These case historie 

also indicate Mexico's potential for export growth under NAFT.A. 

In both cases, we examined producers of mens/boys tailored clothintl. Of 
total 1990 values of nearly C$6 million for Mexico's six main types ol 

apparel exports to Canada, three items alone - mens/boys wool suits, 
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mens/boys synthetic suits and mens/boys trousers and shorts - accounted 
for $3,767,000 or 63% of total imports in these categories. 

6.11.1 Trajes Oxford (Oxford Suits) 

This Mexico City company's experiençe indicates that price-
competitiveness alone is inadequate for Mexican producers considering 
penetrating the Canadian market This is especially true if third-country 
producers can considerably out-price their Mexican competitors. In basic 
production, the issue for Mexico will be whether or not its apparel 
producers can get enough of an edge from tariff reduction to overcome 
current non-competitiveness. In most types of basic production, ,Mexico 
will be competing less with Canadian producers than with third-country 
shippers. However, in workwear and basic underwear Mexico may 
cOnipete with Canadian producers post- NA FTA. 

Oxford produces a mens low-to-medium price suit in a production volume 
of 1,000-  3,000 units monthly per style. Its 1990 cut-make-trim ("CMT") 
cost was C$31.00 FOB, with machinery cost, overhead and general sellin g  
and administrative  expenses included in this amount. The delivered price 
of this product was approximately C$34.00. 

Moorewill Clo' thing of Montreal had for several years been importing 
Oxford suits. However, in 1990 comparable suits became available in 
Poland with a CMT cost of C$25.00 FOB, or. about C$28.00 CIF. To the 
C$6 higher Mexican price must be added 25% Canadian duty. bringing the 
Mexican product cost to C$41.75 (C$31 CMT plus C$7.75 duty plus CS3 
shipping). By contrast, the final cost of the Polish CMT is CS34.25 
(C$25.00 CMT plus C$6.25 duty plus C$3.00 shipping), for a difference 
of C$7.50. 

Under a fully-implemented NAFTA the. Mexican producer would receive 
a 25% duty savings on its CMT price - or C$7.75 on C$31 - compared to 
non-NAFTA exporters. If the Mexican producer fully passes this  dut y 
savings on to the Canadian buyer, the cost of the delivered Mexican 
product would then be C$34 while the Polish product's cost would he 
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unchanged. In other words, the Mexican product would be marginally 

cost-competitive with the Polish product. 

However, Moorewill is concerned over Mexicap . pricing. World-wide. 

Moorewill's experience has been annual price increases by producers. In 

Mexico, increases currently tend to be twice-yearly. Moorewill's 

experience in the past two years has been that Mexican producers have 
imposed cumulative increases of 25-40%, depending on the particular 

seller, in mens pants and suits. For Mexico to be competitive with third 

countries under NAFTA, price restraint will be important. 
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6.12 Strengths/Weaknesses 

While Mexico offers potential advantages as location for apparel 

production, these advantages have often been poorly exploited to date. 

They are based on the existence of a pool of employees that are relativel 
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low-;cost, compared to other North American locations. f f  this labor force 
is properly mobilized by good management with adequate financing and if 

it is supported by an efficient infrastructure, it could be competitive in the 

Canadian market. As vvell, it could likely compete with Canadian 
producers for US market share. 

However, apart from production-sharing arrangements, mainly located in 

northern  Mexico, the Mexican apparel sector has to date shown little 
indication that any significant upgrading of production in this way k 
imminent. At this time, production-sharing seems to offer the strongest 
possibility for affecting Canadian production, through penetration of the 

domestic market. 

Principal weaknesses include lack of management skill and poor 
marketing/sales capability. Commercial arrangements involving multiple 
agents and intermediaries in the sourcing of fabric and inputs and in 
existing sales operations keeps Mexican apparel prices generally high. 
Reliability problems are chroniè, according to importers report, 
including failure to quote on samples, failure to deliver products on time, 

and delivering products that do not resemble samples. Additionally. man \ 
Mexican apparel makers suffer from low levels of working capital.. 

If production and marketing/sales operations Can improve substantially, 
Mexico offers advantages to importers in terms of convenient access, as 

well as lower-cost financing requirements for goods in transit: since 
delivery periods are shorter than those applicable to Asian products 
delivered by sea. 

By product type, Mexican strengths in this sector lie in long-run, 
relatively undifferentiated products, especially those made from relatively 
heavy fabrics. Such products include jeans, workwear and uniforms, 
principally made from gabardine, heavy cotton, and heavy poly-cotton 
blends. Weaknesses lie in delicate fabrics, woolens, ramies, printed 
fabrics, suitings and shirtings. The industry has a fashion capability only 
in the sense of creative designers serving the local market ‘vith local 
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styles. To date, Mexico's design capability has not been a factor in ternis 
of North American fashion trends. 

A key  issue  regarding potential Mexican competitiveness in the apparel 
sector post-NAFTA will be wage levels. Whil e.  a large labour pool (60c4 
of Mexico's' population is under 25 years old) will tend to keep wages low. 
this factor will be offset by several others. The supply of skilled labour is 
relatively small. The potential gi-owth of independent unions could result 
in improved wage payments and job security for employees. The expected 
general economic recovery in Mexico will tend to cause all wages to rise 
more quickly than in either Canada or the US. 

6.13 NAFTA Readiness 

Most Mexican producers in this sector are not planning specifically for 
NAFTA. Most do not have the resources to plan for it. A small number of 
more sophisticated and/or larger producers, such as Vanity, are planning 
to increase production and North American market orientation. This 
essentially means the US market at this time, since almost no awareness 
exists of the Canadian market. 

For its part, the National Chamber of the Clothing Industries is pursuing 
three priority items, intended to improve the industry's competitiveness. 
The first of these is laboratory facilities to help in testing of materials and 
processes. Such an operation is currently projected for Mexico's footwear 
industry, with plans for apparel to be dealt with subsequently. 

Second, the Chamber wants training school facilities aimed specifically at 
the apparel sector. Some training is apparently available as part of general 
programs at the secondary school level, but these are modest in scope and 
not specialized. Filially, it wants to see industry-wide quality-control 
programs established. 
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However, these objectives are for the time being no more than a wish - list. 

as no concrete plans or budget exist for any of these prospective 

programs. 

US industry  perspectives  at this time remain largely undefined, with 
respect to possible activities in Mexico, and wili not likely firm up until 

NAFTA's origin rules are known. However, industry representatives 

indicate that while they expect a degree of rationalization to occur, no 

major changes in trade and investment are expected'in the near and 

medium term. Generally, they do see Mexico as offering weak inputs i ii  

the apparel-making process. US producers using US inputs under the 

Special Regime accordingly already operate in a substantially free-trading 
environment with respect to Mexico. 

There is no expectation on the part of US producers at this time that 

increased import volumes from Mexico will result in diversion of  t  jS 

products to Canada. 
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SECRETARIA DE COMERCIO Y FOMENTO INDUSTRIAL 

ACUERDO que establece la informaci6n corner-  
dol que deben ostentar los textiles, y las 
prendas de vestir y sus accesorios. 

Al margen un sello con el Escudo Nacional, que 

dice: Estados Urlidos Mexicanos. • Secretarta de Co-
mercio y Fomento Industriel. 

JAIME SERRA PUCHE, Secretrsrio da Comerciu 

y Fomento Industrial, con fundamento en los artkulos 

34 de la Ley Organica de la AdministraciOn PcbIicc 

Federal; 10., 2o., So., fracciones I, II, III, IV y VIII, 

6o., fracciones I y III, 7o., 80., 10, 12, 13 y dem6s 

relatives de la Lay  Federal de Protecci6n al Consumi-

dor y le. y So., fracciones I y XV del Reglamento In-

terior de la Secretaria de Comercio y Fomenta Indus-

trial, y 

CON SID E RAN DO 

Que es deber de la autoridad velar por la seguri-

dad de los consumidores y proporcionar instrumento: 
adecuados para propiciar qu• el petblice consumidor 
tome decisiones adecuadas sobre la adquisiciOn -de 

los productos que utiliza; 

Que •s  murés del Gobierno Federal que los pro-

ductos importados concurran al mercado en condicio• 

nes de iguoldad que los nacionales, proporcionando 

métodos para evitar fenOmenos de comp.etencia des• 

leal en el mercado nacional; 

Que es necesario precisar los requisitos de infor• 
maciOncomercio al que deberam osteetar c;ertos pr:. 

ductos a fin de que el consumidor obtenga informa • 
ciOn til; 

Que es convenions. actualizar el marco regulato-
rio en materia comercial a firt.de hacerlo mas transpa-

rente, sencillo y operativo, evitando la dispersiOn de 

teylamentaciones que provoquen confusisin al pl:blico; 

Que es conveniento reforzar las rnedidas de vigi• 

lancia a las disposiciones reglamentarias en vigor, a 

fin de garontizar al usuario que los productos que se 
ofrecen en el mercado cumplan con los lineamientos 
establecidos por las disposiciones aplicables en mate-
nt) de protecciOn al consumidor, he tenido a bien ex-
pedir el siguiente 

ACUERDO QUE ESTABLECE LA INFORMACION 

COMERCIAL QUE DEBEN OSTENTAR LOS 

TEXTILES, Y LAS PRENDAS DE VESTIR Y 

SUS ACCESORIOS. 

ARTICULO lo.—El presente acuerdo tiene por 

objet() establecer la informaciOn cornercial que los fa. 

bricontes y confeccionistas nacionales,  ail  como 

importadores, deben fijar en los textiles, en las pren•  

dos de vestir y sus 'accesorios, para su comerciarna• 
;ifiernocirin dentro del territor n o noeio no l. 

ARIICULO 2o —.Paru los efectos del presente 
acuerdo se entenctér6 por: 

I.—Textiles, a aquellos mercancias sujetos a las 
reglas del Acuerdo Relative al Comercio Internacio-
nal de los Textiles, publicado en el Diane  Oficial  de.  
la FederaciOn el 23 de enero de 1976, incl uy aeciose  
enir p!los, las  tel(, cas•mires, bloncos, cobertores, 
posamonerias, estambres, hilaturas, tejidos, encoies, 
listones, bordados y elasticos; 

II. —Prendas de vestir, a los artrculos confeccio-
nados con textiles o plOsticos, que tienen como finali. 
dad cubrir cualquier parte del cuerpo; 

III. — Accesorios, a aquellos articulas que se utili-
zon como complemento de las prendas de vestir con 

fines ornamentales, y 

IV.—Insumos, a las materias primas susceptibles 

de sir utilizadas en la fabricaciOn o confecci6n de tex. 
tiles y prendas de vestir y sus accesorios, excluyndo 
aquellas que se incorporen al producto para ofectos 

funcionales como botones, cierres, broches, etc. 

ARTICULO 3o. —.Quedan obligados a cumolir 

con las clisposiciones del presente acuerdo los Faon.  

contes y confeccionlstas nacionales, asr como los im. 

portadores, de textiles y prendas de vestir y sus acce-

sorios. 

Se considerara fabricante al comerciante, res-

oecto de aquellos oroductos que ostenten su marc°, 

nun cuandc; haya orderodo la elaboracidn total o 

parcIal, confecciOn o terrninado de ellos a un tercero. 

ARTICULO 4o.—Las persona. que en cualquier 

forma comercien con los productos antes serialodos, 
debertin exigir a sus proveedores que los productos 

ostenten la informaciOn comercial requerida ce los 

términos de este acuerdo. 
Los comerciantes no sercin responsables de la ve-

racidad de la informaciOn que ostenten los produc-

tes, pero sf de expender éstos sin que contengan Ici in-

formaciOn a que se rafler. este acuerdo. 
ARTICULO 5o.—Los textiles y arondes de vestir 

y sus acceserios deberan °stentor, en los cases y ter-
mines que seriala este acuerdo, la siguiene informa-

dan en forma legible: 

I.—Nombre, denominaciOn o ravin social del fo. 

bricante o confeccionista nacional, o del importeder, 
seem el case, as( como su registre federal de contri. 

buyentes; 
IL —Marco cornercial; 
III.—Descripcien de insumos; 
IV.—Talla; 
V.--Instrucciones de cuidocio; 

VI.—Pals de origen, y 
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VII.—Descripcian del producto cuando se corner. 
dance en empaque cerrado que no permita ver •i 
contenido. 

inFormacian anterior debera presentarse 
cuando menos en idioma espagiol; y por lo tante, en • 

los termines del articule 7o. de la Ley Federal de Pro. 

teccidn al Consumider; se autoriza la utilizacidn de 

otros idiomes y unidades de medida para los produc. 
tas a que se relier. este acuerdo, destinad.os a la ex. 

portacidn o para ser adquiridos  per el turismo ex. 

tranjero. 

ARTICULO 6o.—En case de que el fabricante o 
confeccionista nacional o importador de los produc-

tos objet° del presente acuerdo utilice un nombre co-
mercial diferente a su nombre, denominacidn o razdn 

social, debera incluir la designacian por la cual es co• 

necida como °fartante del producto. 

" ARTICULO 7o.—Para efectos de este acuerdo, el 

fabricante o confeccionista nacionol o el importodor 
deberd •xpresar el insumo en porcentaje, con relu-

clan al peso, de las diferentes fibres qu• integran el 

producto, en orden del predominio de dicho porcen. 
taje, conforme a las siguientes indicaciones: 

I.—La denominacian de las fibres deberd ope-

garse a la terminologie establecida  per las Normes 

Oficioles Mexicanas; 
II.—Toda fibre que se encuentre presente in un 

percentaje igual o mayor al 5% del total, deberd ex. 

presars•  par su nombre genérico. S• podrd user el 

nombre comercial o la marca registrada de alguna fi• 
bra si se tiens autorizacian d• su titular, como es el 
çaso del nylfil, acrildn o dacrdn, siempre  que se use 

en conjuncidn al nombre genérico de la fibre y en ce-

redores de igual tomarto; 
III.—En case de que olguno fibre se  •ncuontre 

Prisent ,  en un porcentaje menor al 5% del total, se 

deberà designer como "otras"; 
IV.—Cuando se trate de textiles integrados  per  

dos o mds fibres, se hard mencidn de coda una de las 

fibres presentes en cuando mines 5 % hosto complo-

ter el 100%. 
V.—Cuando los textiles, prendas de vestir o ecce-

sorbes hayon sido elaborados o confeccionados con 

desperdicios, sabrantes, lotes diferentes, subproduc-
tos textiles, de segunda, o usados, que sean descono. 
cidos o cuyo origen no se pueda demostrar, se cleba-

rd! indicar el porcentoje de fibres que encuadren en 

este supuesto, o en su d'hecto con la leyendo "... 

(porcentaje) de fibres desconocidas"; 

VI.—Cuando se usen fibres regeneradas o mez• 
clos de stas con otras fibres virgenes o regeneradas, 
deberdn selialarse los porcentales y los nombres ge-
néricos de cade une de las fibres que integren los 

productos, anotando los palabras "regenerado" o 

"regenerada" despuis del nombre de la fibre; 

VIL—Salo se podran utilizar los términos "virge , 

 o "nuevo" cuando la totalidad de las fibras integrar: 

tes del textil sean nuevas o v(rgenes; 

VIII. — No:se podrd utilizar el nombre de anima 

alguno al referirse a las fibres que integran el textil 

a menos que la fibre o el textil estén elaborados cor 

el pelo desprendido de la piel del animal de que sg 

trate. Queda prohibida la mezcla de palabras qut 

impliquer% o tiendan a inducir la existencia do compo 

!sentes derivados de la piel o el pelo do anima 

alguno; 
IX.—Se permitira una tolerancia d• 3% en rota 

clan con el peso de coda uno de los insuinos indicack 

en la etiqueta, •xcluyendo materiales utilizados co 

Fines ornamentales o para el armado de la prenda d 
vestir en si, salvo en el caso que se utilicen expresio 

nes como "100%", "pura" o "todo" al referirse 
los insumos del producto; 

X.—Para el porcentaje, en relacian con el pes, 

de las cintas eldsticas en las q4ue intervienen fibra 
elastoméricas de origen naturel o sintética o en't ror 

chodos, hiles, hilados e hilazas de Fantasia, la tale  

rancio sera considerada sobre el peso total del prc 

ducto y no sobre coda una de las fibras que Io inte 

gran, y 

X1.—Tratandose de insurnos o ferros cuyo pes 
no exceda del 5% del totale del 15% de la suporfic; 

del producto, y hayan  sida  incorporados para of e,  

toi ornamentales, de proteccian o de armada d e 

 prenda de vestir, no sera obligatoria su indicacian 

ARTICULO  8e—La talla o medida do lai prer 

dos de vestir, de los accesorios e insumos deberan e 
prescrite conforme al Sistema General de Unidad 
de Medida  y a las Normes Oficiales Mexicanas, 

ARTICULO 9o.—Las prendas de vestir y los a 
cesorios deberdn °stentor informacidn relative al tr 

tamiento adecuado • instrucciones de cuided° y ce 

 servaci6n del producto, debiendo comprender los 

guientes dates: 

I.—Lavado: 
a) A mono, en lavadora, en sec° o proceso esp 

ciel; 

b) Temperatura del agua; 
c) Con jabdn o detergente, y 

d) Prohibician de lavado en ht:Imido o en sec 
ll.--Secado: 
a) Exprimir o no; 

b) Al sol o a la sombra; 

c) Colgado;.. 
cl) Horizontal; 

e)  Use  o prohibicidn de équipe especial, secao 
ra doméstica o industrial, y 

f) Recomendaciones espec(ficas de temperaturc 

ciclo cle secado; 
Ill.—Planchado: 

ct) Con planta tibia, collent' o a vapor; 
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b) Prohibicidn de planchado, y 

c) Condiciones especiales; 
IV.—Blanqueo: Utilizacidn o no d• compuestos 

clorados u otros blanqueadores, y n -\ 

V,—Otras recomendaciones particulares, hacien• 
do mencidn especifica d• las tendencias a encogi-
miento o deformacidn cuando le sean propias, indi-
cando instrucciones para atenderlas. 

La informacidn anterior, clebard indicarse por 
medio de leyendas breves y cloras o usar la simbolo-

gfa qui  •stablezcan las Normal Oficiales Maxi-

canas. 

ARTICULO 10.-5dlo podrd utilizars• la leyen-

da "hocha a mono"  o hases similares n'and° el pro-

ducto haya sido confeccionado, elaborado o produ-
cido totalmente a mono. La 1ndicacidn "a mono" di. 

bard ir acompatiada de la descripcidn de aquella 
parte del proceso que se baya  roalizado a mano, por 
ejemplo "cosido a mono". 

ARTICULO 11.—La informacidn sobre el pals de 

origen, se sujetard a las siguientes reglas: 
I.—Cuando el producto terminado,  ail  como to-

dos sus insumos se hayon elaborado o producido en 

el misma pais, con la expresién "hecho en ... (pais de 

origen)"; 
II.—Cuando el producto  baya  sido elaborado en 

un pats con insumos de otro, con la leyenda "hecho 

en (pais de elaboraci6n) con ... (descripcidn de los 

insumos) importados de ... (pais de origen)", y 

III.—Cuando el proceso de elaboraci6n haya si-

do.  realizado en dos o mds pafses, se clebard selialar 

qué parte del proceso se Ilev6 al cabo en los 6Itimos 

dos poises, con 1eyendas como "terminado en 

(pa (s) de matinal  importado", o "fabricado en ... 

(pals), terminado in ... (pore, o aquellas otras que 

describan brevemente el proceso de elaboracidn del 

producto. 
ARTICULO 12.—Los acabados que se apliquen 

a los productos objet° del prisent. acuerdo, deberdn 

utilizarse conforme a la terminologia que establezcan 

las Normal Oficiales Mexicanas. Cuando se utilice in-

formacidn sobre el acabado del producto, deberd  si-

tar  acompaAada de la Wormacidn del insumo,  per  
ejemplo, "impermeabIllzado". 

ARTICULO 13.—La Informacidn a que se rifler. 

el present• ocuerdo, deberd incorporarse a las pren-

dus de vestir en el lugar donde se elaboren o fabri-

quen como tales. En todos los damas produc-tos, po-

dre incorporarse previamente o su comercializacidn. 
ARTICULO 14.-0eacuerdo a las caracterfsticas 

de los productos, la informaci6n que deberdn osten-

tar serd la siguiente: 
1. — Prondas de vestir y sus accesorios, la referida 

en los articules So. a 9o. de este acuerdo, y 

II.—Los demds productos, la prevista en los car- 

ticulos So., fracciones I, VI y VII,  6e. y 7e.  d• este or. 

denamiento. 
ARTICULO 15.—Las prendas de vestir y sus ac-

cesorios deberan ostentar la informacidn a qui  s• re-

fiere la fraccien I del articule anterior, en etiquetas de 

tela o de cualquier otro material que tango una dura-

ci6n cuando menos igual a la del producto al quo so 
apliquen, cosida en la parte interior del cuello o çintu-

ra o en cualquier otro lugar visible de acuerde oi  lac 

caracteristicas de la prenda. 
Cuando las prendas se comercialicen coma con-

junte  o pares confeccionados del mismo material, po-

ci ron presentar la etiquesta  couda  •n una'sola do las 

piezas, pore en todo caso, cuando el producto tonga 

ferre, la informacidn clebard expresarse en forma se-

parada para tiste. 
ARTICULO 16.—La informacidn a que se reliera 

la fracci6n II del °recul° 14 de este acuerdo to  pro. 

 sentard bordada, grabada o impresa de ta, onera 
que Ilegu• al consumidor final, en los- productos quo 

a continuacidn se serialan: 
I.—Casimires; 
11.—Boises;  
III.—Maletas; 
IV.—Monederos; 
V.—Billeteras; 

VI.—Estuches, y 

VII.—Mochilas. 

En fabricante o confeccionista nacional o ml 

portada'r podrà optar  per  presentar clicha informe. 

cidn en la forma prevista en el articule anterior. 

ARTICULO 17. — La informaci6n a que se refiers 

la fraccidn II del articula 14 de este ocuerdo, se pro-

sentard en etiquetas adheridas o arnarradas de tai 

forma al producto que el comprador potencial del 

mismo tenga acceso a dicha informacidn al moment° 

de realizar la compra, en los siguientes  cases:  

I.—Rollos de tala; 

 II.—Alfombras; 
Ill.  —Sdbanas; 

IV. —Co bijas; 
V.—Sobrecamas; 
V1.—Parluelos; 
VII.—Guantes; 
VIII.—Pelucas; 
IX.—Artfculos para el pile;  

X. —Som breros. 
X1.—Corbatas de morio; 

XII.—Cuellos y puAos desprendibles; 
XIII.—Paraguas y parasoles; 
XIV.—Fieltros; 
XV.—Manteles; 
XVI.—Manteles indIviduales; 
XVII.—Servilletas 
XVIII.—Cubreasientos; 
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XIX.—Artfculos  para  cubrir aparatos electrodo-
mésticos y domésticos; 

XX.—Cubiertas para planchadores; 
XXI.—Cubiertas para baiio; 
XXII.—Otras cubiertas para muebles; 
XXIII.—Cojines; 
XXIV.—Protectores; 
XXV.—Tapetes, y 

XXVI.—ArtIculos desechables destinados  a  ser 
utilizados en una solo ocasi6n 

El fabricant• o confeccionista nacional o el imper-

radar podr6 optar por presentar dicha informacidn 
en cualquiera de las formas previstas  per los artfculos 

15 y 16 de este acuerdo. 

ARTICLI1.0 	informacidn a que se relier, la 

frocci6n 11 del artfculo 14 de este acuerdo, se 

presentar6 en la factura de venta correspondiente, 
respecto do los productos que a continuaci6n se Wotan: 

I.—Cortinas; 
11.—Articules  hechos a la medida cuando el consumi-
dor final haya decidido la compra conociendo los in• 
sumos; 

III.—Etiquetas; 
IV.—Lienzos para pintons, y 

V.—Tuas que estén destinadas directomente a la 

confecci6n. 
El fabricante o confeccionista nacional o el impor-

tador
. 

 podra opta r  per  presentar dicha informaci6n 
en cualquiera de las formas previstas  per los articulas 

15 a 17 de este acuerdo. 
ARTICULO 19.—La informaci6n a que se relier. 

la  fraccian 11 del artfculo 14 d• este acuerdo, se 

presentard en el empaque o  Falla en los que se ex. 

pende el producto, en los siguientes cases: 

I.—Hilos • hilaturas; 
II.—Estambres; 
111.—Plezas o rollot, de cualquier lon;gitud, de 

encules, tiras  bordadas, listones, tintas, eldsticos y 

derus artfculos de pasamonerfa con anchura  hosto  
de 15 centfmetros; 

, IV.—Calcetines; 
. V.—Medias; 	 - 

V1.—Pantimedlas; 
VII.—Productos que se expendan en empaques 

corrodas que, per no sir transparentes, no permiten 
al consumidor ver el contenido o informaci6n comer• 
cial incorporada,a1 mismo; 

VI II .—Artrculos que se expendan en mozos o am - 

poques de varias unidades, y 

IX.—Aquellos otros productos que per sur  delica-
dos, el fijarles la informacidn on forma directa, 
perjudicarks el uso o estética del mismo u ocasionarfa 
que perdiesen valor. 

El fabricante o confeccionista nacional o el irnpor. 
tador podra optar  per  presentar dicha informaci6n 
en cualquiera de las formas previstas  per los artfculos 

15 a 18 de este acuerdo. 

ARTICLI1.0 20. — Quedan exentot da °stentor la 

informaci6n a que se refiere el presente acuardo, los 

siguientes productos: 

I.—Agujetas; 

II. — Bajo alfombras; 
111.—Juguetes; 
IV.—Colchones; 
V.—Box spring; 

VI.—Articulos para limpieza; 
V11.—Pedacerias y desperdicios; 
V111.—Relleno de fibras aglutinadas o a base de 

desperdicios para colchones, cojines, almohados 

prendas de vestir, incluyendo entretelas; 
IX.—Artesanias mexicanas; 

X.—Pantallas de lamparo; 

X1.—Mamparas y biombos; 

XII —Pantallas; 

XIII.—Forros y sefialadores de libros; 
XIV.—Artfculos deportivos que no sean prendas 

de vestir; 
XV.—Muebles de ploya y de jardfn; 
XVI,–.-Artfculos  de  uso médico que no sean 

 dos de de vestir; 
XV11.—Toallas sanitarias, y 

XV11.—Paila les. 

ARTICULO 21.—En los productos objeto del pre-

sente acuerdo, s6lo podr6 usarse la palabra "garan-

tfcs" o "garantizado" cuando se cumpla con los ro-

quisitos que  •stablece el Acuerdo por el qu• se esta-
blecen las bases mfnimas de cardcter general que de-

bercin contener las p6lizas de los productos y servi-

cios que se otorgan con determinada garantta, a fin 

de asegurar su cumplimiento y evitar practicas engo-
Flosas a los consumidores, publicado en •I Diori° Ofi-
cial d• la Federacidn el 4 1. mayo de 1976. 

ARTICULO 22.—La inspecci6n y vigilancia de le 

dispuesto en este acuerdo; la imposici6n d• sancion es 
por su violaci6n o inobservancia, asi como la resolu• 
clan de los recursos de revisi6n interpuestos en contra 

d• las resoluciones que s• dicton, se regirdin  'for lo 

dispuesto en la Ley Federal d• Protecci6n al Consu-

midor. 
TRANSITORIOS 

PRIMER0.—El presente Acuerdo entrarà en vi-

gor al dfa siguiente de su publicaci6n en el Dlario 
Oficial de la Federacidn. 

SEGUNDO.—Se abroga el Acuerdo que Esta• 

blece la Informaci6n que Debercin °stentor los Pren-

das de Vestir, las Telas y Damas Productos Textiles, 

publicado en el Diario Oficial de la Federacidn el 

22 de noviembre de 1982, y se derogan en lo condu-

cente las clamas disposiciones que se opongan a este 

acuerdo. 

México, D.F.,  o 22 de octubre de 1990.- El Socre-

tario de Commit> y Fomenta Industrial,Jalme Serra 

Fuchs>, Rjbrica. 



MEXICAN LABELING REGULATIONS FOR IMPORTED TEXTILES 

Mat Article: 

The object of this decree is to establish the commercial information that national 
and foreign manufacturers and importers of apparel must place in the clothing 
and apparel accessories marketable in  Mexico. 

Second Article: 

The following products are covered by this decree: 

1) Textiles: the merchandise subject to the regulations established in the 
international textile decree published in the Official Gazette of January 23, 
1976, including fabrics, wool textiles, bedspreads and bedsets; sheets and 
pillowcases; cotton towels and washcloths, housefurnishings; embroideries; yarns; 
lace and net goods; trimmings; canvas and related products; pleating and 
stitchinr, and elastic ribbons. 

2) Any  type of women's, children and men's wear made of textiles or plastics. 

3) Hats, belts and apparel accessories as part of clothing or separate for 
ornamental purposes. 

4) Raw materials used to produce textiles or apparel and apparel accessories, 
except those used for functional purposes such as buttons, zippers, cuff buttons, 
hooks, and eyes, etc. 

Third Article: 

National producers of textiles, apparel and apparel accessories, as well as 
importers of these products are subject to this decree. 

The trader is considered to be the manufacturer of those products if his 
trademark is used, whether or not the total or partial manufacturing or finishing of 
the products was done by a third party. 

Fourth Article: 

Merchants of any product subject to this decree must request from their suppliers 
that the products involved have the commercial labeling information required by 
this decree. 

The merchants will not be responsible for the accuracy of the information 



indicated in the label, however, they will be liable for selling merchandise with no 
label information. 

Fifth Artir-lee 

Textiles, apparel and apparel accessories should in the cases and terms estab lished 
In this decree, have the following label information. 

1) Name of the national manufacturer, or importer depending the case, as weU as 
the IRS identification number [Registro Federal de Causantes]. 

2) Trademark or commercial name brand. 

3) Description of the raw materials involved. 

4) Size. 

5) Instructions for use and care. 

6) Country of orisin. 	. 	. 

7) Product description whenever the product is packed in such a form that it is 
flot visible. 

The information should be in Spanish and therefore subject to the seventh article 
of the Federal Law for Consumer Potection. Other languages and measuring 
units are authorized to be used for the products to be exported or bought by 
foreign touriats. 

Sixth Article: 

In the case where the local manufacturer of importer of the products subject to 
this decree uses a different name or trademark, it should be included in the label. 

Seventh Article: 

For the effects of this decree, the local manufacturer or importer should indicate 
the raw material u percentage, regarding the weight of the different fibers used in 
the product, by percentage order, according to the folloviing indications: 

1) The importance of the fibers must be the same as the terminology established 
in the Mexican official norms. 

2) Every fiber that has a percentage equal to or more than five percent of the 
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total, should be stated by its generic name.  The  trademark or commercial nanie 
of any fiber can be used if it is authorized by its owner, as is the case of Nylfil, 
Acrylan, or Dacron: If and when it is used c,ombined with the generic name of 
the fiber and with the same size of characters. 

3) In the event that a fiber has less than five percent of the total, it should be 
listed as "Other Fibers." 

4) Whenever textiles involved have two or more fibers, It should be mentioned the 
type of fibers with a content of at least five percent up to 100 percent 

5) Whenever the textiles, apparel or apparel accessories are made of unknown 
wute, left overs, different lots, textile subproducts, second class, or used, or if 
its origin cannot be proved, the percentage of fibers involved should be 
indicated or stated as "[percentage] unknown fibers." 

6) Whenever regenerated fibers or a mixture of these is made with other new or 
regenerated fibers, the percentage and the generic nEunes of each of the fibers 
that form the product should be stated, using the word regenerated after the 
name of the fiber. 

7) The terms virgin or new can only be used whenever the total amount of fiben 
used are 110W or virgin. 

8) No animal name can be used to refer to the fibers used in the production of a 
textile product, unleu the fiber or products is made from the hair of the animal. 
The mixture of words implying or tending to suggest the existence of derived 
compounds of any skin or animal hair is forbidden. 

9) Up to three percent of tolerance in the weight of each one of the raw materials 
indicated in the label will be allowed, excluding materials used for decoration or 
for assembling the apparel product per se, unless the expressions 100 percent, 
pure or all are used whenever reference is made to the raw materials used in 
the product. 

10)For the percentage, related to the weight of elastic ribbons where elastoineric 
5bers of natural or synthetic origin, threads, weavings or fantasy yarns are 
involved, the tolerance will be based on the total weight of the product and not 
upon each one of the integrating fibers. 

11)Regarding raw materials or lining whose weight does not exceed Eve percent 
of the total or 15 percent of the product surface, wliich were included for 
decoration, protection or assembling purposes, it will not be mandatoty to state 
the percentage involved. 
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Eighth Article: 

The size or measure of the apparel and apparel accessories, should be expressed 
in accordance with the general unit measure system and the Mexican official 
norms. 

Ninth Article: 

Apparel and apparel accessories should have instructions in Spanish for use and 
care with the folloviing data: 

1) Washing 
• A) Hand or machine washing, dry cleaning, or special process 
• B) Water temperature 
• C) Soap or detergent 
• D) Do not dry clean or water launder 

2) DrYing 
- A) Wringing or not 
• B) Sun and shade drying 
~ 14ang drY 

D) Flat dry 
~E) Use or not of special equipment, drying machine, whether domestic or 
industrial 

3) Ironing 

- A) Cool, warm, or steam ironing 
~B) non-ironing 
- C) Special recommendations 

4) Bleaching: Use or not of chlorinate compounds or other bleaching products. 

5) Other particular recommendations, specifically mentioning the tendencies of 
shrinking or deformations whenever appropriate, providing the instructions to 
avoid them. 

The above information should be indicated by means of brief and clear wording or 
symbols that are established withiit the Mexican officials norms. 

Tenth Article: 

The wording hand made or similar phrases can only be used whenever the 
product was made or produced totally by hand. The indication hand made should 
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be accompanied by the description of that part of the production process hand 
made, i.e.  hand sewed. 

Eleventh Article: 

The information regarding the country of origin will be subject to the following 
regulations: 

1) When the firtished product, as well  as the raw materials used to produce it 
come from the same country, the wording made in country or origin should be 
used. 

2) When a product was made in one country using raw materials produced by 
another country, the wording made in country of origin with (description of the 
raw materials) made in (country or origin) should be used. 

3) Whenever the manufacturing of a product was made in two or more countries, 
the portion of the process made in the last two countries involved should be 
stated, using the wording made in (name of country) with inaported raw 
materials from (country of origin) fulished in (name of country), or other 
wording briefly describing the manufacturing proceu of the product. 

Twelfth Article: 

The applied etnishings to the products subject to this decree, should be used 
according to the terminology established in the Mexican official no=s. Whenever 
the information on product Enishing used, it must be accompanied by the 
Information of the process, Le. waterproof. 

Thirteenth Article: 

The labeling information referred to in this decree should be incorporated in the 
apparel at the manufacturing site of the apparel. Regarding any other textile 
product, the labeling information can be placed at the marketing destination 
previous to its sale. 

Fourteenth Article: 

Depending on the product characteristica, the labeling information must have the 
following data: 

1) Apparel products and apparel accessories mentioned in articles Fifth and Ninth 
of this decree. 	 • 
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2) Other products including those mentioned in articles Fifth, fractions 1), 4), and 
7), Sbcth and Seventh of this decree. 

Fifte,enth Article: 

Apparel and apparel accessories should have information referred to in 1) of the 
above article, in textile or any other durable type of material label:, which should 
last at least the saine  period of the product life to whkh they are applied to, 
sewed in the interior side of the collar or waist, or at any other visible place, 
depending on the product characteristics. 

Sixteenth Article: 

The information referred to in 2) of the Fourteenth article, should be 
embroidered, sealed or printed so it can be read by the consumer, in the following 
products: 

1) Wool Textiles 
2) Purses 
3) Luggage or suitcases 
4) Change Purses 
5) Wallets 
6) Cases 
7) Knapsacks or school bags 

The local manufacturer or importer may choose as stated in the previous article. 

Seventeenth Article: 

The information referred to in 2) of the Fourteenth article of this decree, should 
be placed in, attached, fastened, or tied to labels at a visible place where the 
consumer can read it before buying the product, for the following: 

1) Fiber rolls 
2) Rugs 
3) Bed sheets, 
4) Blankets 
5) Bedspreads 
6) Handkerchiefs 
7) Gloves 
8) Wigs 
9) Hair pieces 
10)Hats 
11)BOW ties 
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12)Detachable collars and wristbands 
13)Parasols and umbrellas 
14)Felts 
15)Tablecloths 
16)Individual place mats 

• 17) Napkins 
• 18) Seat . Covers 
• 19) Household electric and dorneitic appliance covers 

20) Covers for ironing boards 
21) Covers for bathroom furniture 
22) Other hotue furniture covers 
23) Pillow and cushions 
24) Protectors 
25) CarPeti 
26) Di3posable products for a single use 

The local manufacturer or importer can choose the labeling presentation suitable 
for these products in any of the forma  stated in articles Fifteenth and Sixteenth of 
this decree. 

Eighteenth Article: 

The information referred to in 2) of article Fourteenth of this decree, should be 
presented in the corresponding sales invoice, regarding the following products: 

1) Draperies 

2) Articles made upon request whenever the final consumers have decided their 
purchase being aware of the raw material used in their manufacturing. 

3) Labels 

4) Artists linen cloths 

5) Fibers directly destined for apparel manufacturing,. 

The local manufacturer or importer can choose the labeling presentation suitable 
for these products in any of the forms stated in articles Fifteenth to Seventeenth 
of this decree. 

Nineteenth Article: 

The Information referred to in 2) of article Fourteenth of this decree should be 
presented in the packaging or suh where the product is placeD, for the following: 
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1) 'Threads 
2) Yarns 
3) Portions or spools, of any length, of laces, ribbons, bands, embroidery strips, 

elastic ribbons, and other trimmings with up to 15 centimeters of width 
4) Socks 
5) Hosiery 
6) Pantyhose 
7) Products sold in sealed packages, that not being transparent, do not allow the 

consumer to see the product or labels with commercial information regarding 
the same. 

8) Products that are sold in bunch or packages with several units. 
9) Other products that because of their delicacy, fbdng the label directly, will 

damage the use or aesthetics of the sanie or could cause their devaluation. 

The local manufacturer or importer can choose the labeling presentation suitable 
for these products in any of the forms stated in articles  Fifteenth and Eighteenth 
of this decree. 

Twentieth Article: 

The following products are exempted from the labeling requir' ements referred to 
in this decree: 

1) Strings or shoelaces with or %without metal tips 
2) Carpet Underpads 
3) Toys 
4) Mattresses 
5) Box springs 
6) Cleaning Articles 
7) Pieces and Remains 
3) Stuffing of agglutinated  abers or waste for mattresses, pillows, cushions, or 

garments, including interlinings 
9) Mexican handicrafts 
10)Lamp shades 
11)Movable room dividers and folding screens 
12)Shades 
13)Bookbinders and bookmarks 
14)Sporting goods except clothing 
15)Beach and garden furniture 
16)Products for medical use except clothing 
17).  Sanitary napkins 
18) Diapers 

Twenty-First Article: 
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The products subject to this decree can only use the word guarantee or 
guaranteed when the requirements established in the decree published in the 
Official Gazette of May 4, 1976 are met. 

Twenty-Second Article: 

The inspection as well  as the sanctions for violating or non-observance of this 
decree, will be subject to consumer protection law. 

Transitory Articles: 

Et111 	This decree will start operating the day after its publication in the 
Official Gazette 

Second; 	The decree establishing the labeling requirements for apparel, fibers, 
and other textile products published in the Official Gazette of 
November 22, 1982 is hereby annulled and revokes other regulations 
that are contrary to this agreement 
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UNDERSTANDINGS REGARDING MEXICoiS 
LABELLING DEcREE (AcuERDo) FOR TEXTILE AND APPAREL PRoDUCTS 

A. The Government of the  United  States accepts that an 
identifier for the . Mexican importer will be necessary on labels 
.for apparel and other textile products identified in the Mexican 
labelling regulations. The Government of the United states 
recognizes the right of the Mexican Government to establish the 
identification requirements it deems necessary for firms and 
indiViduals doing business in Mexico. The Government of Mexico 
confirms that the aforementioned identifier for textile producta 
must include the name of the domestic producer or importer of 
reoord, as appropriate, and the corresponding Mexican quote RFC 
unquote identification number. 

B. The Government of Mexico affirms that labels for products 
entering Mexico need not be affixed at the manufacturing site. 
The Governeent of the United States recognizes that goods muet be 
labelled Prior to  •nt:ry through Mexican customs. 

C. The Government of Mexico will accept apparel and accessories 
for  •ntry into Mexico upon which labels are sewn  in or  otherwise 
permanently affixed as if they were sewn in so as to remain 
attached to the product and/or its package throughout any 
distribution, sale, resale and until sold and delivered to the 
ultimate consumer. 

- 
D. Provided that other requirements of the Mexican labelling 
regulations are satisfied, products shall be accepted for entry 
into Mexico if they satiety the requirements set forth in 
paragraphs I, II or II/ of Article 11 of the Mexican labelling 
decree or if any other phrase that briefly describes the 
manufacturing process is otherwise provided. In instances where 
Mexican customs authorities have reason to question whether or 
not the labelling information provided for particular imports 
from the United States adequately meets this test, the 
inscription quote made in the United States unquote shall  be 
deemed sufficient for this purpose, 

t. The Government of Mexico affirms that the following 
interpretations of the labelling decree are accurate: 

-- more than one label may be used in conveying information; 

-- dual language labelling is acceptable, provided that Spanish 
is used in every case; 

-- care symbols, according to international (ISO)  • tendards are 
acceptable in and of themselves without further need for written 
embellishment. However, when written text is used either with or 
without care symbols, such text must be at least in spanisht 
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1 e'v  

-- in the case of shipments of fiber and yarn, stenciled quote 
shipping marks unquote that includes all the information required 
by the labelling decree for these products, on the outside of 
every case will setisfy the labelling requirements: 

-- cut pieces  sent  to Mexico for assembly do net require labels, 
but relevant information will be described on corresponding 
invoices as specified in Article 18 of the labelling decree; 

-- the provisions of Article 17 of the labelling decree shall be 
considered to apply to towels, bathmats, washcloths, and similar 
household textiles not elsewhere specified in the regulations; 
and 

-- the rules specified in Article 8 regarding metric units of 
measure are suspended indefinitely an previously announced by the 
Government of Mexico. 

P. The Government of Mexico agrees to extend the march 19, 1991 
decision setting deadlines for domestic manufacturers and 
importerm to abide by certain provisions of the decision that 
establishes trade information to be shown on textiles, clothing 
and accessories until October 1, 1991, and to undertake its best 
efforts to allow that all goods introduced into commerce under 
the term* of the extension can be sold without undue hinderance 
down to the retail  Levai  during a period of five months _ 
thereafter. 

G. Both parties agreste  inform each other of methods to  • aura 
compliance with their respective labelling requirements for 
textile products, and reserve the right to request consultations 
on the implementation of this understanding. 

H. This understanding shall be effective as of July 1, 1991. 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX B 

SOURCE OF MAJOR INPUTS OF THE MEXICAN CHEMICAL-FIBRE INDUSTRY 

1. Nylon 

cyclohexane 	 Pemex 
ammonia 	 Pemex 
caprolactarne monomers 	Univex 

2. Polyester 

paraxilene 	 Pemex 
methanol 	 Peinex 
DMT 	 Petrocel 
WA 	 Petrocel 
WA fibre grade 	 Tereftalatos Mex. 

MEG (monoethylene glycol) 	Idesa 
Glicoles Mex. 
Polioles 

3. Acrylics 

acrilonitrile monomer 	Pemex 

Undustry, Science & Technology Canada 
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ANEXO 4 

:0:.;::::::::::geneee:::::FRACC/ONESDEILIPORTACIOttin:Meggeee 

Me.9,999tgegeggeenegenereenegareefflegg 
ARMICEteRt ... 1Weet-, 

PETROOUNICOS EASICOS  

29021101 CIciollexano 	 . Emig« 
- 29024301 	Para-xileno 	 Exert"' • 

29101001• Oxido Etikono 	 &mu  
MATF_RIAS  PRIMAS PARA FI8RAS- 

29053101 	Etilenglicc4 	 10 

29142201 C1clohexanona 	 10 

29173801 Acid° Tendtaboo y we Sal« 	 15 

29173701 	Tereltalitto °WWII() 	 15 

20201001 Acn9onitr0o 	 Exenta 

29337101 opeiion-Capcol«tagna 	 10  

FILAMENTOS SI NTETICOS.0 ARTIF1CIALES  

ALTA TENACIDAD S1NTETICOS  

54021001 	Neon 	, 	 15 

$4021002 Rbeas anunidia's 	 10 

64022001 Poneetee 	 15  

. HILADOS SINTEDCOS TEXTURADOS  

54023101 Neon huts 501« 	 15 

54023201 Neon eupenor a 50 t« 	 15 

54023301 Peed« 	 15 

54023901 Akohol polirindico 	 10 

54023902 Acrilicas o modaerilicas 	 15 

54023003 , Poliol•finas 	 15 

54023209 Los den« 	 15  

HILADOS SINTETICOS C/TORSION HASTA 60 VPII  

54024101 Neon 	 15 

54024102 Neon 44.4 dt« y 34 filament« 	 10 

54024103 Anunidas 	 10 

54024201 • Polifeter parcialmente oriented« 	 15 

54024301 	Poii«t« 	• .> 	 - 	15 

54024901 PoTtutetano 	 10 

64024902 Poiltrotan0 de 44.4 a 1817 di« 	 1 $  
64024003 Porkeelnas • 	 15 

54024904 Acecos o rnodmilicos 	 15 

54024005 Aicohot polivInilico 	 ..10 

54024900 Pollt«allooroetileno 	. 	 10 

54024007 Pcdipropliono ibollizaclo 	 10 

54024900 Los demo 	. 	 15  

H1LADOS SINTETICOS CITOFtS/ON SUPERIOR A 50 VPIA  

64025101 Neon 	 15 

54025192  Aramidas 	- 	 10 

54025201 Poi491« 75.48  dl..  tedido.  321 	 10 

54025290 Pollee" 	- 	 15 

64025001 Peioleinas 	 15 

$4025002 Aeilioos o modacolleoe 	 15 
54025903 Alcohol polivkilloo 	 10 

54025904 Poilletrailexoedieno 	 10 

54025005 Poillpiopileno Ibiltzado 	 10 

64025000 Los dome 	 15  

HILADOS SINTETIODS TORCIDOS 0 CABLEADOS  

64020101 Neon 	 15 

54028102 Aran04« 	 10 

54028201 POINbef 75.48 dl«, 1,514o,  321 	 10 

54020290 Poi1e4let 	 15 

6402E901 Poliolein« 	 15 

• 54020002 Acrilicos o modacrilioos 	 15 

54028003 Alcohol poIlvinillco 	 10 - 
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54020904 Paitecrellucsoedieno 	 10 

54020905 Poiiptopileno 6bniizado 	 10 

54020990 Lot  damas 	 15  

ALTA TENACIDAD AFMFICIALES  

54031001 Rayon vino« 	 15  

HILADOS ARTIFICIALES TEXTURADOS  

54032001 Ante:a aeluioes 	 15 
54032000 Los dams 	 15  

HILADOS ARTIF SF.NCILLOS. TORSION RASTA 120 VPM  

54033101 Rayon vino« 1332 dies. Meta 120 vpin 	 15 
54033190 Los  damai 	 15  

HILADOS AFIT1F SENCILLOS. TORSION SUP A 120 VPM  

54033201  Rayon  viscose de 1332 di« 	 15 

$4033290 Los dame 	 15 

54033331 &Mato de Mena 	 15 

54033900 Loa  damas 	 15  

HIUDOS ARTIFiCIALES TOFICIDOS 0 CASLEADOS  

54034101 Raen viscose de 1332 *ex 	 15 

54034100 Lot  damas 	 Is 

54034201 Acetato de nitric« 	 15 
54034000 Loa  damai 	 15  

MON0fILAMENTOS. TIRAS Y FORMAS SISAILARES  

54041001 Ponied« 	 10 

54041002 Neon 	 15 
54041003 Potiolellose 	 15 
54041004 Akohol porninifico 	 . 	10 
54041000 Los dame mono6lamontoe 	 15 

$4040000 LÀ:4  damas sinteticas 	 15 

$4050001 Mono6kunentos welders 	 15 

54050002 Paja artificial 	 10 
5405000$ knitacion catgut. diarnno 0.05-0.70 men 	 1 $ 
54050004 bone= catout. client°  0.05-0.70 mm 	 10 
54050000  Los damas  «tilled« 	 1 $  

TEJIDOS DE FILAMENTOS siterncos  
54071001 Ma leruicided de neon o pent« 	 15 
54011004 Empleados  in  neurriaticcs 	 15  

FIBRAS SINTETICAS 0 ARTIFICIALES 
DISCONTINUAS  

$5011031 Cabin neon 	 10 
56012001 Cabin pent« 	 10 
55012002 Cables pointer. odor Nigro 1eflido 	 10 
55012003  Ciblas  pen AT {goal o eup 7.77 eft« 	 10 
55012000 Las demur cabin paint« 	 10 
55013001 Cabin acnbon o modecriiicoe 	 10 
56011001 Cabin cloruro de poihinio 	 10 
55019000 WS dams cabin de libtas sintering 	 10 
55020001 Cabin de lisinentos artificial« 	 10 
ssemool Fe nylon 	 10 
55031000  Las  damn FC nevoid*. 	 10 
55032001 Fe palmier 	 10 

65032002 Fe pander AT *sal o sup 7.77 g/dtex 	 10 
56032003 Fe peens. cokx onto WM° 	 10 
56032000 Fe acidic* o goodie:dap 	 10 
55033001 FC palpropleno de 3 a 25  di 	 10 
55031001 Los derma FC de poRpropileno 	 Enna 

56030001 FC dam de poilvinlio 	 10 
55030000 Los demo* Fe einietices 	 10 
56041001 FC rayon 	 Enna 

65041000 Lae dunes FC de visions 	 10 
55040001 Los  damas FC artiliciake 	 10 
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55051001 	Deeperdicios Seas einteticaa 	 15 

55052001 Dteperdicios eras artificial« 	 15 

59021001 Napae armadas de nyion 	 15 

59022001 Napas trams:Me cle pcileeter 	 15  

SEDA  
HILADOS  

50040001 	Sin acondicioner 	 15 

50050001 De deeperdicice sin scondicionar 	 15 

50060001 Acondicionadoe 	 15  

TEJIOOS  

50071001 De °crib& tedidos 	 15 

50071002 De bone* eetarnpadoe 	 15 

50071099 Los dam« de borrilla 	 15 

50072001 Contenido de 65% Wed« 	 15 

50072002 Oceanid° de $53/4 estampados 	 1$ 

50072003 Contenido 953/4 para corbatae 	 15 

50072099 Lee demo con contenido 15% 	 15 

50079001 Loe dental tetlidot para code's 	 1 $ 

50079099 Los dames 	 15  

(.ANA Y PELOS  

51011101 	Lana eequitacia cherid haeta 75% 	 &era& 

51011102 Lana eequilacla offend eup 753/4 	 Exenta  

H I LAWS  

51061001 Contenido de SS% land cardada alacond 	 15 

$1062001 De  tans  =dada sin econclicionar 	 15 

51071001 Contenido de 6514 Irma poinada &wend 	 15 

51072001 	De tans peinada tin acondicionar 	 15 

51051001 	De pelo bno cardado 	 1 $ 

51051099 De pelt/ fino 	 15 

51012001 De pet) feno peinick) 	 15 

51062090 De pen bno 	 15 

51091001 Oe Ian* o pain lino conteniondo MA aeon 	 15 

51009099 De Ian' o peio ino acondicionadoe 	 15 

51100001 De pet° on:rated° 	 lb  

TEJIDOS CARDADOS  

51111101  Lins o peio lino (1s%) con peso 300ghn.2 	 15 

$1111909 Los demo Ilea o pail, lino 	 1$ 

51112099 Los dams Iona o polo boo *Team  PAS 	 15 

51113090 Loe demas Lana o pelt° ino cJFC FAS 	 15 

51119099 Los donuts tans o polo Ono 	 15  

TEJIDOS PEINADOS  

51121101 Lana o pet° Eno (853/4) con peso 200ghn2 	 15 

51121990 Los dents. lam o psi° lino 	 15 

51122001 . Los dermas Lana o pal° Moo/Slam  PAS 	 15 

51123099 Lcs deems tans o peéo MO CFO FAS 	 15 

51129090 Los detnas larut o polo lino 	 15 

51130001 Meat de pa% «dined° 

51130002 Telidos de oda  
ALGOOON  

52010002 Sin pepita con rnae de 29 mm longilud , 	 10 

52010003 Sin pipits 	 Emit&  

HILADOS OE COSER  

52041101 Con ecotone° superior o teal • 65% 	 15 

52041990  Los  dame 	 15 

52042001 Acondictonadoe 	 15  

HILADOS OE Fit:IRAS  SIN  PEINAR 95%  

52051101 De titulo eup o lewd • 714.29 dtx 	 1$ 

52051201 De tile° 232.56 a 714.29 dtx 	 15 

52051301 De titulo 192.31 • 232.55 tits 	 15 

52061401 De Undo 125 a 192.31 dts 	 15 

52061501 De INIdo ksierlor • 125 Mt 	 16 
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H1LADOS  DE  FERAS PEINADAS 85%  

52052101 De Mtn° eup o Igoe • 714.29 dtx 	 15 
52052201 De taut° 232.56 a 71429 dtx 	 15 
52052301 	De tituto 192.31 a 232.56 dbc 	 15 
52052401 	De tItuko  125a 192.31 dtx 	 15 
52052501 	De °tut° interior a 125 dtx 	 15  

FULA') RETOR 0 CAB OE RBRAS S/PEINAR111544  

52053101 	De entice *up o igual a 71429 dtx 	 15 
52053201 De titufo 232.58 a 71429 dtx 	 15 
52053331 De °tut° 192.31 a 232.58 dtx 	 15 

52053401 	Oe *trio 125 a 192-21 dtic 	 15 
52053501 De Mt», inferior a 125 dtx 	 15  

HILAD RETOR 0 CAB OE FIBRAS PEINADAS 15%  

52054101 De °tub eup o iguai • 714.29 dtx 	 15 
52054201 De titulo 222.58 a 71429 dtx 	 15 
52054301 	De btu.° 192.31 a 232.56 dtx 	 15 
52054401 De !Auto 125 a 192.31 dtx 	 15 
52054501 	De tituto lean« a 125 dtx 	 15  

HILADOS OE FIERAS SIN PEINAFI  

52061101 	De °tub sup o 'quid a 71429 dtx 	 15 

52061201 De *trio 232.56 a 71429 dtx 	 15 

52061301 	Oe titufo 192.31 a 232.56 dbc 	 15 
52001401 De *We 125 a 192.31 dtx 	 15 
52061501 	De titulo inferior a 125 dtx 	 15  

HILAOOS DE RI3RAS PEINADAS  

52062101 De *trio sup o igual a 71429 dtx 	 15 
52062201 	De title 232.56 a 714.20 dtx 	 15 
52062301 	De titulo 192.31  a232.56 dtx 	 15 
52062401 	De tituio 125 a 192.31 dtx 	 15 
52082501 	De °tub infericr a 125 ctlx 	 15 

HILAD RETOR 0 CAB DE FIERAS SWEINAR  

52063101 	De titufo eup o teal a 714.29 dtc 	 15 

52063201 	De titufo 232.56 a 714.29 dtc 	 15 
52063301 	De lItuio 192.31 a 232.56 dtx 	 15 
52063401 De tibia 125 a 192-21 dtx 	 15 
52063501 De tine Inferior a 125 dIx 	 15  

HILAD RETCH 0 CAB DE ABMS PEINADAS  

52064101 De °tug° sup o beef a 71429 dtic 	 15 
52064201 De tibia 232-58 a 714.29 dtx 	 15 
52064301 Oe *tic 192.31 a 232.56 dtx 	 15 
62064401 D. tibto 125 a 192.31 dtx 	 15 
52e64531 D. Stub Inledor a 125 dlx 	 15  

, 	 HILAOOS ACONDIC/ONADOS  

52071001 Con oontenicio imp 0 iguad 4115% 	 15 
52079010 Los dim« 	 15  

- TEJIDOS CPCONT DE 15%. GRAMME DE 200 GM  

52011101 Crudoe ligament° tafetart„ Meta 1004/m2 	 15 
520111201 Crudos, ligament° Wotan. alp 1000Mt2 	 16 
52061301 Crudos„ ligament° erg& curio hula 4 	 15 
52061901 Los dame cnalos 	 15 
520112101 	Blanc!, ligernento tale's.% haste 100géi 2 	 16 
52042201 Slang. Ilgamento tafetan„ eup 1009/m2 	 15 
52012301 131anq, ligament° serge, cureo hag« 4 	 15 
52082901 Loa derma bianqueados 	 15 
52013101 TeNdos. ligament° Wotan, ha«. 1009%2 	 15 
62013201 Tedidoe, ligament° tafetart„ eu0 100gOrn2 	 15 
52013301 TeMdoe, ligament° eerga. cureo Arista 4 	! 	15 
52013901 Loa dam« %Aides 	 15 
52064101 III ooka. Memento taletan, tuna 100 ,3M2 	 15 
52014201 	HI color, ligament° tafetan. sup 1004/m2 	 16 
52044301  HI  odor. ligament° earga„ cc Rao halts 4 	 15 
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52044901 Los drags con hitadoi de distinto cokr 	 15 
520115101 	Estamp. ligament° Wotan. hag* 100g/m2 	 15 
52045201 Solemn. Spamento Wotan. sup 100ghn2 	 16 
52045301 Esuunp. figamanso surge. curs° heat* 4 	 15 
52045001 Los dirndl *stamped°. 	 15  

TE.1100S C/CONT OE 85%, GRAMME SUP A 200 011.42  
52091101 Crucke. ligament° tidal» 	 15 
52091201 Crudos. Spa:nerd° tarps de cure° baits 4 	 15 
62091901 Los dent« crud« 	 15 
52092101 Slang. Squirm» tafetan 	, 	 15 
52092201 Nang. Sprains° saga de curso haeta 4 	 15 
52092901 Los drums biangueados 	 15 
52003101 %lidos. ligament° tafetan 	 15 
52093201 Tididos, ligament° earga. curio haul& 4 	 15 
52093901 Los dents Iodides 	 16 
52094101 	Hi oaf«. ligament° taIetan 	 15 
62094201 lid color. di menial' 	 15 
52094301 Nil cokx. Summer» Lama, cureo hasta 4 	 16 

52094901 Los domes con Ittlados de  colons 	 15 
62096101 Estampados. Sgamento tafetan 	 16 
62095201 Estamp. hernial° sarga de cure°  hauts  4 	 15 
5209E401 Los dimes setampadoe 	 15  

• 	TEJIOOS MEZOLADOS C/FAS. CONTF.N100 ALG IS% 

EN PESO. GRAMAJE HASTA 200 G/M2 •••:. 
62101101 Us«,  225 cm elec. 100%  rayon  urdirnbre 	 10 
62101190 Loe estrus crudoe 	 15 
52101201 Crudos. Nemec sarpa de curio Meta 4 	 15 
52101901 	Los den's*. crudes 	 16 
52102101 Stang. Spume° tafetan 	 15 
62102201 Blanc. ligament° sarpa de curio Meta 4 	 15 
5210299e Los demaa bianqueadoe 	 15 
52103101 Terbidot. Sgamento Wotan 16 
52103201 Tenid' oa. ligament° 'asp& curio hut' 4 	 15 
52103900 Los dernas »Aida, 	 15 
52104101 KM =dot ligament° Wotan 	 15 
62104201 HI max, liganwoolo we curl° hut* 4 	 15 
52104909 Los donut con hiados de coke's,' 	 15 
62105101 Estampados. Spernento tafitan 	 15 
62105201 Estamp. hgarnenlo carps de curio halt* 4 	 15 
52105001 Los donuts eitampados 	 15  

- 	TF-JICIOS MICMAC:OS C/FAS.CONTENIDO ALA 115% 
EN PESO. GRAMAJESUPERJOR A200 G 142 .  ' 	 • 	 -  

52111101 Lie«. 225 cm *who, 100% rayon urdimbre 	 10 
62111100 Los dimwit crud« 	 16 
52111201 Crud«, %weirdo earga de cure° haft& 4 	 15 
52111901 Los dental crud« 	 15 
62112101 Stang. Spamenb3 Wotan 	 16 
52112201 Stench Ilgamerilo we de curio  hauts  4 	 16 
82112900 Los donut Mangueadoe 	 15 
62113101 TeNdos. Ilgareene taittan 	 16 
62113201 %lidos. ligament° mg& cureo bests 4 	 15 

62113001 Loe dernas ',Moe 	 16 
62114101 	1490lor.119ansen5o tateters 	 15 
62114201 HI coke. de meacills 	 15 
52114300 HI color. 904nunI0 48194 cum hut' 4 	 15 
62114901 Los denial con hilados de ccionse 	 16 
62116101 Eaterapedoe, Sparnenso %Satan 	 15 
52115201 Stamp. Spamenlo »ma de cure° haata 4 	 16 
62115001 Loa darns, sotarnpadoe 	 15  
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LOS DBMS TEJ100S DE ALGOOON  
52121101 eructs. gramaie haste 200 gtrn2 	 15 
52121201 8lanqu4adoe. gram* hasta 200  01m2 	 15 
52121301 	Teflidos. gramaje hasta 200 9hn2 	 15 
52121401 	Hilados cokx, gm:nabs haw& 200 ghn2 	 15 

52121501 	Estampaclos. gramais han. 200 gim2 	 15 
52122101 Crudoe. gramajs sup 200 gtm2 	 16 
52122201 	Slanquesdos. gramais sup 200 g/m2 	 15 
52122331 	Tselickx, gramaje Imp 200 gtm2 	 15 
52122401 	Hilados color. gramajs sup 200 glrn2 	 15 

52122501 	Eetampados. gramais sup 200 gtm2 	 15  
LAS ODAAS F1SRAS TIE« VEG: HILADOS 

DE PAPEL Y TS) DE HILAIDOS OE PAPE.  
53061001 	filladoe de lino «locales 	 15 
53062001 Hilados de lino retorcidos o cableadoe 	 15 

53071001 Hiladoe de sits »adios de un cabo 	 10 

53071099 Los demos Modes de yule *meal 	 10 

53072001 	Efilidoe de yute reloccidos o cab4eadot 	 10 

53081001 Mocks de coco 	 10 

53082001 Nnadoe de coco phwars senms 	 10 

530112090 Los donnas htlados de  coco 	 10 

53083001 Mamie; de papal 	 10 

53049001 Hilados de ramio 	 15 

53089019 104 dtmas hiladoe 	 10 
53091101 Tol de lino crudos o blanqusados 85% 	 15 
53091909 Los demas tej  no  =dos o biding 15% 	 15 

63092101 Tel de Too crud« o blanq inf 85% 	 15 

53092909 Los den« 	 15  
HILAIDOS OE FILAMENTOS 	 '  

54011001 	011 cow( einteticos . 	 15 
54012001 	De com artificial's 	 15  

HILADOS ACONO1C1ONADOS  
$4061001 	NI/Ion 	 15 
54061002 Aramides 	 10 
54061003 PoiMetsr 	 15 
54061009 Lot (Somas eintmicos 	 15 
$44062001 	Artiliciaiss 	 15  

TE.11006 OE F1LAMENTOS SINTETIGOS  
$4071002 Pare notes aims 	 10 
54071009 LOS emus de aka Meacidad 	 15 
$44072001 Os tints de pollpropi4no 4 hilados 	 10 
54072090 Los dims fabricadoe con liras 	 15 
$44073001 Napes All paraidoe FAS, crudes o blanq 	 15 
64073332 Pam «VO4 Mt« 	 10 
54073303 Red« o manse de Meld« piaidcas 	 10 
54073300 Los domes 	 15  

CONTEN100 NYLON num. 0 SUP A15% EN PESO  
54074101 Crudos o bianqusados 	 15 
$44074201 Tsélidos 	 15 
$44074301 Golfed°, con hilados distInlos  colores 	 15 
64074302 Mlle« tams céhliados dodoes color 	 10 
54074304 Mello  54-72 cm pkorbatas, céhll color 	 15 
54074300 Los demo con hikes de (Menlo color 	 15 
54074401 &tamped« 	 15  

cot« POUESTER TIM MAL° SUP A 15% EN PESO  
54075101 Crud« o blanqusados 	 15 
54075201 Teich» 	 15 
54075301 Games con Miklos clistinlos colons 	 15 
54075302 Norm mess *hied« destinies color 	 10 
54075303 Ancho  64-72 cm ploorbatet obi odor 	 15 
54075390 Los deems con hied« de client" color 	 15 
54075401 Estampados 	 15 - 

I , 
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CONT POUEST1ER IGUAL 0 SUP A11546 EN PESO  

sentool Crudos o blanquadoe 	 15 

sureogg Lat dam** 	 15  
CONT FILMA SINTETICO IGUAL 0 SUP A 854 EN PESO  

64077101 Crudoe o btanqueados 	 15 

64077201 	Teniclos 	 15 

54077301 	Gorrada con hilados disait°. coloris 	 15 

54077302 Pham* amas utilisas* distintos color 	 10 

54077333 De patureano. 't Muria)* . ontachadoe 	 15 

54077390 Los «aras 	 15 

54077401 	Esta:nageas 	 15  

CONT FILMA SINTETICO INF 0 IGUAL  M544  EN PESO 

41EZCL4DOS P11NCIPAUAENTE CON ALGODON.  

54078101 Crudos o blanqueados 	 15 

54071201 T'Aida. paradas 	 15 

54078202 Tenidos para arres taro« 	 10 

54074203 Oe polluretano. • elageice. eitorchada 	 15 

54078294 Las «nue 	 15 

54078301 Con Midas de dietintas codoros 	 15 

54074401 Estampe«. 	 15  

LOS 004AS TE.1100S SINT CRUDOS 0 BLANOUEADOS  

54079101 Asocksdos con hica do caucho 	 15 

54079102 Gokadoe 	 15 

54079103 De &kohol paiyinirsco 	 15 

54079104 Para met «mas 	 10 

54079105 De poiluretano. °s'item'. entactusclos 	 15 

54079106 Nylon. tram 40 dn y pie 70 dn 	 10 

54079190 Los damas 	, 	 15  

Los D8JAS TEJIDOS sorrEncos reziloos  
64079201 Areciadoe con teks do caucho 	 15 

54079202 Gerados 	 15 

54079203 De akohol paivinirsoo 	 15 

54079204 Para myes IIKOSS 	 10 

54079205 De polisagetano. 'etarake. entorcharke 	 15 

54079296 Loo dora*. 	 15  

LOS DE4AAS TEJ1DOS site ChilUIDOS D1ST1NTO COLOF 

64079301 Asociados con MOI de coucha 	 15 

54071302 GoIrados 	 15 

54079303 De alcohol polvinliko 	 15 

54079304 Para naver «mas 	 10 

5407930$ Mata 64-72 art para corbatae 	 15 

54079309 Oe poliurotana, eetutice. *Marcha«. 	 15 

54079300 Los dons« 	 15  

LOS OBUS TEJIDOS SINTET100S ESTAMPADOS  

54079401 Arociadoe  con trios de pocha 	 ' 15 

54070402 Gokacke 	 15 

54079403 De Moghol «Ovine° 	 15 

54079404 Para na.« am« 	 10 

54079405 Ancho 94-72 cas para corbeau 	 15 

54079400 De po5urettna. •M•utiore, entorchadoe 	 15 

54079490 Los «nue 	 15  

TEJ1DOS DE FILAMENTOS ARTIF1CIALF-S • 

ALTA TE4ACIOAD  

54001001 De rayon veillœel acciedo *Ohio" coucha 	 15 

54041002 Cludoe o bienqueacks 	 15 

54911003 Para na'« ameae 	 10 

54041000 La dom« 	 15 
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TEMOOS CONT FILM 0 TIRAS Ste° IGUAL115% EN 	. 

PESO CRUDOS 0 BLANOUEADOS  

$4042101 	AACCMICIOS con hiloa couda 	 15 
$4082102 Gotradoe 	 15 

54082103 Para nana aras 	 10 

54042199 Los  dtetna 	 15  

reoccs  
54042201 Accola« con Mo. caucho 	 15 
54042202 *Rad« 	 15 

54042203 Para »ms »fa« 	 10 

54042299  Los damas • 	 15  

CON HILADOS DE DISTINTOS COLORES  

54042301 Asociadoe con hifoe caucho 	 15 

54042302 Gera« 	 15 

54082303 Para ne« seras 	 10 

54042304 AnC110 84-72 cm para corbataa 	 15 

540E2399 Los damas 	 15 

540112401 Estampa« 	 15  

LOS DEMAS TE.JIDOS ARTIFICIALES  

54043101 Crudoe o Wang taociadce CUI« caucho 	 15 

54043102 erudos o blanquados gotrados 	 15 

64043103 Ciudad o blanqueed« paume aras 	 10 

54043190 Lot data crudoe o blanquadoe 	 15 

$4043201 Te4l4do4 aeociadat *Mas caucho 	 15 

54043202 Teflidc4 gotradoe 	 15 

54043203 Tetlicke para flIVIIS »MIS 	 10 

540113204 Tenidoe rodes o manas 	 10 

54043299  Los berna te/lidos 	 15 

54043301 Do hile« coi« acodado cite« coude 	 N15  

64043302 De Nia« cdor eue« 	 15 

54043303 De Mid« coke pinavee  aurais 	 10 

54083399 Lot derna de hilados de cotora 	 15 

54043401 Estampaclos aeociados con Mot de couche 	 15 

54043402 Estampados gotredoe 	 15 

54043499 Los data 	 15 

55081001 FC nylon cardada 	 10 

ssotuom Fe patata( cardada 	 10 
55083001 Fe «Mea o modocrlica cardada 	 10 
55089009 Las demis Fe cardada o «Media 	 10 

55070001 FC artliclaice cardadas o coincent 	 10 

55041001 Hilo de COOK Ob'« linleticas dise 	 10 

55042001  1110 de con« Ilbralt arttOcIala die° 	 10  

HILADOS SIN ACONDICIONAFI  

65001101 Ny4on 15% en pao sonda« 	 15 

55091201 Nylon 115 14 en paso  ndoccidoa o cableadoe 	 15 

55092101 Poilai« 45% en polo eencilos 	 15 

55092201 Pend« 115% on pem retordes o cab 	 15 

55093101 AdiSco S5% en pan anal°. 	 15 

55093201 Mdlico 45% en pan relorcidoe o cab 	 15 

55094101 Rbota eint115% en poco concilias 	 15 

$5094201 Filma oint 45% en poco micro o cab 	 15 

55095101 Pollater onazdado c/FC artillciala 	 15 

55095201 Pettieter mazdado cagne o «allia 	 15 

55005301 Peletier Reactedo cialgodon 	 15 

55005001 Loa derme pcdieet« 	 15 

56098101 Acdica «acacia Cens o polo Ikbo 	 15 

55008201 Aellics onsactedo c/apdon 	 15 

56000901 Log dama ace« 	 15 

56089101 I.C4 «mes audace« cltana o peio Ino 	 15 

55099201 Los demi rnazdadoe ciadgodon 	 15 ' 

56090901 Loa dama 	 15 
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55101101 Arcidoe 85% on pogo send«. 	 15 

55101201 Artikiees 85% on peso rot= o cab 	 15 

55102001 Los  demis  instead« Cana o polo flno 	 15 

55103001 Los demis mezciedos chilgodon 	 15 

55109001 Los dim« 	 15  

HILADOS ACONDICIONADOS  

55111001 Sinioticas canton:do do 85% en pogo 	 15 

55112001 SkSotices oontsnido inf 15% on peso 	 15 

55113001 Artikidos 	 15  

TE600S OE FASOISCONT1NUAS 

TEJIDOSFIBRAS SINT DISC  DONT  IGUAL 0 SUP A 85%  

55121101 Polies« crud« o btanqueados 	 15 

55121900 Los 04M1,11 polies.« 	 15 

56122101 Aodicas =dos o btanqueados 	 15 

55122909 Los domes scams 	 15 

55129101  Demis  SW« sinteticas crodos o Wand 	 15 

55121090 Los «mat fbras sinteticas 	 15  

TEAMS  FERAS SINT DISC CONY INF A 85% IllEZCLADA 

CON ALGOOON 0€ GRAMME INF 0 tGUAL A 17043442  

55131101 Poliootec lig Wotan =doe o Ns« 	 15 

55131201 Poked mega =doe o Wang cute° inf 4 	 15 

55131390  Loot «mat « peed« =dos o blanq 	 15 

55131901 LOS deems de Mies eint crud« o blang 	 15 

55132101 	Polio*" lig tafotan teeidoe 	 15 

55132201 Pet« urea toiSidos cur« inf 4 	 15 

55132301 Los domes do «best« Iodides 	 15 

55132901 Los  demis  do Meat eint  %Aid« 	 15 

55133101 	Pofigestot 11,2 taleten con ha diet coior 	 15 

55133201 Pei« zarga hit diet color curio Inf 4 	 15 

55133333 Los diem« de poise« islad  di  et coke 	 15 

55133901 	Los  demis  de libnee eint NI diet coke. 	 15 

55134101 Poise« rig takitan «tamped« 	 15 

55134201 Pee« mega «tamps«. cur« inf 4 	 15 

55134301 Los  demie  do pewter *damped« 	 15 

55134901 Los «moo de lieu WM «tamp/dos 	 15  

TEJIDOS MAAS SINT 04SC CONT tie A15% NEZCLADA 

CON ALGCOON De GRAMME SUPEPUOR  *170 G512  
55141101 Pester lig 'stolen =dos o Wang 	 15 

55141201 Polled «re crud« o Wang «too ird 4 	 15 

55141331 Los domes do poled« mid« o Wens 	 15 

55141999 Los domes cis ilbrits eint cmclos o Nang 	 15 

55142101 Poled« lig tided« Miklos 	 15 

55142201 Polio« ire «lido' curio inf 4 	 15 

55142331 Los deMile do pealed« «Woe 	 15 

55142903 lele «Mae do Mess eint 1o6idos 	 15 

55143101 Peseta( 1g %Wen con hi  diet color 	 15 

55143201 Pole« zargie hi diet color cum Int4 	 15 

55143300 Los demis  do poled« hiad dist coke 	 15 

55143303 Los domes do fibres lint Id diet color 	 15 

56144101 Polled« ig Islet.« «tamped« 	 15 

55144201 Pogo« zarga «tampocios cur« led 4 	 15 

54144301 Los domes de poled« «tamped« 	 15 

55144000 Loe domes do fleas tint eetempodoo 	 15  

LOS DBMS DE  FERAS  SINTEf  DISCONTINUAS  

55151101 Poised« ongszot 4:Albeit. di« deco« 	 15 

55151201 Poled« mexcl cifiamonlos eke o at 	 15 

55151301 Pidiest« mozcl ea« o pee° ino 	 15 

$6151901 Los deems do paled« 	 15 

56152101 Meer.« mad element« lint o at 	 15 

55152201 Aorilicas «MI Nano o poio lino 	 15 

55152901 Los domes do milk« 	 15 
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65150101 Los demis minci cAllarnentoe 'kit o art 	 15 
55150201 Los dorme mezci Mana o  polo lino 	 15 
55150000 Los damas de ibn. *dot 	 15  

TEJ1DOS DE FiBRAS ARTIFICIALESDISCONT CONTENID 
1NF 0 1GUAL A115% EN PESO 	.  

55161101 Crudos o bIanclusados 	 15 
55161201 Tenidos 	 15 
55161301 Con /Iliade' do dIetkdos COMX“ 	 15 
55161101 Ettarnpados 	 15  

TEJIOOS DE FERAS ARTIFICIALES OtSCONT CONTENU) 

INF  *15% EN PESO. PAELC *FIL SINT 0 ART  

55162101 Crudos o blanqueedos 	 15 
55182201 Tenidos 	 15 
55162301 Con hllados de dislintos coiores 	 15 
55162101 Estampados 	 15  

• TEJ1DOS DE FIERAS ARTIFICIALES OISCONT CONTENU) 

• (NF A 85% EN PESO. MEC  Cti.ANA 0 PEU) FINO  
55163101 Crudos o bianqueades 	 15 

55163201 Teldos 	 15 
55163301 Con Macles de distintos ool4xes 	 15 
55163101 Estarnpados 15  

TEJ1OOS OE FIERAS ARTIFICIALESDISCONT.CONTIINIO 

INF A 85% EN PESO .. ME= CiALG00014 -  
$5104101 Cnidos o bianqueados 	 15 
55161201 Tedidot 	 15 
55161331 Con hilados de diatintos oc4ores 	 15 
55161401 Estarnpados 	 15  

TEODOS OE F1SRAS AR11FICIALES DISCONTINUAS  

55160101 Crue" o bianqueados 	 15 
55160201 Teilidoe 	 15 
55160301 Con Macke de crestintos coke« 	 15 
55100401 Estampados 	 15  

GUATAS Y ARTS. TUNOIZNOS.. : 
NUOOS Y LKiTAS - --*: • .. « 

56011001 Tuiles. tampons«. pendu y ail aies 	 10 

50312101 Guata de sigodon 	 10 

5e012100 Cos demas articulas de guai& 	 10 
56012201 Guais de libra sintetics o «Widal 	 10 
56012200 Los doms articulas de FAS 	 20 
513013001 Mot« de »da. do autel°, rayon-viscose 	 10 
56013000 Tundiznot. nudar y miss de mat Isot 	 10 
56021002 Fiettros torla o *bru soif ohm/bd' 	 15 
56022901 %lires do Ilbras artiSciaiss Mec 	 15 
66030000 Lu damas telas lin Iejer 	 15 

51081101 Rem con tus media IN a 3.01 cm d. FAS 	 20 

56081102 Red« con kg  insila loup a 3.81 eni de FAS  
•AlSOUBRAS Y REVESTIMIENTOS  

57010000 De nudo de mate« Wei« (FA.% 

57023201 Alsiviffliados de FAS seconfucioner 	 20 
57021201 Shierclopeiar de FAS conlonfeceionados 	• 	20 
57025201 Los damas de FAS alconiaceioner 	 20 
57029201 Los darnes de FAS conisocionados 	 20 
57032001 Con polo ineerlado de nylon 	 20 
57033001 Coripslo insettado damas FAS 	 20 
57041001 De tg/perles kW o louai a 0.3 in2 	 20 
57010000 Los demis effiske insintado ni Sociales 	 20 
57050001 Oum allornbças y revestirnienlos 	 20 

•  
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TEFelOPELO Y FELPA YEJIDOS 
TEMOOS OE CHENILLA  

58013101 Terciopelo y Woos por tram de FAS 	 15 
54013201 Pana Myed& de FAS 	 15 
58013301 Là311 demos worciop y bloats tram de FAS 	 15 
58013401 	Terciopelo y *Woo urdimbre FAS rizadcn 	 15 
58013501 	Terciopelo y teipa urdimbre FAS conedo 	 15 - 

58013001 	Tefedos do cheni4a cle FAS 	 15 

54022001 Teedos con taxies pore  Iodas  (FAS) 	 15 

58039001 Teidoo gale welt& eras rant crud« 	 15 

58042101 To!. tuf-bobinot de FAS 	 20 

58063201 antis  PAS.  eon op.:ism-4r afiertrada 	 20' 

58062290 Las demo cint as*, FAS 	 20 

58071001 TeOdoe de etkarelee 	 20  

58071000  Los  dernes Mid« 	 20 

58109201 Sordadoe  PAS  eobt8 Seed«  sida 	 20 

58109299 Lou dermas  bordadoo de FAS 	 20  
TEJFOOS ILLPREGNADOS. REOUBIERTOS  

50039001 Cintas o tiros «Melrose 	 20  
TEJ1DOS DE PUNTO  

00011001 Nicks de polo largo 	 20 

00011090 Los dents 	 20  

00012101 Tefidot con bodes de *Sedan 	 20 

00012201 Tejidoo con bud« de FAS 	 20 

60012901 Teed« ext tutees de «de 	. 	 20 

00012201 Tare« con bodes de tans.  pelo 0 crin 	 20 

60012999 Los demo iefidoe con bud« 	 20 

60019101 Los domes do +lied« 	 20 

00019201 to* demos de FAS 	 20 

60010001 L.C4 dames de se« 	 20 

00010902 Loo domes de tone. pek o crin 	 20 

00019009 LAS dens« 	 20  
DE ANCHURA ENF 0 IGUAL A 30  CM.  CON CONT9I100 

OE ELASTOUSIOS SUP o (GUM A 85% EN PESO  
00021001 De se« 	 20 
00021002 De  PAS 	 20 
60021003 De lane. peb o crin 	 20 
00021004 De Medan 	 20 
60021050  Los 40411at , 	 20  

OE ANCHURA iNFERtOft 0 IGUAL A  30 CM  

00022001 De «de 	 20 

00022002 De FAS 	 20 

80022001 De Ian& peio Gain 	 20 
00022004 De deem 	 20 
00022009 Los deem 	 20  

DE ANCHURA SUPERIOR A 30 CM. CON CONTEN100 OE 
ELASTOVEROS SUP 0 IGUAL A 95% EN PESO  

0002:9301 De «de 	 20  
00023002 0. FAS 	 20 
60023006 a Ian& Polo 0  ctin 	 20  
00023004 De aloocion 	 SI 

60023099 Los darn« 	 20  
DE PUNTO POR URO348RE  

00024101 Oe lam o polo Ono 	 20 
00024201 Os deck» 	 20  
00024301 Do PAS 	 20 
600244301 De pi« o ode 	 20 
00024980 Los  dent« 	 20 
60029101 LOS OBAAS 	 20 
00=9101 De lens o pelo Ono 	 20  
00029201 De Medan 	 20 
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60029301 De FAS 	 20 
60029901 De polo o crin 	 20 

60029999 Los dams 	 20  
PRENOAS  DE  VES11FIDE RUNTO 

ABRIGOS. CHAOUETONES, »10RAKS. CAZADORAS Y 

ART SIMILARES PIHOMBRES Y NAOS  

61011001 Oe lima o polo Mo 	 20 
61012001 Di aisedel 	 20 
61013001 Oe PAS 	 20 

61019099 Las doms motorisa toxtilss 	 20  
ABR1GOS. CHAOUETONES. ANORAKS. CAZAJDORA.$ Y 

ART SIMILARES PAAWERES CI MUS  

61021001 Os W. o modo 11110 	 20 
61022001 De algodon 	 20 

61023001 Oe FAS 	 20 
61029009 Las  damas Installas textiles 	 20  

MUES. CONJUtfrOS, SACOS.PANTALONES PARA 

HOUBRE Y MAO 	 •  
81031101 	Trilles de Sana o polo lino 	 20 
61031201 Traies de Mixes eintedcas 	 20 
61031990 Traies de las doms s  motorise textiles 	 20 

• 61032101 Coniuntos de 'ana o polo lino 	 20 
61032201 Conjuntos de algodon 	 20 
61032301 Conjuntos de Ibas  timeticas 	 20 
61032999 Conjuntoe de las dom« materias Welles 	 20 
61033101 	Sacos de tans o polo lino 	 20 
6103=01 Sacco da sedan 	 20 
6103=01 Sacco de Mess tinteticos 	 20 
61033999 Sacos  dia. deente materias taxe« 	 20 
61034101 	Panuicries de bans o polo ikio 	 20 
61034201 	Pantakfflis de tigodon 	 20 
61034301 	Rance:ries de Stara' sintoticits 	 20 
61034990 Pantsiones de tas doms matertas isxt 	 20  

TRAJES-SASTIIE. CONJ. SACOS, YEST1D03. FALOAS 
FALDAS-PANTALON, PANTALONES Pl ItUJER Y t4IRA  

61041101 	Trakee-assire de land o polo lino 	 20 
61041201 Trajse-eastre de eigotSon 	 20 
61041301 Trajoe-sastre de 'bras sintetiest 	 20 
61041999 Traies-stars de las damas matai« lad 	 20 
81042101 Conjurdos de fana o paSo MO 	 20 
61642201 Coniontos de sigodon 	 20 
61042301 Conjuntos de axes sintaticas 	 20 
61042908 Conjunios de las damas mater'« textiles 	 20 
61043101 Sam de tans o polo Mo 	 20 
61043201 Sacco de algodon 	 20 

61043301 Sacos de feras ointeticas 	 20 
61043002 Secos de tu demi misa** textiles 	 ZO 
61044101 Wald« de lime o polo lino 	 20 
81044201 %%gildes de algodon 	 20 
61044301 Vsetidos de Ibres génie= 	 20 
61044401 Veeddos de 'bras antidates 	• 	 20 
61044990 Veatidoe de las doms maieriate textiles 	 20 
e104e101 Feldas. faide-ponesion Sans o polo lino 	 20 
61045201 	Faldas, laide-pantalon aigodon 	 20 
01045301 	Fluides. telde-pantakin abrite einteticas 	 20 
610450941 Faidies. taide-pantaion demis met Wall 	 20 
61046101 Pantalons" de tans o polo lino 	 20 
61046201 l'anisions' de &bedon 	 20 

61046301 Pantalon de Obus einietioas 	 20 

61046900 Rantalcows  dites doms =toits, Muta 	 20  
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CAMISAS PARA HOMBRE Y NI40  

61051001 Corniots de algodon 	 20 

61052001 Camions ibras sinteticis o artifeloies 	 20 

61 050099  *unis« de tas doms =teslas textiles 	 20  

CAMISAS Y BLUSAS PARA MUJER Y NINA  

61061001 Corniots y blutas de algodon 	 20 

61082001 Corniots y biusas de fibras sint o agit 	 20 

81060099 Corniste y Nu«s demis mateeias textile* 	 20  

CALZONCIU-OS, CAM ISONESt .P1JAMAS, ALBORNOCES. 

BATAS Y ART SIMILARES PARA HOMBRE Y NIFIC)  
61071101 Catzoncitios de algodoes 	 20 

61071201 Calzonciltos de Ilbras tint outil 	 20 

61071909 Catzoncilios donnas motoriste textites 	 20 

61072101 Garnisons* y pijamas de algodcxs 	 20 

61072201 Carnitones y pijarnas de FAS 	 20 

61072999 Garnison« y pipettu dentas matedos Wei 	 20 

61079101 Loa dom« de (rigodon 	 20 

61079201 	Los dent« de libras sintsticas o artif 	 20 

61079099 Los demis de las demis materiew text 	 20  

COMBINACIONES, ENAGUAS. BRAGA.% CAMISONES. 

SALTOS DE CAVA. ALBOFtNOCES.  DATAS  PRAWERY .: ..... 	.. 	. 

«  NIAA 	 . 

61041101 Cceibinacicnes y 'novae de FAS 	 29 

61041909 Combinaciones y *fuguas doms mat lextil 	 20 

61042101 Bites de akpocias 	 20 

01042201 &nu ibcas sinteticas o artilkialet 	 20 

61082990 Braga* de tas damas materias textliers 	 20 

61043101 Coriolan,* y piiamas do aledon 	 20 

61083201 Carniecnes y pliante'. de FAS 	 29 

61043990 C4Mi•CoNS y Magnas las domo mg text 	 20 

61089101 	Los demis de sigoclon 	 20 

410411201 	Los (Menu lib sas einteticas o artikiai 	 20 

61049999 tAll damas de las doms motorise textiles 	 20 

61001001 Citinisotas de dei:ion 	 20 

61009090 Candie« de tas demas rstateri** toactleo 	 20  

SUETERES. JERS19S, CHALECOS Y ART SIMILARES  

41101001 Oe tant o polo lino 	 20 

61102001 De geodoo 	 20 

61103001 Oe lilwas sinseticas 	 20 

61109090 Os las demie materias textilos 	 20  

PRENOAS Y COMPLEMENTOS DE VEST1R PARA BEBES  

61111001 Do lana o pat° lino 	 20 

41112001 Oe IdOCCICO 	 20 

61113001 De erse 'M'alti= 	 20 

41110000 De las damas matedas textiles 	 20  

• PRENOAS DE DEPORTE. OVEF1OLES. 00,4.1 ESQUI. 

• TRAJES Y PAKTN.ONES PARA BAR°  

61121101 Presse» de dessole de oigoicin 	 20 

61121201 Mondas de deporte de lents sinteticae 	 20 

61121900 Prend« do cloporte demas mat %galles 	 20 

61122001 °morale' y con/unes de «qui 	 20 

61123101 rajas y para bat° osas eint Mt y n 	 20 

61123000 rapts y pent bafeo damas mat tex pat y n 	 20 

61124101 Tiges y pont bafg libres sine pént y n 	 20 

61124990 Trajes y psi bado damas mat Ise pion y n 	 20  

• OTRAS PRENOAS DE VESTE  

41130001 Frondas oonfeccionadas citai %I 	 20 

61130000 %Mao conteccionadas MW Pst 	 20 

61141001 Degas mondas de yogis lana o petto in° 	 20 

61142001 Demis prondas de vagir de *bedon 	 20 

41143001 Dom« modem de veatis de FAS 	 20 

41149090 Damas mondas de ttesdr doms* mat Weil 	 20 
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PANTY-MEDIAS. MEDIA-g, CALCET1NES Y ART S1MIL  

61151101 	Pantimecliae de 5brait lin* Int a 67 Mea 	 20 
61151201 	Pantitnedias de fibres aine 67 dtex o top 	 20 
61151999 %mentie« damas muette textiles 	 20 
61152001 Media* moka infedora 67 dtex 	 20 
61159101 	Loa denses de taria o pet° 6no 	 20 

61159201 	Loa dernas de algodon 	 20 
61159301 	Lee derme de fibres sinteticas 	 20 
61159999 Les dent« de las  demis  =tee« text 	 20  

G UANTES Y ART1CULOS SIMILARES  
61161001 Godet« impfegnadoe de eaucta 	 20 
6114%1101 Lot dam« de la« o pet° lino 	 20 

61160201 Los dent« de afgodco 	 20 

61160301 	Loa dent« de fileras sinteticas 	 20 

61169999 Los dent« de las dom« mater'« textiles 	 20 

61171001 	chat. butanactit. pasamontalta. mantitla 	 20 

61172001 Corbie« y lez« *miter« 	 20 

61178099 Loe demie corneementoe de vie/ 	 20 

61179099 Partes de prend« 	 20  
PRENDAS Y COMPLEMENTOS OE VESTIR 

ABRIGOS. CHAOUETONES,  CAPAS. ANORAKS. 

CAZAD011S Y ART SMILARES 13/HOMBRE Y NI140 

ABRIGOS.IMPEPM. CHAOUETONES. CAPAS Y ART  

62011101 	De lana o pet° lino 	 20 

62011201 De algodon 	 20 
82011301 De FAS 	 20 
62011999 De las derme mate« textiles 	 20 
62019101 Los damas de tau o polo lino 	 20 

62019201 Los «mas de algodon 	 20 

62019301 	Los dom« libre sintetica o artificiel 	 20 
62019999 Los demis de las «mas matedas textiles 	 20  

ABRIGOS, CHAOUETONES. CAPAS,  ANORAKS.  

CAZADORAS Y ART SIMILARES P/MUJER Y N'IRA 

ABRIGOS, IMPERIA. CRACKJETONES, CAPAS Y ART  

62921101 De tans o pelo ino 	 20 

82021201 Oe aledon 	 20 
62021301 De PAS 	 20 
62021901  Osas dent« materias terri« 	 20 
62029101 Los damas de tans o pet° lino 	 20 
62029201 Los dom« de elgodon 	 20 
62029301 	Los dent« libre eintetica o artificiel 	 20 
62029001 Les dent« dies demie studettes textiles 	 20  

TRAJES. CONJ, SAS, PANTALONES PIHOMEIRE 
'. 	Y NIA°  

62031101 Trajet de la« o peto lino 	 20 
62031201 Taque de axas eintedeas 	 29 
82031301 Tries dis. «mas eutocie, t'alites 	 20 
62032101 Coquet« de tarte o polo lino 	 20 

62032201 Conjuntes de algodott 	 20 
62032301 *nient« de Ur« ointe/kas 	 20 
62032901 Conjungo. de las dent« mated« Hel« 	 20 
62033101 SWOlede lana o polo Mo 	 20 
62033201 SAC« de aigodon 20 ' 

62933301 Sac« de Iltxas einfetiose 	 20 
82033901 Sad» de las damas mated« textiles 	 20 

62034101 %talon« de latta o pela Ilno 	 20 
62034201 Pantalon« de •1/4113dom 	 20  
62034301 Pantalon« de Illx« aleletkes 	 20 

62034001 Pentaionee de las demie elaterls, tee 	 20 
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PRENOAS Y OOMPLEMENTOS DE VEST1R PARA SEBES  

92091001 De lana o peo fino 	 20 
82092001 De egodon 	 20 
82003001 De *bras ainteticas 	 20 
62000001 De las damas matetas textikse 	 20  

PRENDAS CONFECCtONADAS CON PRO° CELAS 

PART1DAS 6802. 5803, 5903. 5006 0 5007  
82101001 Con productoe de partidas 5902 o 5903 	 20 
82102099 Damas m'exit. partida 8201.11 a 6201.19 	 20 
82103009 Demis prendas partida 6202.11 a 8202.19 	 20 
82104001 Las dents prendae para hombre o nifio 	 20 
82105099 Las damas prondas para muie o nida 	 20  

. 

	

	PRICSDAS DE DEPORTE, OVEROUS, 00,4.1 ESOUI, 
TRAJES Y PANTALONES PARA 8Af40  

92111101 Trajet y pant bec prhombre y nifio 	 29 
82111201 Trajet y pant bado entes( y net 	 20 
82112001 °verdet y conjuntoe de ',qui 	 20  

LAS DEMAS PFtENDAS PARA HOU:MEC NINO  
62113101 	0e  lana o pal° fino 	 20 
82113201 De algodon 	 20 
62113301 	Oe SU*, enteticas o artificlalae 	 20 
62113999 De tas demis media textiles 	 20  

LAS DEMAS PFtENDAS PARA MWEFI 0 NINA  
82114101 	De tana o pela fino 	 20 
82114201 De «talon 	 20 
82114301 	De Ilbras sinteticas o attigeait. 	 20 
62114909 De las damas materias textiles 	 20  

SOSTENES, FMAS, CORSES, TIRANTES, 11G AS Y ART  

82121001 Sodenes 	 20 
62122001 Fa*. y tajaebraga 	 20 
82123001 Faje«iten 	 20 
82129001 Copal de teridot de abris artificiaiee 	 20 
62129000 Loa damas 	 20  

PANUELOS  
82131001 De eeda o de deepedicioe de »da 	 20 
62132001 De ego** 	 20 
82130399  Celas damas matedas trxtiles 	 20  

CHALES. PANUELOS. PASAMONTARAS. BUFANOAS. 
. 	1.4ANTILLAS  

62141001 De »da o de d'open:naos de soda 	 20 
82142001 De Iéna o polo ino 	 20 
82143001 De lems ain•eticas 	 20 
62144001 De Ibn* artdictales 	 20 
82149000 De las doms mate« textiles 	 20 
82151001 Ombelle de soda o detpacficios de soda 	 20 
82152001 Corbalaa de FAS 	 20 
62150000 Corbillat' da las damas miaulas trailles 	 20 
62100001 Guang*/ y limions 	 20 
62171001 Ccenpiemeatos de watk 	 20 
62170000 Pieu 	 20  

• LOS DEUAS ART1CULOS TEXTILES CONF.. 

. CONJUNTOS 0 SURTIOOS: PRENOEFIA 0 TRAMS 

LOS OEMAS ARTICULOS CONFEOPONADOS  
e:3011001 Margeas escale» 	 20 
63012001 Montas de Iana o pain lino 	 20 
63013001 alangui da aigodon 	 20 
63014001 14antsa de Mt« gingaticas 	 20 
63010000 Las dentale mantes 	 20 
e3021001 Rom de cagna. de punto 	 20 
63022101 Bop* da cagna totampada da akedon 	 20 
63022201 Rapt de cagna ettagnpada da FAS 	 20 
teximea Rops de cagna ettanipada damas mat taxell 	 20 

1 
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TRAJES-SASTRE. CON.L SA0013. VEST100S, FALDAS 
FALOAS-PANTALON, PANTALONES P/1AWER Y NIA  

62041101 Tsai's-mare de Ian& o pal° lino 	 20 
62041201 Trajet-eastre de dexion 	 20 
62041301 Trajee-seetre « lam antedate 	 20 
62041901 Trakes-saeue de tas dams nutted« text 	 20 
62042101 Conjuntoe de lana o pea( *no 	 20  
82042201 Conjuntos de aloodon 	 20 
62042301 Conjure« de ibtas Paled«, 	 20 
62042901 Ccejuntoe de las &OM wisterias WO« 	 20 
82043101 Saco* de tana o pee lino 	 20 
62043201 Sao« de apodott 	 20 
62043301 Sac« de ex« artistic« 	 20 
62043001 Sr:« de I« dents mated« fade« 	 20 
62044101 Wed« de lana o «do Ilno 	 20 
62044201 Viled04Ide deaden 	 20 
82044301 Veaticlos de  bras antedc« 	 20 
62044401 Wald« de «was arlicialse 	 20 
62044001 Vuticfos de las «ea« stated« textile, 	 20 

, 62045101 	Fad«, talcia-pantalon Lana o polo  no 	 20 
62045201 Fold«. (alda-pantalon &food« 	 20 
62045301 Faidas. adda-pantaion exas tinted«, 	 20 
62045001 Fed«. faida-pantion dome mat text(' 	 20 
82046101 Nolen« de lins  o polo Ono 	 20 
62046201 Pantalon« de algodon 	 20 
62046301 Pantaion de Obi« sitiMticts 	 20 
62048901 	Pantalones di tas dam«  tnatedas taxtil 	 20  

CAMISAS PARA HC4.18RE Y NINO 	-  
62051001 Canis« de Iona o peio Ike 	 20 
62052001 *mists de doodan 	 20  
83053001 Canis*. Obi« antekas o artificial« 	 20 
62050000 Canis« de I« dam« mated« text.• 	 20  

CAMISAS Y 8LUSAS PARA SAWER Y NIFIA  
62061001  Os  tieda o de despeniclos de *ea 	 20 
62062001 Canis« de Iona 0 polo Ono 	 20 
62063001 Conga« de algodon 	 20 
62064001 Cari014 Rims antracts o &Meal« 	 20 
62060000 Cantle« de tat des« amen« toil« 	 20  

OMISETAS. CALZONCILLOS. CAUSONES. PUMAS. 

. ALOOORNOCES BATAS Y ART Sid Pi MOM:LEY MAO  

62071101 Came.« de eked« 	 20 
62071901 Calms:ace dams mated« textiles 	 20 
62072101 Cartgaonec y Mom« de algodon 	 20 
62072201 Catatonia y pljams de PAS 	 20 
62072090 Catalan« y pass clereas meted« text 	 20 
62079101 Los demo de aloodon 	 20 
6207=1  Los  dam« do Obtas sintelicas o and 	 20 
62079900 Lee donuts de I« dam« mart« text 	 20  

CAMISETAS,C01.181NAC1014ES. ENAGUAS. [(RAGAS. 

CAMISONES. PUMAS. SALTOS OE CAMA.  BAYAS.  

PARA MUJER Y NI9A 	 . 

620111101 Combinaciones y maw« do FAS 	 20 
62961901 Combinacion« y maw« deems mat WWI 	 20 
62062101 Cansisonese y era« de Ned« 	 20 
62042201 Goodson*, y Mantes de PAS 	 20 
620112001 Canteen« y Om» la.  deem met text 	 20 
82044101 Loa denim de Medan 	 20 
82069201 Los dams  Rs« *Aortic« o ettioial 	 TO 

02019001  Los donuts  di lu  donuts malssiaa textiles 	 20 



filament for textiles 
staple 
filament for industrial use 

filament for textiles 
staple and tow 

filament for textiles 
nylon staple 
filament for industrial use 

filament for textiles 
staple 
filament for industrial use 

In Rayon: 

In Acetate: 

In Nylon: 

In Polyester: 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX D 

PRINCIPAL PRODUCTS OF MEXICO'S CHEMICAL-FIBRE INDUSTRY 

In Polypropylene: 	filament and staple 

In Acry lic: 	 staple 

Undusiry, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX E 

MAJOR MEXICAN CHEMICAL FIBRE PRODUCERS 

1. Akra 

2. Celanese Mexicana, S.A. 

3. Celulosa Derivados, S.A. 

4. Fibras Sinteticas, S.A. 

5. Finacril, SA. 

6. Industrial Polifil, S.A. de C.V. 

7. Inpetmex, S.A. 

8. Kimex, S.A. 

Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadùm Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX F 

PLANT OWNERSIIIP AND LOCATION, CIIEMICAL FIBRE PRODUCERS • 

Fi 	
filament 	 Fdament 	polypropytem 	 Filament 	Filament 	

Filament 	. Acetate Fdameni 	 lament 
Nylon 	 Polyester 	Polyester 	Polyester 	Filament 	PolYINollkne Rayon  yan, 	Ray°, y,„ 	Aortale 	Staple 	Filament 

Plant Location 	Nylon Yarn 	supia 
	Nylon 	

Polyester 

 
Yam 	yam 	

Staple 	Yam 	 Staple 	 Yam 	 Yarn 
(Textiles) 	 (Textiles) 	 (Textiles) 	(Industrial) 	 and Tow 

(Textiles) 	 (Intlustnal) 	
(raaides) 

 

C_elanese Mexicans, S.A. 
Toluca, Edo. de Mexico 	 * 	* 	 * 	* 

Celanese Mexicans. S.A. 
Ocotian,  lai 	 * 	* 	 * 	 * 

Celanese Mexicana, S.A. 
* 	* Querétam, Om 	 • 

Celulosa y Derived«, S.A. 
Monterrey. N. L. 	 * 	 * 

Celulosa y Derivadot S.A. 
El Salto. /al 

Fibras 'Quimicat S.A. 
Monterrey. N.L 	 * 	* 

Fibres Sintéticas. S.A. 
Mexico, D.P. 	 * 	 * 	* 

Fibres Siméticas, S.A. 
Comilla. Max 	 * 

Inpetmex. S.A. 
El Salto. /al 	 * 

Industries Polifil, S.A. 
Tiaxcala. Max 	 * 

Kimex, S A. 
Edo de Mexico 	 * 	 * 	* 

Nylon de Mexico. S.A. 	 - 
Monterrey. N.L 	 * 	

. 	
• 	 * 

Pinacril. S.A. 
Altamira. Tamps 

Source: ANIQ 

Industry, Science & Technoiogy Canadz .t 



7,903 	8,993 7,104 	9,722 	23% 	6.2% 

96,424 107,662 112,246 107,935 	45% 	8.0% 

335,854 381,852 387,989 390,501 	22% 	4.1% 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX G 

PRODUCTION (1984 - 1989, TONNES) 

Growth AAG 
1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 84-89 84-89 

• Rayon 
Filament (textiles) 
Staple 
Filament (industrial)  

3,099 	3,074 	3,138 	3,349 	3,500 	3,610 

	

0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

	

2,336 	2,344 	2,093 	2,392 	2,484 	2,283 

16% 	3.1% 
0% 
-2% -0.1% 

	

5,828 	7,028 	6,834 	5,903 	6,170 	6,458 	11% 	2.7% 

	

6,133 	7,506 	6,645 	8,325 	9,102 10,896 	78% 13.0% 

Acetate 
Filament (textiles) 

Staple and Tow 

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 
Staple 
Filament (industrial) 

Polypropylene 
Filament and Staple 

Acrylic 
Staple 

TOTAL 

28,157 20,445 
4,672 3,731 

20,091 21,777 

7,900 	8,801 

74,380 82,896 

320,760 334,996 

25,615 26,606 
5,171 4,424 

19,598 21,572 

84,122 92,510 
73,549 95,735 
4,762 4,381 

	

20,627 28,470 	1% 	3.5% 
1,471 	794 	-83% -21.8% 

	

23,365 21,410 	7% 	1.7% 

	

95,278 92,420 	-1% 	0.1% 

	

100,165 99,104 	38% 	7.3% 

	

6,477 7,399 	183% 24.8% 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	93,821 98,401 
Staple 	 71,733 75,491 
Filament (industrial) 	2,610 	3,502 

Source: Anuario Estadistico Quîmica Mexi  cana  Edicia 1990 

Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX H 

APPARENT CONSUMPTION (1984-1989, TONNES) 

	

Growth 	AAG 

1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	84-89 	84-89 

Rayon 
Filament (textiles) 	 1,932 	2,310 	2,296 	2,398 	2,318 	2,049 	6% 	1.7% 

Staple 	 4,603 	7,280 	4,902 	5,346 	9,195 	8,254 	0% 	0.0% 

Filament (industrial) 	2,253 	2,411 	2,169 	2,364 	2,173 	2,120 	-6% 	-0.9% 

Acetate 
Filament (textiles) 	5,803 	7,012 	6,564 	5,617 	5,425 	6,122 	5% 	1.9% 

Staple and Tow 	 4,926 	5,590 	4,277 	3,937 	4,023 	4,781 	-3% 	0.6% 

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 	25,293 	28,801 	23,283 	23,867 	17,029 .  25,796 	2% 	4.0% 

Staple 	 3,046 	3,417 	2,307 	2,405 	2,603 	1,951 	-36% 	-6.6% 

Filament (industrial) 	18,675 	21,173 	15,286 	15,777 	17,608 	16,980 	-9% 	-0.6% 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	70,794 	80,497 	59,458 	66,505 	72,933 	71,947 	2% 	1.5% 

Staple 	 55,955 	68,675 	66,043 	83,945 	93,580 	91,251 	63% 	11.0% 

Filament (industrial) 	2,328 	3,348 	3,438 	2,973 	4,731 	4,744 	104% 	18.5% 

Polypropylene 
Filament and Staple 	4,307 	5,547 	6,948 	7,411 	6,849 	8,958 	108% 	16.8% 

Acrylic 
Staple 	 61,128 	75,285 	68,971 	77,241 	85,962 	89,001 	46% 	8.3% 

TOTAL 	 261,043 311,346 265,942 299,786 324,429 333,954 	28% 	5.7% 

Source: Anuario Estadistico Quîmica Mexicana Edici6n 1990 

Industry, Science & Technollogy  Canada  
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX I 

CHEMICAL FIBRE INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT 1986-89 

1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	(%) 

1. technical personnel 	1,281 	1,270 	1,308 	1,360 	6% 

2. office/administrative 3,372 	3,293 	3,393 	3,496 	4% 

3. other employees 	13,334 	14,012 	14,326 	14,570 	9% 

TOTAL 	 17,987 	18,575 	19,027 	19,426 	8% 

Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX J 

INSTALLED CAPACITY (1984-1989, TONNES) 

	

Growth 	AAG 
1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	84-89 	84-89 

Rayon 
Filament (textiles) 	 3,000 	3,390 	3,390 	3,390 	3,390 	3,800 	27% 	5.0% 
Staple 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0% 
Filament (industrial) 	2,700 	2,600 	2,600 	2,600 	2,600 	2,550 	-6% 	-1.1% 

Acetate 
Filament (textiles) 	 9,100 	9,100 	9,100 	9,100 	9,100 	6,600 	-27% 	-5.5% 
Staple and Tow 	 9,600 	9,600 	9,600 	9,600 	9,600 	9,600 	0% 	0.0% 

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 	41,828 	42,000 	42,000 	42,000 	42,000 	42,000 	0% 	0.1% 
Staple 	 5,500 	5,500 	5,500 	5,500 	7,000 	7,000 	27% 	5.5% 
Filament (indusirial) 	21,700 	21,700 	23,900 	25,000 	25,000 	25,000 	15% 	2.9% 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	129,000 129,000 133,000 133,000 133,000 133,000 	3% 	0.6% 
Staple 	 82,800 	82,800 	82,800 106,800 106,800 106,800 	29% 	5.8% 
Filament (industrial) 	5,000 	5,000 	7,700 	7,700 	7,700 	7,700 	54% 	10.8% 

Polypropylene 
Filament and Staple 	14,000 	14,000 	14,000 	14,000 	14,000 	15,882 	13% 	2.7% 

Acrylic 
Staple 	 91,600 135,600 125,000 128,000 128,000 128,000 	40% 	8.5% 

TOTAL 	 415,828 460,290 458,590 486,690 488,190 487,932 	17% 	3.3% 

Source: Anuario Esiadisiico de la Indus:via Quiinica Mexicana Edicién 1990 

ilndusury, Science & Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX K 

CAPACITY UTILIZATION RATES 

MEXICO . 	 U.S. 
1981 1983 1985 1986 	1981 1983 1985 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	61 	63 	76 	72 	85 	91 	94 
Filament (industrial) 	55 	48 	70 	65 	98 	88 	78 
Staple 	 75 	84 	91 	87 	83 	81 	72 

Acrylic 	 69 	77 	71 	78 	83 	81 	95 

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 	76 	67 	68 	 83 	84 	76 
Filament (industrial) 	76 	72 	100 	68 * 	80 	71 	79 
Staple 	 87 	82 	68 	 74 	91 	78 

TOTAL 	 69 	60 	63 	 J 65 	65 	71 

*includes all nylon 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston Consulting Group y Bufete Industrial, 1988 

Undustry, Science & Technology Canada 



1.50 
1.35 
1.32 

1.11 
0.99 
1.15 

1.46 
1.26 
1.27 

1.39 
1.07 
1.00 

Nylon 40 den 

PES POY 255 
PES TEX 75 
PES TEX 170 

1.06 	0.94 
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The impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX L 

RELATIVE PRICES (MEXICO/US) 

1981 	1986 

Polyester 1.5 den 
Acrylic 3 den 
Nylon 18 den 

.Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por 
Boston Consulting Group y Bufete Industrial, 
1988 

Industry, Science & Technology Canada 



Rayon 
Filament (textiles) 
Staple 
Filament (industrial) 

Acetate 
Filament (textiles) 
Staple and Tow.  

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 
Staple 
Filament (industrial) 

	

14 	22 	42 	31 	189 	129 821% 	120.0% 

	

4,603 	7,280 4,902 	5,346 	9,195 	8,254 	79% 	19.3% 

	

0 	67 	158 	86 	132 	339 	 60.1% 

230 	464 	703 	626 	685 	3,418 1386% 	110.1% 
303 	364 	287 	450 	1,132 	1,157 282% 	41.9% 

	

37 1,259 	300 	253 	252 	291 686% 	645.2% 

12 	35 
65 	0 -100% 1301.7% 

0 0 
3 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX M 

MEXICAN CHEMICAL FIBRE EXPORTS (1984-1989, TONNES) 

	

Growth 	AAG 

1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 84-89 	84-89 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	 474 	532 	487 	674 	1,531 	1,093 	131% 	28.1% 
Staple 	 97 	658 	3,065 	1,502 	5,971 	3,968 3991% 	231.4% 
Filament (industrial) 	 4 	60 	70 	59 	318 	247 6075% 	363.5% 

Polypropylene 
Filament and Staple 	 181 	1,255 	3,654 	3,634 	2,262 	2,089 1054% 	147.7% 

Acrylic 
Staple 	 56 	237 	77 	684 	985 	3,424 6014% 	267.1% 

TOTAL 	 6,000 12,202 13,748 13,346 22,729 24,444 307% 	38.2% 

Sonrce: Anuario Estadislico Quirnica Mexicana EiliciOn 1990 

Industry, Science & 'FechnoJogy Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX M 

MEXICAN CHEMICAL FIBRE EXPORTS (1984-1989, TONNES) 

	

Growth 	A AG 

. 1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	84-89 	84-89 

Rayon 
Filament (textiles) 	1,181 	786 	884 	982 	1,371 	1,690 	43% 	10.6% 
Staple 	 0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0% 	0.0% 
Filament (industrial) 	 83 	0 	82 	114 	443 	502 	505% 

Acetate 
Filament (textiles) 	 25 	16 	270 	286 	757 	371 	1384% 334.2% 
Staple and Tow 	 1,208 	1,920 	2371 	4,309 	5,144 	6,115 	406% 	40.5% 

Nylon 
Filament (textiles) 	3,094 	100 	3,035 	3,365 	4,283 	6,092 	97% 583.7% 
Staple 	 1,929 	678 	3,151 	2,469 	0 	0 	-100% 
Filament (industrial) 	1,453 	1,683 	4,612 	6,048 	6,009 	4,721 	225% 	39.8% 

Polyester 
Filament (textiles) 	23,501 	18,436 	25,151 	26,670 	23,876 	21,566 	-8% 	0.2% 
Staple 	 15,875 	7,474 	10,571 	13,291 	12,556 	11,821 	-26% 	0.6% 
Filament (industrial) 	286 	214 	1,394 	1,917 	2,064 	2,902 	915% 	122.4% 

Polypropylene 
Filament and Staple 	3,774 	4,509 	4,609 	5,216 	2,517 	2,853 	-24% 	41.7% 

Acrylic 
Staple 	 13,308 	7,848 	27,530 	31,105 	27,269 	22,358 	68% 	38.5% 

TOTAL 	 65,717 	43,664 	83,660 	95,772 	86,289 	80,991 	23% 	11.3% 

Source: Amiario Esiadistico Quîmica Mexicana Eilicion 1990 

. Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX N 

LOCATION OF TEXTILE PRODUCTION IN MEXICO, by State (1990, units) 

Textur- 	 Reel 	Full 	Large 	Small 

Spindles 	Rotors 	Izing 	Flat 	linear 	Fashion Dlametre Dlametre Socks 	Hose Raschel Tricot Trenzado Cintas Tufting 

Aguascalientes 	74,728 	100 	 339 	394 	2 	36 	7 	10 	 7 	 74 	54 
Baja California 	11.044 	400 	 90 
Chiaps 	 7,200 	 168 
Chihuahua 	 54.772 	400 	 152 
Coahuila 	 69.652 	6.560 	 1.152 
Durango. 	 6,176 	 37 	 7 
Federal District 	458.372 	436 	535 	7,691 	2,180 	103 	2,336 	560 	3,189 	1.227 	276 	205 	7,589 	2,448 	4 
Guanajuato 	 222,490 	 12 	1.456 	73 	 99 	9 	24 	296 	8 	31 	8 	12 	I 

Hidalgo 	 138.450 	5.224 	92 	2,796 	292 	11 	245 	30 	1,964 	907 	96 	241 	947 	130 
Jalisco 	 597,276 	2.608 	285 	9.477 	622 	34 	2,234 	193 	553 	1.916 	676 	516 	1.362 	960 	81 
Michoacan 	 2.582 	 181 	37 	 36 	3 	1  
Morelos 	• 	51,604 	 933 	2 	 2 	 I 	I 	13 
Nuevo Leon 	 92.928 	800 	 1.228 	45 	4 	80 	38 	30 	 97 	38 	5 
Oaxaca 	 7.880 
Puebla 	 1.251,128 	25.678 	10 	10.706 	196 	4 	184 	254 	2.412 	 15 	28 	105 	117 	2 

. Queretaro 	 75,048 	1.200 	10 	1.263 	 44 	 210 	 171 
San Luis Potosi 	53,991 	 674 	 11 	 18 	18 	3,073 	4 
Sinaloa 	 8 
Sonora 	 9.072 	 . 
State of Mexico 	77.008 	600 	 1,106 	552 	I 	31 	5 	128 	 1,745 	35 
Tlaxcala 	 142,930 	 2,703 	30 	 12 	 10 	 19 	28 	290 	14 
Veracruz 	 144.185 	1,512 	 2,791 	12 	

. 	
39 

- Yucatan 	 2.100 	200 	 4 	2 	 3 	6 . 	 1 . 

	

 . 	. 
Zacata:as 	 14 	 1 

TOTAL 3,550,616 	45,718 	944 44,857 	4,459 	150 	5,316 	1,102 	8,532 	4,436 	1,115 	1,067 	15,537 	3,817 	113 

Source: Canutra Nacional de la kulusiria 'feud. 1991 

IndustrY,  Science  & Technofiogy Canada 
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APPENDIX 0 

MEXICAN TEXTILE PRODUCTION (1985-88, millions 1980 C$) 

Growth 
1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 85-88 

Total 	 3,045 	2,922 	2,898 	2,965 	-3% 

Yarn and Fabric (Soft Fibres) 	2,081 	, 1,940 	1,970 	2,000 	-4% - 

Yam and Fabric (Hard Fibres) 	229 	262 	248 	242 	6% 

Other Textile Products 	 736 	721 	698 	• 723 	-2% 

Source:  Camara Nacional de la lndustria Tema, 1991 

Industry, Science ék Technotogy  Canada  



MEXICAN TEXTILE EMPLOYMENT (1980-1988) 

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 
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Source: Camara Nacional de la lndustria Textil 

Baultisey, Science & Technollogy Canada 
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APPENDIX Q 

MEXICAN IMPORTS OF TEXTILE MACI1INERY AND PARTS (1984-1989, US$M) 

1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 

TOTAL 	 67,560 	122,947 	126,223 	90,249 	258,145 	239,864 

Machinery & Equipment 	54,643 	99,215 	99,799 	65,726 	220,449 	202,628 

Parts & Components 	 12,917 	23,732 	26,424 	24,523 	37,696 	37,236 

Source: Camara Nacional de la IndustriaTemil, 1991 

lindusury, Sciciice & Technoîogy Canada 
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APPENDIX R 

MEXICAN IMPORTS OF TEXTILE MACHINERY, by type (1980-1989) US$M) 

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 

Total 	 288,142 340,561 209,524 	22,392 	54,643 	99,216 	99,799 	65,726 	220,449 202,628 

Preparatory Machinery 	12,222 	9,975 	948 	1,474 	3,195 	209 	12,309 	14,451 	34,037 	23,260 
Con. Spinning (ringframes) 	32,283 	33,529 	18,340 	814 	208 	10,337 	11 359 	9,882 	17,106 	7,200 
Winders 	 22,826 	24,964 	19,194 	1,250 	1,770 	6,319 	3,785 	5,441 	23,757 	12,966 
Twisting 	 14,634 	21,930 	8,682 	544 	720 	1,131 	4,049 	1,568 	5,465 	3,388 
Looms 	 50,966 	71,649 	54,529 	6,838 	5,685 	24,293 	34,791 	8,2(X) 	69,418 	51,478 
Knitting Machinery 	44,393 	36,858 	28,985 	2,441 	5,270 	16,209 	11,592 	12,395 	39,123 	53,118 
Dying & Finishing 	 31,878 	36,128 	26,380 	2,773 	10,824 	5,650 	11,693 	8,7(X) 	24,255 	40,966 
Other 	 78,940 	105,528 	52,466 	6,258 	26,971 	35,068 	10,221 	5,089 	7,288 	10,252 

Source: ,Camara Nacional de la Indiutria Textil, 1991 

Indusiry, Science & Teelniology Canada 
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The impact of .  North American Free  'Tirade  on the Canadian Textile and Apparel industry 

API)ENDIX S 

Source: Éstudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston Consulting Group y Bufete Industrial. 1988 

Inilwary, Science & Technology Canada 
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'The Impact of North AlneriCall Free Trade on the Canadian 'Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX S 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico par Boston Con'sulting Croup y Bufete Industrial, 1988 

rindusiry, Science 84 Technology Canada 
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APPENI)IX S 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico  per  Boston Consulting•Group y Bufete Industrial, 1988 

andusiry, Science & Technology Canada 
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lhe Impact of North American Free Trade on the  Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX T 

COMPARATIVE AGE OF TEXTILE LOOMS, by counlry (1988) 

Source: Estudio paru el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston Consulting Group y Bufete industrial, I9S8 

odusiry, Science & Technology ('anada 



COMPARATIVE WIDTH OF TEXTILE LOOMS 
By Country, 1988 
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APPENDIX U 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston C.  'onsulting  (;rouf) y.  Bufete indus trial. 1988 

Ondustry, Science, & Technology Canada 



RELATIVE AGE OF MEXICAN TEXTILE MACHINERY USED IN YARN PRODUCTION 
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APPENI)IX V 

Source: Estudie pun el Gobierno de Mexico per  Boston Censithing Group y Bufete industrial. / 988 

Industry, Science &Technitlogy ('anada 
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APPENDIX W 

Sourt :e Estudio  paru el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston ('onsulting Group  v  finftde industrial. I988 

lindwary, Science  8 1  chnology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX X 

CAPACITY UTILIZATION: Annual Operating Hours for Spinning Machinery 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston Consulting Group y Bleat' lndustria1,1988 . 

Indusury, Science  & Technokbgy Canada 



TEXTILE SECTOR 

COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTIVITY 
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APPENDIX Y 

Source: Eguiho para el Gobierno de Mexico por Bosion ('onsulting Group y Baku-. Industrial, 1988 

Undiusury, Science & Technology Canatlz .  



APPENDIX Z 

STRUCTURE OF TI1E MEXICAN KNITWEAR SUBSECTOR 

Capacity Capacity 	Firms 	Avg Size 
(t/yr) 	 (tlyr) 

Circular Looms 
Large Diameter 	115,885 	48.4% 	368 	315  
Small Diameter 	20,874 	8.7% 	249 	84 

Tricot 	 28,404 	11.9% 	42 	676 
Raschel 	 21,937 	9.2% 	51 	430 

Flat Knitting 	 43,521 	18.2% 	649 	67 
Full-fashion 	 8,925 	3.7% 	54 	165 

TOTAL 239,546 	100.0% 	1,413 	1,737 

Source: Estudio para el Gobierno de Mexico por Boston Consulting Group y Bufete Industrial, 1988 

BM NB 	MI MN 11111111 	 MO MI 1•1111 
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Intliatry, Science & Technology  (andn 



TEXTILE SECTOR 

LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY IN KNITWEAR 

Kilos of Output per Person Hour, by Country (1988) 
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The Impact  of  North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile' and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX AA 

Source: Estudio  parue! Gobierno de Mexico  por Boston Consitlting Group y Bufete Industrial, 1988 

Undusgry, Science ék Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX BB 

TEXTILE SECTOR 

MEXICAN WAGE AND BENEFIT STRUCTURE 

A. Basic Wage 

First Shift (48 hours per week) 

	

Base Daily Salary 	26,689 Pesos 

	

Times 6 working days 	160,134 

	

Plus Sunday pay 	26,689 

	

Total Basic Weekly Pay 	186,823 

	

Basic Hourly Pay (divide by 48) 	3,892 

Shifts 2-3(40 hours per week each) 

Total Basic Weekly Pay: 

	

(as per 1st shift plus 10% bonus per shift) 	205,505 

	

Basic Hourly Pay (divide by 40) 	5,138  

Weighted Average Hourly Pay 
(assuming average plant operation of 3 shifts) 	4,722 

Indtelly, Science & Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX BB 

MEXICAN WAGE AND BENEFIT STRUCTURE (Continued) 

Source Ernst & Young 

B. Plus Fringes 

	

Plus 11% "savings fund"(paid by employer) 	5,242 

Plus 24% benefits (these include social security, 
workers compensation, unemployment insurance, 

health insurance, vacation pay and Christmas 
bonus (Ivlexicoes anti-inflation tripartite business- 

government-labour agreement calls for this 24% 
to be divided 18% employer share, 5% employee 

share and 1% government share; however, our 
interview group reported that in practice, by private 

agreement, 80% of employers cover employee 
contributions, bringing employer share to 23%. 

We have accordingly applied a premium of 18.4%, 

	

equal to 23% x 80%) 	6,206 

	

Plus 5% housing benefit (paid by employer) 	6,517 

	

Plus 13% retirement fund (paid by employer) 	7,364 

Plus 5% average cost to employer of uniforms, 

	

transport and other fringes 	7,732 

Plus 5% average cost to employer of "automation 

	

payments°' 	8,119 

Using a 1990 prevailing average exchange rate of 

	

2,5(X) pesos = C$1, this hourly rate equals 	C$3.25 

Industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX CC 

MEXICAN TEXTILE EXPORTS (19804990, US$M) 

	

1980 	1981 	1982 	1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 

TOTAL 	 78,701 	74,940 	63,789 114,347 124,081 	72,536 	66,935 147,806 	134,187 202,668 128,638 

Cotton 	 29,220 	7,669 	9,249 	9,572 	12,036 	5,978 	23,403 	52,969 	8,734 	22,243 	37,036 
Yarn 	 18,462 	5,607 	8,185 	7,143 	6,475 	2,871 	6,905 	23,354 	2,687 	5,437 	4,139 
Fabric 	 10,758 	2,062 	1,063 	2,429 	5,561 	3,107 	16,498 	29,615 	6,048 	16,806 	32,897 

Wool 	 867 	48 	29 	71 	624 	426 	22 	1,636 	4,339 	4,554 	3,055 
Yarn 	 31 	15 	12 	2 	19 	1 	4 	12 	199 	• 19 	8 

Fabric 	 837 	33 	17 	70 	605 	425 	18 	1,624 	4,140 	4,535 	3,047 

Synthetic Fibres 
Yam & Fabric 	16,657 	26,551 	28,568 	76,633 	84,069 	52,953 	32,907 	82,412 	78,417 	173,539 	87,206 

Hard Fibres 	31,956 	40,672 	25,945 	28,070 	27,352 	13,178 	10,604 	10,789 	2,453 	2,332 	301 

Other 	 40,244 	n.d. 	1,040 

Source: Camara Nacional de la IndustriaTexiil, 1991 

Undusitry, Science & Teçhnobgy Canada 
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APPENDIX DD 

U.S. TOTAL IMPORTS OF MFA FIBRES (1988-90, million m2 ) 

	

1988 	 1989 	 1990  

World 	 10,746 	 12,144 	 12,190 

China 	 1,342 	 1,672 	 1,692 

Taiwan 	 1,159 	 1,378 	 1,262 

Korea 	 1,013 	 1,058 	 977 

Hong Kong 	 897 	 957 	 972 

Canada 	 512 	 644 	 773 

Mexico 	 422 	 432 	 453 

Phillipines 	 308 	 361 	 438 

Pakistan 	 312 	' 	374 	 435 

Source: U.S. Commerce Department 

industry, Science & Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX EE 

MEXICAN TEXTILE IMPORTS (1980-1990, US$M) 

1980 	1981 	1982 	1%3 	1984 	1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990 

TOTAL 	 152,870 184,442 	137,209 	35,818 	76,285 	86,843 	91,269 	99,102 	259,171 	376,559 349,898 

Cotton 	 6,038 	8,329 	6,414 	7,592 	11,694 	5,012 	16,843 	35,303 	42,739 	54,436 	66,763 

Woolens 	 32,846 	37,228 	26,883 	11,794 	18,302 	27,139 	18,644 	14,554 	35,273 	35,023 	27,318 

Synthetic Fabrics 	- 	49,613 	46,190 	34,490 	5,371 	17,129 	21,559 	25,525 	17,623 	71,669 	99,390 	118,939 

Discontinuous Syn. Fabrics 	20,119 	21,848 	20,921 	5,482 	13,650 	16,755 	16,475 	19,078 	• 53,808 	78,363 	94,309 

Silk 	 4,118 	5,737 	2,216 	237 	- 	647 	1,059 	1,538 	1,105 	2,412 	2,973 	3,666 

Linen it Ramie 	 1,217 	1,864 	962 	95 	414 	282 	35 	247 	580 	1,523 	3,966 

Knitwear 	 10,590 	20,485 	16,429 	1,031 	2,231 	1,786 	1,891 	3,376 	28,592 	62,239 	5,520 

Other 	 20,837 	35,222 	24,519 	3,231 	7,540 	8,400 	7,049 	4,827 	15,170 	23,460 	10,736 

Source: Camara Nacional de la IndusiriaTexiil, 1991 

Industry, Science & Techne,gy Canada 



TOTAL 800,645 	818,978 	2.3% 

Source: CANA1NVEST 

The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX FF 

MEXICAN APPAREL PRODUCTION (1988-1989) 
('000 units) 

1988 	1989 	88-89 

Women and Girls 	 327,257 	322,131 	-1.6% 

Wornen's Dresses & Suits 	 105,066 	105,593 	0.5% 

Women & Girls' Shirts & Blouses 	108,281 	111,144 	2.6% 

Women & Girls Pants 	 51,284 	42,264 	-17.6% 

Girls' Dresses & Suits 	 29,807 	30,779 	3.3% 

Women & Girls' Skirts 	 28,978 	29,298 	1.1% 

Coats & Jackets 	 3,841 	3,053 	-20.5% 

Men and Boys 	 238,752 	245,524 	2.8% 

Pants 	 34,033 	34,736 	2.1% 

Jackets 	 20,323 	20,754 	2.1% 

Suits & Blazers 	 4,459 	4,278 	-4.1% 

Shirts 	 93,594 	96,796 	3.4% 

Sport Shirts 	 86,343 	88,960 	3.0% 

Outerwear 	 234,636 	251,323 	7.1% 

Uniforms 	 30,952 	32,133 	3.8% 

Coats & Raincoats 	 4,931 	6,403 	29.9% 

Sportwear. 	 41,308 	42,606 	3.1% 

Underwear & Sleepwear 	 142,773 	155,156 	8.7% 

Other 	 14,672 	15,025 	2.4% 

Industry, Science 84 Technology Canada 
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APPENDIX  CG  

US APPAREL IMPORTS FROM MEXICO (1989-1990, Metres 2  Millions) 

1989 % 	1990* % 	Growth 

Total 	 176.3 	 175.6 	 0% 

Mexican Origin 	24.1 	14% 	29.0 17% 	21% 
807 	 48.8 28% 	43.8 25% 	-10% 
807-A 	 103.5 59% 	102.8 59% 	-1% 

*estimate 

Source: CNN 

Industr)i, Science & Technology Canada 
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The Impact of North American Free Trade on the Canadian Textile and Apparel Industry 

APPENDIX MI 

MEXICAN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF APPAREL (1985-1990, US $000s).  

1985 	1986 	1987 	1988 	1989 	1990* 

hnports 	31,917 	43,903 	27,859 	105,748 	231,758 	310,000 
Exports 	15,788 	16,589 	47,395 	62,495 	57,747 	72,000 
Balance 	-16,129 	-27,314 	19,536 	-43,253 -174,011 	-238,000 

* estimate 

Source: CNIV 

;industry, Science & Technok)gy Canada 
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